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THE CHURCHES. 
There will be religious services at the 
Citypoint schoolhouse next Sunday at 1.30 
and 6.30 p. m. 
Rev. G. E. Edgett has announced that the 
donor of the new pulpit for the Methodist 
church was Mrs. Sarah C. Sherman. 
Services at the Universalist church next 
Sunday will be as follows: At 10:45 a. m, 
regular service, preaching by the pastor, 
with sermon from text, Romans 12: 18; at 
12 m. Sunday school; at 6.15 p. m., young 
peoples’ meeting. A cordial invitation is 
extended to all. 
The Methodist Church services Sunday, 
I >ec. 15th, will be as follows: Preaching by 
the pastor at 10.45 a. m. ; subject, “Everyday 
Usefulness.” Epworth League at 6.30 p. 
m. The evening service at 7.30 will be in 
the audience room, and the pastor will de- 
liver a special address to young people. 
All are welcome. 
Prayer meeting at the North church this, 
Thursday, evening at 7.15; topic, “Masters 
and Servants in Christ.” The Sunday 
services will be as follows: Sermon by the 
pastor, Rev. G. S. Mills, at 10.45 a. m. ; 
subject, “The Two Baptisms”; Sunday 
school at 12 m. ; Y. P. S. C. E. missionary 
meeting at 6.30 p. m. ; address by the pastor 
at 7.30 i*. m. ; subject, “A Lad's Vision.” 
At the Baptist church next Sunday fore- 
noon the pastor, Rev. E. S. Philbrook, will 
speak upon the subject, Prayer, or Christ’s 
great “whatsoever,” Matt. 21:22. The Sun- 
day school will meet at noon. The men’s 
meeting will be held, as usual, at 3:30 p. in., 
and the Christian Endeavor meeting at 6:30. 
A gospel praise and preaching service w ill 
follow at 7:30. The subject of a short ser- 
mon by the pastor will be, The Attractive 
Power of the Cross. The following appoint- 
ments for the week are made: Monday 
evening at 7:30 the meeting for girls and 
young w omen. Tuesday afternoon the La- 
dies* Sewing Circle will meet with Mrs. S. 
G. Bicknell, Pearl street. Tuesday evening 
at 0:30 the pastor will hold a “quiet hour.” 
The topic chosen for the prayer meeting 
this, Thursday, evening is, The unsaved in 
our midst, Rom. 10:1-15. 
Lights Out! 
Head Quarters E. II. Bradstreet Post, 
No. 44 Department of Maine, G. A. R. 
Liberty, Nov. 20, 1901. 
Whereas, The Commander of the Universe 
lias given to Comrade Robert E. IIowresof 
this Post the command Lights Out! That 
command has been obeyed and in accord 
with the religious belief of comrade Howes 
lie being an adventist) he is now'off duty 
until the reveille shall sound on the resur- 
rection morning ; Therefore, be it 
Resolved, That in the extinction of the 
light of our beloved comrade this Post has 
lost one of its most worthy members; his 
w ife and children a kind husband and a 
loving father, the community a good citizen, 
the country a patriotic defender, and the 
world an honest man. 
Life I know not what thou art. 
But tins I know, that we must part. 
How, when, and W'here fiist we met 
I own to me is a secret yet. 
Then steal away with lit le warning, 
Say not good night, but in some bright, calm good 
morning. 
Resolved, That our heartfelt sympathy be and is hereb} extended to the family of 
our departed comrade; that a copy of these 
resolutions be sent to the family, be 
spread upon the records of the Post and 
published in the county paper. 
J. O. Johnson, ( Committee W. H. Moody, ; on 
G. O. White, ( Resolutions. 
Concerning Local Industries. 
John Pierce of New York has been 
awarded the contract for the erection of 
part of the superstructure of the new cus- 
tom house for New York city. The con- 
tract price is somewhere near half a mil- 
lion dollars. The granite will be quarried 
and cut at Fox Island. 
We have received a list of the scores 
above iki, and special prizes awarded at the 
.State Dairy Conference, Bangor, December 
3-4,1901. The list includes, under the head- 
ing of dairy butter, Mrs. N. L. Littlefield, 
Prospect, and J. W. Luce, West Troy. R. 
F. Jaynes, Thorndike, was second in gran- 
ular creamery butter. Mrs. Littlefield re- 
ceived a special prize of $1 from the Ver- 
mont Farm Machine Co., and Mr. Jaynes a 
special prize for creamery butter from the 
Ililler'& Mertz Co. 
WEDDING BELLS. 
Upton-Lamb. Ilenry Leighton Upton and Miss Edna Elizabeth Lamb, daughter 
of Mrs. Sarah and the late Joel Lamb of 
Centre Lincolnville, were united in marriage 
at the Baptist parsonage Thursday evening, 
Nov. 28, Rev.W. E. Lombard of the Chestnut 
Street Baptist church officiating. Mr.Upton 
is Principal of the Rockport Grammar 
school, a graduate of the Castine Normal 
school and a teacher of ability and merit, 
having taught successfully in the Camden 
public schools, also at Gould Academy in 
Bethel, Me. Mrs. Upton is popularly 
known in Lincolnville, where she has been 
an efficient teacher for a number of years, 
and the best wishes of a host of friends 
follow her to her new home, which will be in 
Camden, and a cordial welcome is extended 
to her by Camden friends. Congratulations 
and best wishes to the young couple.—Cam- 
den Herald. 
Suicide in Rockland. 
Rockland, December 2. Mrs. Edwin 
G. Owney, aged 32, died Wednesday after- 
noon from the eff ects of drinking a solution 
of caustic potash ten days ago. The solution 
was taken with suicidal intent, and as the 
result of domestic troubles, it is said. Mrs. 
Owney was formerly Laura Cleveland, and 
the daughter of John Cleveland, a well 
known resident of Thomaston. Her 
marriage to Mr. Owney, who is a negro, 
took place shortly after graduation from 
the Thomaston High school and was the 
subject of much comment._ 
Yachts and Boats. 
Charles R. Coombs has moored his sloop 
yacht, Mallard, in the upper harbor for the 
winter. 
James 0. Brown the North Haven yacht 
builder, says that he has orders enough on 
hand from North Haven summer residents 
to keep a big crew at work all winter.* 
News of the Granges. 
Equity Grange has elected the following 
officers for the ensuing year: W. M., Orrin L. 
Wentworth; 0., Janies H. Elms; S., Charles 
T. Littlefield; A. S., Leslie Elms; Chap., 
Mrs. J. H. Elms; Lect., Mrs. James P. 
Wight ;Treas., Freeman T. Wentworth ;Seore- 
tary, Mrs. Adella Packard; L. A. S., Miss 
Carrie Elms; C., Lula Lord; P., Mrs. Leslie 
Miller; F., Mrs. Fred L. Toothaker; G. K., 
Fred J. Clark. 
The following have been elected officers 
of Union Harvest Grange, Centre Mont- 
ville, for the ensuing year: M., S. 
Poland; 0., Mark L. Howard; L., Mrs. R. 
M. Carter; S., Z. H. Foster; A. S., C. B. 
Cushman; C., J. F. Ramsay; T., C. B. Ring; 
Sec’y, Edna Ring; G. K„ G. E. Terry; P„ 
Rebecca Poland; F., Orilla Ramsay; C., 
Lucy Wentworth; L. A. S., May Foster; 
Chorister, May Howard. 
Seaside Grange elected the following of- 
ficers last Saturday evening: Mast'r, 
Henry J. Cliaples; Overseer, Elijah How- 
ard; Lecturer, Mrs. Myra McKeen; Stew 
aid, George Miller; Asst. Steward, Ralph 
Gould; Chaplain, Mrs. E. P. Alexander; 
Treas., Harvey S. Cunningham; Sec’y, 
Florence Ellis: Gate Keeper, James Braley; 
Ceres, Mrs. Ezora V. Miller; Pomona, 
Mrs. Lillian Twombly; Flora, Miss Hattie 
Kimball; L. A. S., Miss Kate Brier. The 
representatives to the State Grange will be 
elected next Saturday evening. The grange 
is now out of debt and has money in the 
treasury sufficient to buy and put in new 
heating apparatus. New members are com- 
ing in. Five names were proposed at the last 
meeting. 
Waldo County Pomona Grange met Nov. 
26,1901, w ith Dirigo Grange, Freedom. The 
weather and traveling was bad and the at- 
tendance light in the forenoon. The follow- 
ing granges responded to the roll call: 
Union Harvest, Seaside, Dirigo, Frederick 
Ritchie, Rising Sun, South Montville, Sun- 
light and Harvest Moon. On motion of the 
Worthy Overseer it was voted to raise the 
fees of the fifth degree to ten cents. The 
following patrons were appointed to arrange 
the program for next meeting: Brothers 
Vose, Evans, and Elliot, and Sisters Vose, 
Moulton and Ring. The afternoon session 
was opened with music by the choir. The 
committee reported as follows: Time, Dec. 
31st; place, Morning Light Grange, Mon- 
roe; program—opening exercises; confer- 
ing fifth degree; report of Granges ; address 
of welcome by Tolford Durham; response 
by Joseph Ellis; appointment of commit- 
tee ; noon recess; topic, Do we get better 
results from feeding neat stock twice than 
three times daily? to be opened by C. A. 
Levanseller; ladies' topic, What can we do 
to keep our sons and daughters on the 
farm ? to be opened by Mrs. Durham; re- 
mainder of the program to be furnished by 
Morning Light Grange. The address of 
welcome was given by Mrs. Frank Clem- 
ents, and the response by the Overseer. 
The topic, what is the cause of church 
decadence and the disregard of Sunday 
observance? was discussed by brothers 
Libby, Evans, Vose, Ring, Ellis, Hall, and 
Dolloff and Sisters Vose, Brown, Mureh 
and others. The Worthy Overseer report- 
ed the National Grange. Dirigo Grange 
furnished the following program: Music 
by choir; rec., Mae Hall; song, Will 
Sprague; dec., Everett Choate; song, Mark 
-. Grange closed in form. 
Harvest Moon Grange, Thorndike, held 
a special meeting last Saturday for the ob- 
servance of its 27th anniversary. A fine din. 
ner was served. State Lecturer Thompson 
was expected, but was unable to be present. 
An interesting program was given. After 
music, the annual address was read by the 
Lecturer, Mrs. Belle Crosby, and was as 
follows: 
Worthy Master, Brother and Sister Co- 
workers and Friends:—Another year has 
passed anil a new century has been ushered 
in since we last met to observe our natal 
day. Here again we are assembled to cele- 
brate in a titling manner the 27th year of 
our existence. In the absence of our sister 
and co-worker, M. A. 1'. Sayward, whom 
we have listened to with pleasure in years 
gone by, your worthy lecturer has been 
chosen to prepare an address for this oc- 
casion. I feel I shall be a poor substitute, but doing the best 1 can trust you will 
overlook my failures, which may be many. I am glad that so many of us are permitted to 
be present to-day and trust that we may go from here feeling that the time has been 
well and profitably spent. Taking the year 
as a whole 1 think we have made some ad- 
vancement. I should be sorry were it not 
so. WTe have certainly gained in number, which means increased strength and activi- 
ty as a body. Let us hope that we have 
also added something of value to our store- 
house of wisdom and knowledge during the 
past year, and let us go forward hand in 
hand with those we love and are associated 
with to do our very best, standing by our new 
members and encouraging them to help the good cause along. The grange is, or 
should be, a school and we should come with 
our lessons well learned. I see no reason 
why those of us to-day who may not have 
had the privileges or opportunity that the 
young now have of acquiring an education 
should not come here and learn much, even 
if we bring our text books and all be teachers 
and pupils together. I know there are some 
here who would be glad to do this, if not all 
and after the regular business session is over 
then take up our studies ami see what can 
be done. It would be much better than to 
close and go home. I have been thinking of this for some time and it would make 
each meeting so interesting and profitable. 
I think that we would all look forward to 
Saturday afternoon with pleasure. There 
are many studies we might take up and vet 
not neglect any duty pertaining to our 
noble order. There is history, physiology 
and hygiene, political and social economy, 
geography, etc., etc., which studies we may 
not all be familiar with and thereby gain 
much useful knowledge. Please give it 
some consideration, dear patrons, I ask 
you, for any order which is not working for 
education and advancement and truth and 
right is not worthy of any person’s loyal 
support and should not be encouraged 
and upheld. Oh let us make our Grange 
the scene of success and goodness and 
be so united and in such perfect har- 
mony that the outside world will look upon 
us with pride, and honor and respect and 
love us for the great we are doing. Oh, dear 
friends,;we might do a great deal more than 
we are doing or have been doing if we only 
try. We are all teachers in this wide world. 
If not in the school room, in a broader 
sense we are, or should be, teachers in our 
every day lives, so that each one with whom 
weoorne in contact could learn a lesson from 
us by our words and example. We should 
so live that we can help and benefit every 
one by our precepts of truth and right and 
thus uplift humanity to a broader field of 
thought and action and to awaken in them 
more of aadesire for noble work. Our ab- 
sent sister feelingly alludes each year to the dear ones who are with us no more in 
the mortal form, but whose hallowed pres- 
ence I feel at this hour, and 1 forget not one 
They are dear to me those old pioneer workers who paved the way for us that we 
might today enjoy the blessings of their la- 
bors. Andof those who have more recent- 
ly passed from our rauks and gained their 
immortality I need not speak further. They 
are all remembered. Many changes are constantly occuring among us. Only a few short weeks ago the vile hand of an assassin felled to the earth our chief magistrate and ruler, Wm. McKinley, and a nation weeps I 
for our martyred President, yet the wheels of progress are not stayed in their course, *or another fills his place and the busy world moves on. I fear for this man who 
It ^ the head of our nation. I fear that ere he has served his term attempts will be made upon his life. Oh that we might all be more in unison is 
my prayer to-day; that the North and the 
South the East and the West might be so united that anarchy would not exist; that cruel wars and bloodshed would be un- 
known in this fair land of ours, where 
peace on earth and goodwill to all mankind 
should be our watch-word ever. We, as a 
people, are too much divided at the present time. Let us as Patrons of Husbandry, for 
we represent the laboring class, the toilers of the land and not the drones, stand to- gether. In our own State alone we are 15,- 
000 strong: why should we not have some 
voice in the making of our laws and in 
opposing unjust monoplies which may favor 
a certain class, but not the poor man and the laborer. When we do this we will 
have established the era of peace and good will unto all the world, and love and truth 
and justice will reign triumphant. 
A paper on “The Poet Longfellow” was 
read by Mrs. Lou. Ward Murch; a letter to 
the Grange from Mrs. M. A. P. Sayward, 
who is in Colorado, was read by Mrs. Flora 
Ward; then followed recitations by Mrs. 
Annie M. Ward and Mrs. Flora Ward, and 
the closing hymn,“Nearer My God to Thee.” 
Transfers in Real Estate. 
The following transfers in real estate 
were recorded in Waldo County Registry 
of Deeds for the week ending Dec. 10, 1901: 
George Pierce. Frankfort, to Patrick II. 
Doulin, do.; land in Frankfort. Chas. E. 
and Geo. H. Howes, Portland, to Isaac H. 
Rankin, Winterport; land in Winterport. 
Robert S. Knowles, Troy, to John Harper, 
Lewiston; land in Troy. George W. Peirce, 
Stamford, Ct., to John M. Perkins, Boston; 
land in Northport. Perley 0. Leonard, 
Union, to Everett II. Leonard, Raynham, 
Mass.; land in Knox. Hollis M. Thayer, 
Winterport, to G. L. Farrand et als., Rock- 
land ; land in Winterport. Albert W. Lord, 
Knox, to Chas. W. Lord, Brooks; land in 
Knox. Fred F. Grant, Somerville, Mass., 
to Fred Coffin, Monroe; land and buildings 
in Monroe. James L. Dodge, Liberty, to 
Warren N. Towde, do.; land and mill in 
Liberty. Clara L. Carney, Boston, to Vir- 
gil H. Harding, do.; land in Unity. N. M. 
Webber, Searsport, to Harriet N. Stickney, 
do.; land in Searsport. Robie J. Turner, 
Palermo, to Silas A. Ilannon, do.; land and 
buildings in Palermo. Walter P. Bessey, 
Freedom, to Lelia Berry, Albion; land in 
Freedom. James L. Dodge, Liberty, to 
Warren N. Towle, do.; land in Liberty. 
High School Notes. 
The senior arithmetic class has resumed 
the intellectual pastime of playing with 
blocks. 
Examinations begin to-day, Thursday. 
The new system of discussing the books 
for required reading in class makes the 
book erfam illations no longer a necessity. 
The classes have been reviewing their 
term’s work during the week. 
The English literature class has finished 
reading “The Merchant of Venice.” 
Teacher: “What was the name of Jove’s 
wife ?” 
Freshman: “Mrs. Jove.” 
The school has been singing the “Soldier’s 
Chorus” from “Faust” this week during the 
music period. 
The Senior class is to take up the study 
of chemistry next term. 
The Sophomore class has decided on a 
very pretty class piu. The design is dia- 
mond shaped. 
Death of Col. Wm. A. Kimball. 
Col. William A. Kimball of Rockland, the 
widely kuowu and popular advertising 
agent and excursion manager died suddenly 
in Boston last Saturday. The remains were 
brought to Rockland Monday. The Rock- 
land Star says of the deceased: 
He was born March 2, 1848, in West 
Rumney, N. H., and was the sou of Adams 
and Betsey White Kimball. When sixteen 
years old he started on the sea and went 
around the world, later rounding Cape Horn 
many times. The colonel had many adven- 
tures which would put to shame those of 
the novelsof today. He was always active 
in those enterprises that tended to put Maine to the front. He was a cousin of the 
late Hon. Henry Clifford of Portland, and 
a nephew of Supt. W. S. White of the M. C. 
K. R. He leaves,besides a wife, a daughter, Mrs. Elijah Cameron, and a brother, Harry. “Kim” was a member of the local lodge of 
Red Men. 
Belfast Weather Report. 
Following is a summary of the weather 
record of the Belfast station of the U. S. 
Weather Bureau for the week ending Dec. 
10,1901: 
oar 
8® ~* © 
£ -Z % Wind, Sky, etc. 
* & 
4 24 15 N.E. Part, cloudy. 
5 22 2 N.W. Clear. 
6 18 -2 
7 18 3 
8 23 10 N. Part cloudy. Snow in night, 1 inch. 
9 42 15 W. Cloudy. Rain: precipitation 
rain and melted snow, .11 of an 
inch. 
10 48 36 S. Cloudy. Rain to 4 p. m.; clear in evening; rainfall,1.44 inches. 
The sledding§had been fairly good since 
the snow storm of Nov. 13 and J4, but there 
were some bare places and some drifts. The 
snow in the fields was 12 inches deep on an 
average Nov. 15th, and had gradually 
decreased to about 5 inches. The snow 
storm last Sunday increased it an inch, but 
Tuesdaj-s rainstorm spoiled the sleighing 
in this vicinity, and travel is again mostly 
on wheels. The total snow fall of the 
season thus far is 24 inches. 
Secret Societies. 
Silver Cross Lodge, Knights of Pythias, held a reception and banquet last evening 
in honor of a visit bv Grand Chancellor Warren C. Philbrook. The remodeled lodge 
room was dedicated. 
Canton Pallas, P. M„ I. 0. O. F„ has elected the following officers: Capt., Chas M. Craig ; Lieut Fred V. Cottrell; Ensign; Dayton F. Stephenson; Clerk, Chas. H Sargent; Accountant, John S. Davidson. 
HALLDALE. 
W._A. Hall of Belfast was in this place last Friday and Saturday.... Geo. W. Choate fell from a ladder last Saturday and broke some of the bones in one of his ankles.... 
Mrs. Lucinda Eastman is quite sick_Miss Eva Preble is at work for Mrs. J. W. Nutter—Mr. W. W. Peavey of Waldo was ■n Dos neighborhood last Monday_Mrs. Ellen Colby was taken quite sick last Sun- day night—J. W. Nutter received a cut 
the face last week by coming in contact with a tackle block....Last week’s snow 
storm blocked the roads so that the mail 
did not get through Wednesday. 
a 
OBITUARY. 
Henry Crehore, one ol Llncolnville’s 
most respected citizens, died Nov. 28th, at 
the age of 80 years and 11 months, in Pea- 
body, Mass., where he had gone only the 
week before to spend the winter. Mr. C. 
came to Lincolnville when but a little more 
than 12 years of age to live with his uncle, 
Hon. Minot Crehore, well and widely 
known throughout Waldo and what is now 
Knox county, who carried on a successful 
tannery and currying business here, and 
was quite active and interested in public 
affairs. Succeeding to the business of his 
uncle at his death, in 1858, he enlarged and 
continued it through years! of prosperity 
and thrift till changing eontitions and the 
distance of the leather market induced him 
to retire from it and devote) himself to his 
farm, which occupies a fine location border- 
ing on Penobscot Bay. In 1848 he married 
Mary A., daughter of Israel and Alice 
Studley, who survives him. Seven children 
were born to them, of whom four—three 
sons and one daughter—are now living, and 
all residing in Peabody, where in recent 
years Mr. and Mrs. Crehore have spent the 
winters. A man of generous and cheerful 
spirit, ne nail a good word for and was a 
friend to everybody, and his home was ever 
one of abounding cheer and hospitality. 
Of unflinching faith and integrity he gave 
his influence only to that which he felt to 
be good aud right, and lived for the best 
things in home and church and in civil and 
social life. Prominent in Masonry, he was 
honored by the fraternity, and will be miss- 
ed by a large circle of friends. The funeral 
services wpre held in Peabody Dec. 1st, and 
the body was brought toLincolnville Monday 
and the last service rendered there the fol- 
lowing day by King David’s Lodge of Ma- 
sons, of which he was the oldest member as 
well as a Past Master. 
Mr. Bradford G. Blanchard of Sandy- 
point, whose death occurred Nov. 30th, was 
the son of the late Capt. Charles and 
Abbie Tozier Blanchard of that place. His 
age was 46 years and 6 months. He was 
twice married. His first wife was Miss 
Hattie Cousins, who lived only a few 
months after marriage. His second wife, 
who survives, was Maria Thompson of 
Stockton Springs. When a young man he 
made several sea voyages. Later he went 
to work at the duckery and was the licensed 
clerk of the corporation for a number of 
years. Last spring, on account of failing 
health, he gave up work there and had 
since worked about his farm. He was at 
times very despondent and this was what 
caused him to take his life. He was in 
health a very bind and helpful friend to ail 
and is one who will be much missed in the 
community. He leaves beside a wife one 
brother, Win, P. Blanchard of Somerville, 
Mass. The funeral was held at his late home 
the Tuesday following his death and was 
largely attended by relatives and friends. 
Rev. H. W. Norton of Searsport made very 
appropriate remarks from “I will not leave 
you comfortless.” The floral offerings were 
very handsome, including a pillow, wreath 
and several large bouquets. The burial 
was in the family lot in the (cemetery here. 
All extend their sympathy to the bereaved 
ones. 
Levi Mathews of Searsmont died sudden- 
ly of heart disease Sunday evening, Nov. 
24th. lie had been in his usual health up 
to the time of death. He was a native of 
Lincolnville, and had lived there until a 
year ago, when losing his buildings by lire 
he moved to Searsmont and took up his 
residence with his stepdaughter, Mrs. W. 
w. Marriner. He was a member of the 
board of selectmen of Lincolnville four 
years and tax collector six years. He was 
twice married. His first wife was Lavinia 
Bills of Hope, by whom he had two chil- 
dren; and his second was Mrs. Rachel A. 
Decrow, by whom he had one daugher, Mae 
L., who died about six years ago. He was a 
carpenter by trade, and an honest, upright 
man, respected by all who knew him. He 
leaves a wife, one sou, Fred II. of Belfast, 
one daughter, Etta F. of Massachusetts, and 
one step daughter, Mrs. W. W. Marriner, to 
mourn their loss. Funeral services were 
held at the M. E. church, Searsmont, 
Nov. 27th, Rev. Wm. Berkeley officiating. 
The interment was in Hope. 
The funeral of Dr. J. W. Pearson was 
postponed from Thursday to Friday on ac- 
count of the bad traveling. The services 
were held at the church in Morrill. There 
was a very large attendance and the floral 
offerings were numerous and very hand- 
some. They wrere sent by the various se- 
cret societies of which he was a member: 
Timothy Chase Lodge of Masons, Waldo 
Lodge of Odd Fellows, the Knights of Pyth- 
ias, Ancient Order of United Workmen, 
the Golden Cross, and from friends in Provi- 
dence, Camden, Belfast, Morrill and other 
places. Very touching and impressive re- 
marks were made by Rev. Fred M. Preble of 
Auburn, Dr. Pearson’s pastor when in Cam- 
den. “Thy will be done,” was sung by Mr. 
and Mrs. E. S. Pitcher, and “Nearer, My 
God, to Thee” and “Lead Kindly Light” by 
Mr. and Mrs. Pitcher and Mrs. E. P. Frost. 
Waldo Lodge held services at the church. 
The interment will be in the cemetery’ at 
Morrill. 
Mrs. Eliza B. Cottrell, widow of Capt. L, 
T. Cottrell, died very suddenly Monday 
morning, Dec. 2nd, at the residence of her 
daughter, Mrs. Abbie Maynard, Dorchester, 
Mass., at the age of 82 years and 5 months, 
after a life of devotion to her six children— 
three sons and three daughters—who sur- 
vive her. Capt. and Mrs. Cottrell were res- 
idents of Belfast for many years, and after 
his death she went to Massachusetts to live 
with her children. Her maiden name was 
Pottle. The funeral service, held in Dor- 
chester Dec. 5th, was very impressive and 
largely attended by relatives and friends. 
The floral offerings were many and beauti- 
ful. The remains- were placed in a tomb to 
remain until spring, when they will be re- 
moved to Belfast for interment in the 
family lot. 
Mrs. Lura E. Glidden died at her home in 
Northport Dec. 5th at the age of 61 years, 3 
months and 10 days. Her maiden name was 
Titus and her girlhood days were spent in 
Appleton. She married Thomas Philbrook 
of Islesboro and later they moved to North- 
port, where he died. A few years ago she 
married Fred B. Glidden of Northport. 
She had no children. She is survived by 
her husband and one brother, H. N. Titus 
of Appleton. The funeral was held Sunday 
and was largely attended. Mrs. Martin S. 
Gray of Belfast officiated. 
Dr. James C. Deane died at Newton 
Highlands, Mass., Dee. 6th, at the age of 
67 years. Dr. Deane practiced medicine 
several years in Liberty and Lincolnville, 
and served dnring the civil war in the U. S. 
ship National Gnard in the Western Gulf 
Squadron. His wife, now deceased, was 
Vesta, daughter of Nathan Bowler of Pa- 
lermo. They had no children. He leaves 
one brother, John W. Deane of Freedom. 
Capt. E. S. Farwell of Rockland received 
a telegram last week announcing the death 
of Capt. George A. Lord, aged about 65, in 
the Hudson Street hospital New York. 
Capt. Lord, who was born near Bangor, 
was one of the best-known mariners on the 
New England coast. He was a member of 
Aurora Lodge, F. and A. M., of Rockland. 
The funeral was held in Rockland Friday and a large number of members of Aurora 
Lodge accompanied the remains to Jameson 
Point cemetery, where interment was made. 
The pall-bearers were Messrs. John I. 
Snow, F. G. French, E. C. Kenniston, and 
G. F. Green. 
Z. D. Stevens, a veteran of the Civil War, 
died at the home of his son, F. E. Stevens, 
in Pittsfield Dec. 2nd, after an illness of 
many months. Mr. Stevens was born in 
Dixmont and served during the war in Co. 
B, First Maine Cavalry. He was a painter 
by trade and came to Pittsfield about ten 
years ago. His long sickness caused him to 
be almost totally blind for the last year of his life. The funeral was held Dec. 5th, 
under the auspices of Stephen Davis Post, 
G. A. R., of wliich order he was a member. 
The deceased leaves an invalid widow and 
one son, who have the sympathy of 
numerous friends. 
Geo. R. Cunningham, proprietor of the 
Ellsworth house, died in Ellsworth Dec. 3d, 
aged 43 years. He had been ill some time 
with a complication of diseases. Mr. Cun- 
ningham was one of the most widely known hotel men in eastern Maine. Before com- 
ing to Ellsworth six years ago, he had con- 
ducted hotels at Shore Acres, Lamoine 
Point, Brewer and Bar Harbor. He is sur- 
vived by a widow. 
Capt. R. T. Rundlett, former collector of 
customs at Wiscasset^ and a well-known 
Democratic politician, died, Dec. 8th, aged 
57 years. The immediate cause of death 
was a carbuncle. Capt. Rundlett went to 
sea for a number of years, the last vessel he 
commanded being the Wiscasset-luilt ship Richard III. His wife died about a 
ago and he leaves only an aged mother. 
Thomas G. Arey, one of the most promi- nent business men of Bucksport, died at his home in that town last Monday night, 
at the age of 77 years. 
THE NEWS OF BELFAST. 
George E. Ring has been appointed post- 
master at South Montville. 
The annual meeting of the stockholders 
of the Waldo County Agricultural Society 
will be held in the court house Wednesday, 
Jan. 1st,at 10 a. m. 
The shoe factory situation seems to be 
assuming more definite shape. The 
assignees and committee are in consultation 
and correspondence with parties and will 
meet this Thursday evening, to consider 
definite propositions for re-establishing the 
business. 
The home of Wilbur Gray and family at 
Orland Fails was destroyed by fire Mon- 
day night, the family barely escaping in 
their night clothes, not being able to save 
a thing. The barn was not destroyed, the 
wind blowing in a favorable direction to 
keep the sparks away. The buildings and 
contents were insured for $1200. 
The regular meeting of the Belfast Im- 
provement Society will be held at the home 
of Mrs. M. J. Gammans on Church street, 
Monday, Dec. liith, at 2.30 o’clock. All 
members, especially the collectors, are re- 
quested to be present. 
Henry D. Clough of this city has employ- 
ed his leisure time of late in making dolls’ 
furniture, in different styles, parlor and 
kitchen sets, etc., and they are in great de- 
mand. Many sets have been sent to Massa- 
chusetts. Carle & Jones have them. 
Thomas H. Marshall Relief Corps has 
elected the following officers: President, 
Mrs. Mary Pendleton; vice president, Mrs. 
Ruth Staples; chaplain, Mrs. Julia Mc- 
Keen; secretary, Mrs. Lizzie Waterman; 
treasurer, Mrs. Carrie Black; conductor, 
Mrs. Ellen Strout; guard, Mrs. Ellen Rowe; 
delegates, Mrs. Rose Wise, Mrs. Martha 
Carter, Mrs. Ellen Strout; Mrs. Carrie 
Black ; alternates, Mrs. Helen Sanborn, Mrs. 
Lizzie Waterman, Mrs. Ruth Thomas, Mrs. 
Ellen Rowe. The fortnightly supper was 
postponed from Tuesday evening,Dec. 10th, 
one week, on account of the storm. 
North Belfast. Miss Laura Conant 
returned to her home in Lowell, Mass., last 
week after spending several weeks with 
her mother, Mrs. E. C. Merriam_Council- 
man L. 0. liucklin has secured work in the 
shipyard of Geo. A. Gilchrest, and has 
moved his family to Belfast city for the 
winter... Miss Lulu K. Mayhew went to 
Castine Tuesday to attend the winter term 
of Normal school.Mr. C. A. Hopkins 
came home from Clark’s Island Saturday, at which place he has been at work stone 
cutting during the past season. 
McKinley Memorial. Governor Hill 
has appointed Postmaster Arthur I. Brown 
of Belfast to be the Waldo County member 
of the National McKinley Memorial Asso- 
ciation. The object is to receive popular 
subscriptions towards a fund for erecting a 
memorial to President McKinley at Canton, 
Ohio. The names of the donors will be en- 
rolled and preserved. Mr. Brown will make 
arrangements with suitable persons in each 
town in the county to receive the subscrip- 
tions, and subscription papers will soon be 
opened, probably at the post office. The 
following letter will be sent to postmasters 
in Waldo County, who will kindly forward 
all contributions to A. I. Brown, Belfast, 
Maine. 
Belfast, Maine, December, 1901. 
As you have doubtless noted in the papers 
a movement is on foot to erect a a suitable 
memorial to the late President McKinley, which shall be national in its character and 
in eupry way worthy of his just fame The 
work in Maine has been placed in general 
charge of a committee appointed by Govern- 
er Hill, representing all the counties of the 
State. The sum we are asked to raise has 
been apportioned among the various counties 
and is not a large one forany of them. The 
sum assigned to Waldo could easily be raised among a few of its public spirited citizens. Such, however, is not the design of the movement. The purpose is to make it representative, so far as possible, of the 
whole people—to build the memorial monu- 
ment with the small contributions of the 
many rather than with the large contribu- 
tions of the few. 
I know that you shared fully in the pub- lic appreciation of President McKinley, and I would be glad if you would help along the good work of providing a suitable ma- 
terial expression of the nation’s love for 
him by passing the enclosed subscription 
paper among your friends and neighbors. The amount (not to exceed 25 cents) is so 
small that it would seem as if all the friends 
of the great martyr President would be 
only too glad of an opportunity to identify themselves with this movement to do ap- propriate honor to his memory. 
Sincerely yours, 
A. I. Brown. 
Member of State Com. for Waldo Co. 
THE NEWS OF BKOOKS. 
James F. Jewell is packing apples with 
Mr. Dolliff. 
Fred Emmons is furnishing the village 
with milk. 
David Fogg, who has been sick with rheu- 
matic fever, is improving. 
Miss Mary Huxford has been driving out 
three or four miles to give music lessons. 
Miss Alice L. Dow returned to Pittsfield 
Monday to resume her studies at the M. C. I. 
Earle D. Bessey, of Bates 1904, is spend" 
ing his vacation with his sister in Thorn- 
dike. 
We notice the new sign of Mr. Hobbs of 
Winterport on hisj storehouse near the 
depot. 
M. J. Dow, the dry and fancy goods man, 
is stocking up for the holiday trade as 
usual. 
Isaac Leathers is buying pulp wood at 
the station. Here is a chance to get a few 
dollars. 
The shortest days of the year are now 
upon us and the stores are lighted at 4 
o’clock.; 
Rev. David Brackett is having a large 
quantity of cord wood cut at his farm in 
Jackson. 
E. C. Iioody started for the woods last 
Monday. He is to drive a team for Fair- 
field parties. 
The much needed rain has come at last. 
The snow was deep in the woods, but very 
loose and dry. 
Geo. Reynolds is doing some business in 
the Jones, blacksmith shop. His speciality 
is horseshoeing. 
M. J. Dow has pressed, hauled and de- 
livered to A. E. Chase, the Brooks hay 
dealer, 30 tons of hay. 
Dr. A. E. Kilgore has had his stable 
renovated and the interior very much 
improved. He has added two box stalls. 
Percy P. Leonard of the Soldier’s Home 
at Togus has been visiting his sister, Mrs. 
Ira W. Bowden, of this place. 
Roberts & Son are doing a large business 
in the manufacture of toy articles and it is 
hoped the demand will continue. 
Charles E. Lane has returned to Aroos- 
took county, where he is doing a life insur- 
ance business with headquarters at Houlton. 
Mrs. Mary E. Wentworth, who is well 
known in Brooks, is quite ill at the home of 
her son, Mr. Friendly Wentworth, in East 
Knox. 
Byron J. Larrabee of Winterport has 
been running the barber shop of Charles 
Irving much to the satisfaction of the peo- 
ple here. 
Several of the youug people of the place 
spent last Friday evening at the parsonage, 
as the guests of Kev. and Mrs. F. \V. 
Barker. 
Will Keeling, who recently married Miss 
Meda Kodge, has obtained rent in the Geo. 
Miller house and they will go to house- 
keeping. 
Mrs. Lavinia Morsfe has been quite ill at 
the home of her son-in-law, Milton M. 
Leonard, she is a sister of the late Au- 
gustus Fogg. 
Mr. Kow supplies his customers with 
the Butterick fashion sheets, free. lie is 
the local agent for their goods and has 
orders for many patterns. 
Sarah J. Cole, who has been visiting her 
daughter, Mrs. E. G. Lander, in Thorndike, 
has resumed her position as housekeeper 
for her brother, C. E. Lane. 
Mrs. Rose I. Forbes of this town had at 
one time recently over 20 cats of different 
sizes and ages. She makes a business of 
supplying city dealers with the felines. 
Martha E. Luce, who has been visiting 
her sister, Mrs. A. E. Kow of this place, 
went to Thorndike Tuesday morning to see 
her friend Mrs. Mary Johnson, who is very 
ill. 
Mrs. Sarah J. McGray, who lives with 
her daughter, Mrs. Ellen Kenney in Knox, 
is hale and hearty at eighty years of age. 
She lived for some years in lirooks and is 
well remembered here. 
Ralph, son of Roscoe G. Edwards, died at 
the home of his father last Sunday night. 
He had been in poor health for a long time. 
He learned the printer’s trade in Belfast,but 
had spent some years in the West. 
Chester Elwell of Brooks, who is at work 
in the woods in Piscataquis county, has 
already worked fifty days, as he writes to 
his father, Charles II. Elwell of this village. 
It will be a long job for the woodsmen this 
year. 
I Frank II. Thurston of Montville visited 
j friends here last Sunday. He was on his 
j way to Pittsfield, where he has a position J as teacher at the M. C. I. He is also taking 
j an advanced course in the school at the 
| same time. 
Miss Kate Small, who recently opened 
dressmaking rooms, has been quite busy the 
past few weeks. Miss Inez Fogg has also 
done something in the same line at Mrs. 
Estes millinery rooms. 
Peering & Hamlin, who came here from 
Belfast about one year ago, are very much 
liked by their patrons and are evidently do- 
ing a good business. They have carried a 
nice line of meat and fish. 
Enoch Leathers has moved out of the 
Benj. Leathers’ homestead, which has been 
j the constant residence of the family for 
I over forty years. It is now owned by Kos- 
j coe Webber, who bought the place for the 
j farm and lumber. 
| It is rumored that the Almon S. Forbes 
farm is sold. Whoever buys it gets a 
bargain, for the buildings alone cost much 
more than the asking price for the whole 
place, and Mr. Forbes has spent a lifetime 
improving the farm. 
The funeral of the late Augustus Fogg 
was held at the church last Monday morn- 
ing, Kev. David Brackett officiating. The 
choir consisted of G. A. Morrill, A. E. 
Chase, Miss Emmons and Mr. Emmons. 
For some years Mr. Fogg had lived in Clin- 
ton, but he was born in Jackson and was 
well known here. He was a past master 
of Marsh River Lodge of Masons of this 
place. 
F. J. and F. P. Webb were in town last 
week to do some lettering on the Gibb’s 
monument. They are at work on a monu- 
ment for A. S. Forbes which he will set 
some time this winter. Fred Webb of the 
firm narrowly escaped serious injury last 
Saturday while moving a large foundation 
rock. In some way a crow bar flew up and 
struck him across the nose. The bones 
were not broken, but his beauty was badly marred for the time and he has suffered 
considerably from the accident. 
PERSONAL. 
Fred W. Pote went to Boston Monday on 
business. 
Hon. I. H. Jackson is confined to his 
home by iBness. 
Miss Lora Heal went to Portland last 
week to visit relatives. 
Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Shales visited friends 
in Thorndike last week. 
County Treasurer A. A. Small is ill at his 
home on Miller Street. 
Dr. Benjamin Colson of Bangor was in 
Belfast Monday on business. 
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. II. Field visited in 
Bangor the first of this week. 
Mrs. W. R. Howard left Monday morning 
to visit relatives in York Harbor. 
Mrs. J. D. Wardwell left Monday to spend 
the winter in West Upton, Mass. 
Mrs. Elmer E. Bradbury of Augusta visit 
ed friends in Belfast the past week. 
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Adams of Castine 
are visiting Mr. and Sirs. Samuel Adams. 
Mrs. Geo. Blodgett left Monday to visit 
her husband, who has employment in Bos- 
ton. 
Mrs. George Marsh of Malden, Mass., is 
visiting her niece, Mrs. W. H. Beckwith of 
Waldo. 
Herbert T. Harmon arrived home last 
Friday from Waverly, Mass., for a short va- 
cation. 
Mrs. Nealie R. Holmes returned home 
last Friday from a visit of 3 months in New- 
ton, Mass. 
Miss Louise W. Richards return.-d™) 
Farmington Monday from a Thanksgiving 
vacation. 
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Wiggin of Portland 
have moved from 39 Pine street, to 77« Con- 
gress Street. 
Mrs. Frank O. Critchett and Mrs. Henry 
Webber have returned home from Brock- 
ton, Mass. 
Capt. Ralph Pattershall is at home, his 
vessel, the schooner S. L. Davis, being 
frozen in at Farmingdale. 
Mrs. Ciara Gurney left Saturday for Rox- 
bury, Mass., where she will spend the win- 
ter with her daughters. 
Mrs. Carrie E. Peirce arrived home Satur- 
day from Boston, where she has been visit- 
ing her sister, Mrs. Childs. 
Mrs. Russell G. Dyer of Portland was 
elected President of the Bosworth Relief 
Corps of that city last week. 
Edgar F. Hanson went to Augusta Mon- 
day, and bought the largest consignment of 
Belgian hares ever sold in Maine. 
A. A. Knight arrived home last week 
from Portland, where he has been in the 
employ of the Standard Granite Co. 
J. N. Cannon, agent for the Bowker Fer- 
tilizer Co., was in town last week on busi- 
ness with John Sanborn, the local agent. 
Eugene Rust of Kansas City, Mo., arrived 
Saturday night, called here by the critical 
illness of his mother, Mrs. Win. M. Rust. 
Miss Sadie Wight went to Boston last 
Tuesday to visit her cousins, Mrs. Sally 
(Durham) Hanshueand Miss Mary Wight. 
Capt. Guilford D. Pendleton left last week 
for Ship Island to look after the owners’ 
interests in sell. Mabel Hooper, which was 
ashore there. 
Mrs. Everett Roberts, son George and 
daughter Lillian, of Vinalliaven are spend- 
ing the holidays with Mrs. Roberts’ mother 
Mrs. Geo. Wise. 
Miss Edith M. Ellingwood of this city has 
been appointed to a position in the Provi- 
dence city schools. She will spend the 
Holiday vacation at home. 
Mr. Reuben L. Ilslev, Colby '91, employed 
at the Charlestown navy yard, has been 
promoted to a position in th e treasury 
department at Washington, 1). C., and 
leaves at once to assume his new duties.— 
Waterville Mail. 
W. M. Randall is still sojourning at 
Katalidin Iron Works, enjoying the hunt- 
ing andgaining in health. Ilis latest trophy 
is a black bear. He will soon be coin, 
ing home, and the first of the new year 
will resume his business. 
Miss Cleora, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
E. H. Haney, went to Westbrook, Mass., 
last Friday, where she will take lessons in 
the Weaver System of Music to tit herself 
for a school superintendent of music. Her 
father accompanied her to Massachusetts. 
H. L. Woodcock will open his annual 
exhibition of oils and water colors at 
Andrew’s music store, Bangor, this morn- 
ing and will have the largest collection of 
both oils and water colors ever shown in 
Bangor. He will have an exhibition in 
Rockland later. 
“Well, I’m out of politics now,” said Hon. 
Albert Pierce to a Commercial man at the 
Bangor House the other day; “but I 
wouldn’t give up for a good deal the experi- 
ence I got and the number of valuable ac- 
quaintances I made all over the State as the 
result of my two terms in the senate." “1 
don’t know who will succeed me,” he said 
in reply to a question from the Commercial 
man. “Dawson of Monroe has made quite 
a contest for the place, but I suppose that 
the matter will depend upon what Belfast 
does. L. C. Morse of Liberty is also men- 
tioned for the place.” 
Among those present at the recent Pith 
annual reunion of the Castine Alumni As- 
sociation of Boston, were lit. E. 1-1. I’hil- 
brook and Albert F. Richardson of Castine; 
Nellie I'. Harvey of Kenduskeag; Dr. and 
Mrs. A. A. Jackson of Everett, formerly of 
Jefferson; Dr. Geo. F. Fames of Boston, 
Rev. .Silas X. Adams of Westbrook; Mr. 
and Mrs. L. B. Wright of Everett, Mass.: 
Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert Hudson of Buffalo, 
N. Y.; Ella A. Morrow and Emma Morrow 
of Bridgewater; Lillian A. Simmons of 
Boston; Will P. Creamer of Boston: Prof. 
Melvin J. West and Mrs. West of Easton, 
Mass.; Etta M Abbott of New Bedford; 
Nettie B. Dobbins of Boston; Wilbert Mor- 
grage, F.sq., Boston; Arthur E. Barter of 
Roslindale; Ella F. Jordan,Chelsea,Mr.and 
Mrs. Isaac B. Clay, formerly of Livermore 
Falls; Mary C. Richardson of Wellesley 
college; Ashley and Sarah Littlefield, Agnes 
Weseott, Carrie A. Whittaker, Grace L. 
Rivers, Willma E. Bowden, Edith E. Buck, 
Flora M. Haley, Carrie M. Poor, Olivia M. 
Woods, Frank F. Carr, E. Theresa Crabtree, 
Rose Vardon, Una E. Howes, Marcia D. 
King, Nan J. Grindle, May Littlefield, Ger- trude H. McKeller, Shirley T. Rice, Edith 
F. Russell, Morrill C. Woods, Helena L. 
Wright and Sadie Fuller,and others, nearly 
all of whom are teaching in and around 
Boston. 
THORNDIKE. 
The many friends of Mr. Augustus Fogg 
will regret to learn of his death, which 
occurred at his home in Clinton last week. 
Mr. Fogg was a resident of this town for 
many years and was respected by all w ho 
knew him. He leaves a widow and several 
children. Funeral services were held at 
the Cates school house in Jackson Monday. 
ENGLISH AND SCOTCH HOTELS. 
II. 
Our next stopping place, the Windsor 
in Edinburgh, was neither as large nor 
as palatial as the Central Station Hotel 
in Glasgow. It is in about the same 
class as the Compton in Liverpool, 
and here, as there, we found women in 
charge. With many other hotels of 
greater or less magnitude it is situated 
on Princes street, and nothing finer 
in the way of location could be de- 
sired. This is the principal street of 
the city and overlooks the valley, or 
ravine, which separates the new from 
the old Edinburgh, while nearly oppo- 
site is the Castle, so high in the air that 
the first day we only had tantalizing 
glimpses of it through the fog. Here, 
as in Glasgow', we found the French 
waiters w ho are learning English “while 
they wait,'” but we were all interested 
in the little fellow usually assigned to 
our table. He was extremely polite and 
deferential, and the manner in which 
he pronounced bis numerous “thank 
you’s” was decidedly amusing. When 
he handed you anything he said “thank 
you,” and w hen he removed your plate 
he said “thank'you.” He was as quick 
in his movements as a squirrel, and untir- 
ing in his efforts to please. Once he 
made a mistake in an order and was 
profuse in his apologies,but embai rassed 
by bis limited English vocabulary, fi- 
nally lie said: 1 spik French, German, 
Spanish, more well as 1 do English.” 
The menu here was in French, but the 
cooks must have been French also, for 
the fare was a decided improvement on 
that at the big hotel in Glasgow. The 
hotel had a -'lift,” or rather an apology 
for an elevator. Four people could 
crowd into it, but you felt as if it was 
likely to break down any minute and 
we usually went up and down by the 
stairways. But I do not wish to dis- 
parage the Windsor. We were very 
comfortable there, and had nothing to 
complain of in any way. 
At Melrose we stopped at the Abbey 
Hotel, and though George Hamilton 
appears on the cards as proprietor we 
saw nothing oi him. in a business way, 
at least, but we were received on ar- 
rival by. and paid our bills, to the land- 
lady. The hotel is situated just at the 
entrance of Melrose Abbey, a famous 
and picturesque ruin which thousands 
of people visit yearly. On the right 
as you enter the hotel is the bar, with 
two barmaids in attendance, and with 
its beer pumps, bottles, and kegs oi 
wines and spirits attractively arranged. 
Opposite is a public sitting-room. As- 
cending a tiiglit of stairs you enter a 
museum that contains many rare ami 
curious tilings; collections of foreign 
coins, gold, silver; bank notes and birds’ 
eggs, china, weapons, minerals, stuffed 
birds and animals—the whole represent- 
ing a large outlay. Passing through 
this museum you reach the dining-room, 
the drawing-room, whose pictures and 
books gave it the airof a private apart- 
ment. and the smoke-room, which con. 
tained quite an extensive library. The 
table was fairly good, the attendance 
ditto, but the feather beds on which we 
slept—or did not sleep—that night left 
a bad impression of Melrose with some 
of the party. My room had a thick 
woolen carpet on the door, a four-post- 
ed bedstead with heavy hangings, a 
feather bed, and coverings enough to 
have smothered an elephant. It was 
an easy matter to strip off the super- 
abundant bedclothes and to open the 
one window, but the objectionable 
feather bed was there to stay, and it 
was a night of discomfort. Thereafter 
we demanded mattresses; and some- 
times got them. 
In York we stopped at the Black 
Swan, one of the old-time English inns. 
How old it is I did not think to enquire, 
but a framed poster in the office, of 
w hich a facsimile is given on the card 
of the establishment, advertised the 
“York Four Days Stage-Coach,” to 
London, beginning on Friday, the 12th 
day of April, 1700. The journey is now- 
made in less than four hours by rail. 
The hotel is a plain four-story building. 
Over the main entrance is the represen- 
tation of a black swan, and in large 
letters extending across the entire front 
just over the second story we read: 
“Under the Patronage of IT. B. H. the 
Prince of Wales.” On the right as you 
enter is a public room, on the left a 
private dining room. Directly in front 
is the bar, which answers for the office 
as well: and in rear is the smoke room. 
On the same floor are the commercial 
room and general dining room. Here, 
as in some of the other hotels, is what 
might be called a private bar; a little 
snuggery sacred to certain habitues, 
who have their regular seats, and regu- 
lar. or irregular, habits, and are waited 
pon with due deference. On the sec- 
ond floor is the drawing room, and a 
number of what were apparently priv- 
ate sitting rooms, each with its name 
upon the door. I do not recall the 
names, but we thought at the time that 
they were decidedly odd. On this floor 
also is the commercial dining room, 
which after lunch the day of our arriv- 
al was set apart for the exclusive use 
of the Elwell party. Here we were 
w aited upon by two typicalEnglisli wait- 
ers, such as you may have seen portray- 
ed in “Punch” years ago. As at the 
Compton the kitchen was somewhere 
in the unexplored rear of the house, 
and the food had to be brought from 
there and carried up a flight of stairs. 
As to stairs, the house was full of them, 
and whether you went up or down you 
were never quite sure of reaching your 
destination. The second story was 
built over an alleyway to the rear of 
the house, and in coming down from 
my room I frequently found myself on 
the farther side of this alley. One 
night in going up to bed three of us 
w-ere confronted by a blank wall, and 
had to retrace our steps and try it over 
again, this time with success. It was 
here we first encountered the bed-room 
candle. At night a table in the hall 
was filled with candlesticks, and the 
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There is nothing like Asthmalene. It brings instant 
relief, even in the worst cases. It cures when all else 
fails. 
The Rev. C. F. Wells of Villa Ridge, 111., says: “Your 
trial bottle of Asthmalene received in good condition. I 
cannot tell you how thankful I feel for the good derived 
from it. I was a slave, chained with putrid sore throat 
and asthma for ten years. I despaired of ever being 
cured. I saw your advertisement for the cure of this 
dreadful and tormenting disease, asthma, and thought 
you had overspoken yourselves, but resolved to give it a 
trial. To my astonishment, the trial acted like a charm 
Send me a full-size bottle.” 
We want to send to every sufferer a trial treatment of 
Asthmalene, similar to the one that cured Mr. Wells. 
We’ll send it hv mail postpaid, absolutely free of 
charge, to any sufferer who will write tor it, even on a postal. Never 
mind, though you are despairing, however bad your case, Asthmalere will 
relieve and cure. The worse your case, the more glad we are to end it. 
Do not delay. Write at once, addressing DR. TAFT BROS.’ MEDICINE 
CO., 79 East 130th St., N. Y. City. Sold by all Druggists. 
guests quartered upon the upper floors 
lighted one when they went to bed. 
The lower floors were lighted by gas. 
Among recent guests registered at the 
Black Swan were Carnegie and James 
G. Blaine. It is a quaint old hostelry 
and we found it very comfortable. 
But what a transformation when we 
arrived at the Russell Hotel, London! 
The location is fine. The hotel fronts 
on Russell square, with its grass and 
trees enclosed by an iron fence. It is 
not open to the public, and we were told 
that, with all the land in the neighbor- 
hood, it is owned by the Luke of Bed- 
ford. As the hotel stands by itself, 
entirely isolated from the surrounding 
buildings, all the light and air possible 
are obtained, and this is an important 
consideration in so over-crowded and 
usually gloomy a place as the great city 
of London. The hotel is one of the 
handsomest modern structures we saw 
on our travels. It is built of light red 
brick and terra cotta, with beautiful 
colonades and balconies, and rises to 
the height of eight stories. The in- 
terior is magnificent. You enter a 
marble hall, the floor of mosaic, with j 
the signs of the Zodiac ill the center. ^ 
Here are comfortable seats, a huge fire 
place, and the handsome stairway lead- j 
ing to the upper lloors. Opening from i 
this hall is the winter garden, or “cen- 
tral lounge,” where the guests meet to j 
talk, to take their afternoon tea, and in 1 
the evening to listen to a concert by a 
fine orchestra. Vnder rows of palm 
trees are little tables and easy chairs, 
and you may order here refreshments of 
any kind and gentlemen are at liberty 
to smoke their pipes, cigars or cigar- 
ettes. The banqueting hall is a bright, 
cheerful room in the French Renais- 
sance style with a frieze of large mir- 
rors at the back reflecting the winter 
garden with its palm trees and other 
tropical plants. Also on the ground 
floor are a business room for business 
men, a sumptuous reception room and 
reading room, wainscoted in oak, a 
smoking room and billiard room in sim- 
ilar style. The walls of one of the 
dining rooms are lined with warm col-1 
ored marbles and divided by two rows 
of marble columns of the same warm 
hue. There is one office where you get 
your mail and the key to your room, 
another is a bureau of information 
and adjoining is the cashier's office. 
Seated at a desk on the right as you 
enter the hall is the head porter, a large 
man, evidently a foreigner, and wearing 
a handsome uniform. On the opposite 
side is a room for luggage and pack- 
ages. In front of the hotel stands a 
good looking young man iu a fine uni- 
form whose duty it is to “welcome the 
coming and speed the parting guest.’’ 
On arrival he assists you to alight and 
summons the porter to carry in the lug- 
gage. If a cab is required, you say you 
want a four-wheeler or a hansom, and 
his whistle quickly brings one to the 
door. He tells you the proper fare, 
closes the front of the hansom when 
you are seated, and directs the driver 
where he is to go. He greets you with 
a pleasa it good morning; perhaps tells 
you the fog will clear away before 
noon; and is always ready to impart 
such information as the stranger in 
London may need. But to return to 
the hotel. It has about 700 rooms, all 
elegantly furnished, bath rooms and 
lavatories on every floor, and a large 
staff of most efficient servants. The 
elevator service is the best I have ever 
seen. Two spacious elevators, speedy 
and noiseless, ran day and night. You 
can go to your room on the 0th floor— 
our party were all on that floor—and 
return in less time than it would take 
to go up and down a single flight of 
stairs. If some one calls on you, his or 
her card is given to a bell boy, or “but- 
tons,” and with the card on a salver he 
goes through all the rooms on the 
ground floor calling “627, please; 627, 
please.” If that is your room you an- 
swer and go to the reception room to 
meet your visitor. The hotel is ruu on 
the European plan. The rooms are 
from 4s od ($1.08) per day for a single 
bed-room to 25s ($6) for a suite con- 
taining a sitting room, bed-room and 
bath room. You can have breakfast 
for 2s, 2s 6d, or 3s 6d—50 cents to 87 
cents; lunch 2s to 3s 6d (50 to 87 cents); 
dinner 5s ($1.25). If you take the low- 
est priced breakfast and lunch your bill 
for the day, with a single room, w-ould 
be about $3.50, which is very reasonable 
considering the luxuriance of your sur- 
roundings. This includes lights and at- 
tendance, but baths are extra, and are 
cheap at a shilling. 
We were five days at the Russell, but 
only took our breakfast there. Most of 
the party lunched and dined at the 
Holbern restaurant, a magnificent es- 
tablishment, resplendent in its adorn- 
ment, excellent in cusine and service 
and reasonable in its prices. Once we 
went to the Vienna restaurant, where 
the coffee is particularly good; and once 
| At Leamington we stopped at the 
Lath Hotel, a quaint old inn, and here 
met, for the first time, a landlord, Mr. 
Welch. His father, and we believe his 
grandfather before him, kept the house, 
and it goes without the saying that lie 
| “knew how to keep a hotel.” At dinner 
! he carved the joints and fowl on a side 
table, and at other times looked well to 
the comfort of his guests. The service 
here was the best we found in England 
or Scotland. It was performed by 
comely young women dressed in black 
with white caps and white aprons. They 
were tiie personification of neatness, 
noiseless in their movements, and at- 
tentive to every call. One of these 
girls waited one morning at breakfast 
upon our own party of twelve and 
three other guests, and all were prompt- 
ly served. In addition the cusine was 
I excellent; and if any of The Journal 
I readers go to Leamington 1 recommend 
them to go to the Bath Hotel. 
One more hotel remains to be men- 
tioned, Blossom Hotel, in Chester. This 
is a modern structure, owned by a cor- 
poration, and run by women. It is 
handsome in all its appointments and the 
Smoke Loom was remarkable from be- 
ing all tiles—walls,ceiling, floor and fire- 
place. The service here was not as 
good as in Leamington; and of the 
table, while it was very good, the same 
may be said. Our next move was to 
the Compton in Liverpool, where we 
had lunch, and then boarded the Cam- 
broman for the voya ge home. 
Th-> Christinas Dinner. 
In spite of the fact that the word dyspep- 
sia means literally bad cook, it will not be 
fair for many to lay the blame on the cook 
if they begin the Christmas Dinner with 
little appetite and end it with distress or 
nausea. It may not be fair for any to do 
that—let us hope so for the sake of the cook! 
The disease dyspepsia indicates a bad 
stomach, that is a weak stomach, rather 
than a bad cook, and for a weak stomach 
there is nothing else equal to Hood’s Sarsa- 
parilla. It gives the stomach vigor and 
tone, cures dyspepsia, creates appetite, and 
makes eating the pleasure it should be. 
From the State Capital. 
The matter of a successor to the late 
postmaster, Walter D. Stinson, is being dis- 
cussed. Several candidates are mentioned, 
among them being W. 11. Williams, John 
V. Lane, Capt. Samuel W. Lane and Fred 
G. Kinsman. It has been supposed that 
Hon. Byron Boyd, a son-in-law of Congress- 
man Burleigh, would want the place, but 
he says he does not care for it. 
The leading article of the forthcoming 
annual report of Hon. S. W. Matthews, 
commissioner of labor statistics, will be 
that on the butter and cheese factories of 
the State. It will be exhaustive in its char- 
acter. An agent of the department has 
visited about every factory in the State, in- 
vestigating the industry carefully and close- 
ly. He found 07 butter and lb cheese 
factories, co-operative and proprietary, in 
the State. 
Supt. W. W. Stetson of the school depart- 
ment is busily engaged in the preparation 
of his annual report. He has recently com- 
pleted his visitation of the various educa- 
tional institutions. The summer school 
movement, in Supt. Stetson’s opinion, is 
one of the most important of modern eduea- 
cional innovations and already the good 
results are being manifested throughout 
the State. Early in January, Supt. Stetson 
will begin to prepare for next season’s 
educational gatherings and he will proba- 
bly have his advance announcement ready 
for publication early in the new year. 
A part of the session for the afternoon of 
December 27th of the Maine Pedagogical 
Society has been set apart for the memorial 
exercises of the late Dr. C. C. Rounds. An 
invitation is extended to those who were 
associated with Mr. Rounds, either as 
teachers or students, to be present at this 
meeting and participate in the exercises. 
Those who cannot attend, are requested to 
send letters expressing their appreciation 
of Dr. Rounds and his work. The sessions 
of the Pedagogical Society will be held in 
the State House at Augusta. 
An Evangelist’s Story. 
“I suffered for years with a bronchial or 
lung trouble and tried various remedies but 
did not obtain permanent relief until I 
commenced using One Minute Cough Cure," 
writes Rev. James Kirkman, evangelist of 
Belle River, 111. “I have no hesitation in 
recommending it to all sufferers from mala- 
dies of this kind.” One Minute Cough Cure 
affords immediate relief for coughs, colds 
and all kinds of throat and lung troubles. 
For oroup it is unequalled. Absolutely 
safe. Very pleasant to take, never fails 
and is really a favorite with the children. 
I They like It. R. H Moody. 
nt YORK FASHIONS. 
Inning Drum. Dotted Net*. Crepes. 
Styles In Making. Hair Dressing. Orna- 
ment*. Sashes. Answers to Correspond- 
ents. STB 
[Correspondence of theJournal.] 
A last season’s evening dress may be 
again utilized, so little change is appar- 
ent, and while to some it is a satisfac- 
tion, to the fashionable dressmaker it 
brings dismay, as she is expected under 
all circumstances to provide novelties. 
The same old flaring skirt, the same old 
blouse or loose front, sometimes open 
and sometimes closed—several narrow 
or one wide ruffle (preferably the 
former) edged with “baby ribbon” 
narrow black velvet or lace. Quite a 
choice exists in inexpensive dress 
fabrics, black or white nets (dotted) be- 
ing shown at 50 cts. a yard, and these 
costumes are as attractive on a summer 
evening, as at winter entertainments. 
POINT D ESPRIT NET 
is always charming, but higher in price; 
then comes cashmere, Landsdowne, 
albatross (which cleans perfectly) or 
cotton and silk crepe, with silk 
embroidered dots, at 50 cts. per yard. 
One style of cotton crepe at 15 cents 
per yard comes in twelve different 
shades, which is a guarantee that it is 
in demand. Prettily made up and 
trimmed with narrow black velvet 
ribbon and gilt buttons, no one would 
suppose that it was a costume of the 
cheapest material in the market. For 
a more expensive dress pink plisse 
louisine is beautiful—covered with tiny 
indentations, a reminder of crepon but 
much prettier. A black dotted net 
dress, trimmed with black velvet ribbon, 
is very peculiar; the first row of ribbon 
being about twelve inches deep, and 
about two and a half inches apart, 
except at the back, where it extends to 
the end of the train; each row ending 
in a loop. 
TIIE SECOND row 
is of narrower velvet, the bands 
commencing between the lower ones, 
and a third row of half-inch-wide velvet 
put on in a similar manner readies to 
the waist, which is also in lengthwise 
rows of velvet, relieved by cerise-color- 
ed velvet bows on the elbow sleeves, 
the low round neck and belt at front 
and back. Another pretty way of mak- 
ing a white net is to have two-inch- 
wide tucks in each ruffle, and run 
in two rows of narrow colored 
velvet ribbon in two shades. At regular 
spaces on the outside of the tucks, full, 
loopings of narrow velvet tied at the 
center should be placed, about eighteen 
inches apart, with waist and sleeves to 
match. A bunch of daisies or roses, or 
poppies, at the left side of a low neck 
is a pretty addition. 
IN FASHIONABLE COIFFURES 
the waved Pompadour (at the front) 
holds undisputed sway, but the back 
hair is now arranged in sof t puffs, curls 
or the figure 8. Flowers, particularly 
large roses, knots of satin ribbon, imi- 
tation or real shell combs and orna- 
ments of butterttes are all popular, 
after all, however, the great point is to 
suit the coiffure to the style of lace. 
ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
“Ella Lee,” If you wish to give 
your friend a thoroughly enjoyable 
Christmas present, send her a bottle or 
box of Murray & Lanman's Florida 
water. It is always welcome—always 
delightful and refreshing, and will keep 
the giver in sweet and enduring remem- 
brance. 
Katy Steiuliardt.” You cannot 
go astray in wearing a wide sash. If 
your evening dress is of a figured ma- 
terial, a plain satin sasli is the proper 
thing. The newest sashes are in large 
flowers on a white or ivory surface, or 
plaids on an indistinct ground—some- 
what on the chine order. All broad 
sashes are finished with knotted fringe. 
“Carrie Bronson.” Undersleeves 
are still fashionable and often much 
exaggerated, and a cuff at the elbow 
(leaving the arm bare) is a novelty in 
independent waists, suitable only for 
young girls. A pink erepe de Chine 
waist with full tucked yoke, outlined 
by white silk passementerie (in a leaf 
pattern) and sleeves to match should be 
suitable for a white or black dotted net, 
or taffeta silk skirt. 
Verona Clarke. 
Poet. Editor nt Artfat. 
An edition de luxe of “Rhymes and 
Tains," bound in birch bark by the 
author, is the unique contribution of 
EARLE H. EATON 
Earle H. Eaton to artistic bookmak- 
Ing. Mr. Eaton is a prominent figure 
in New York journalism, and is also* 
well known as a poet and humorist. 
CASTOR IA 
For Infants and Children. 
Tho Kind You Hate Always Bought 
North Scarsport Items. 
Eugene Blanchard of Samlypoint is in 
town frequently. 
Albert Massure is very ill and is not ex- 
pected to recover. 
Miss Lillian Smart visited Miss Bessie 
Nickerson in Swanville last week. 
Miss Ethel Smart visited her cousin, Miss 
Lida Nickerson, in Swanville, last week. 
Irvin Black of Boston spent Thanksgiv- 
ing with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred 
Black. 
Mr. and Mrs. P. D. H. Carter of East 
Belfast were in town Sunday calling on 
friends. 
Miss Partridge of Stockton Springs was 
in town last Saturday, the guest of Miss 
Ooldie Bobbins. 
Mrs. Ellen Scribner has returned from 
Frankfort, where she has been taking care 
of Mrs. Frank Kingsbury. 
Fred A. Scribner and Edward Sargent, 
who are in the employ of the N. E. Tele- 
graph and Telephone Co., drove down from 
Bangor to spend Thanksgiving with their 
parents. 
The ball at Marden’s hall Thanksgiving 
night was a success. Sixty-five couples 
were in attendance and danced to the excel- 
lent music of P. D. II. Carter of East Bel- 
fast, 1st violin ; Bert Small of Swanville, 2d 
violin; Albert Larrabee of Prospect, cornet, 
assisted by Mrs. P. D. H. Carter at the 
organ. 
Health and Beauty. 
A poor complexion is usually the result of 
a torpid liver or irregular action of the 
bowels. Unless nature’s refuse is carried 
off it will surely cause impure blood. Pim- 
ples, boils and other eruptions follow. This 
is nature’s method of throwing off the 
poisons which the howels failed to remove. 
JJeWitt's Little Early Risers are world 
famous for remedying this condition. They 
stimulate the liver and promote regular and 
healthy action of the bowels, but never 
cause griping, cramps or distress. Safe 
pills. R. 11. Moody. 
I Coughed 
“ I had a most stubborn cough 
for many years. It deprived me 
of sleep and I grew very thin. I 
then tried Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, 
and was quickly cured.” 
R. N. Mann, Fall Mills, Tenn. 
Sixty years of cures 
and such testimony as the 
above have taught us what 
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral 
will do. 
We know it’s the great- 
est cough remedy ever 
made. And you will say 
so, too, after you try it. 
There’s cure in every drop. 
Three sizes: 25c., 50c., $1. All druggists. 
Consult your doctor. If he says take it, 
then do as he says. If he tells you not 
to take it, then don’t take it. He knows. 
Leave it with him. We are willing. 
J. C. AYER CO., Lowell, Mass. 
Light as a Fairy 
is your cooking if you use the right Baking 
Powder. 
Here is a sure formula* 
2 lbs. Three Crow Cream Tartar 70 
I lb. Three Crow Soda _8 
Cost 78c 
making 3 lbs. Best Baking Towder at a cost of 
2fic per lb. All Baking Powders put up in cans 
contain Starch; some Ammonia, some Alum, 







Three Crow Soda 
you avoid injurious ingredients and you do not 
pay for something that does not raise the food. 
JOHN BIRD COnPANY, 
ESTABLISHED 1832. 
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Dates, Figs, &c., 
Mixed Nuts, 
Malaga Grapes 
{Preserves, Pickles, Katchup. 
jyBEST 






Give us a call 
and see for yourself. 
SWIFT & PAUL,™™. 
HO HEED OF MORE. 
A prominent Livermore, Maine, citizen elated and wants everybody to know the cause. 
Livermore, Me., October l, 1901. The Hubeck Medicine Company: 
I want to express my deep gratitude to you, also to let the good people of Maiue know of the wonderful benefits derived from the 
use of Dr. Itubeck’s Kidney and Liver Cure. I have suffered for years with diseased kidneys and other kindred troubles. 
Other medicines have not had t.ie desired benefit. I have taken 
but six or seven bottles of your great remedy, and my cure is a wonder to even myself, and 1 am not taking any medicine now, for the reason that I NEED NO MORE. 
Yours with deep gratitude, D. F. BLUNT. 
We want everybody reading the above testimonial to go down to 
their druggist or general dealer, to day, and get a 
FREE SAMPLE BOTTLE 
or a full size bottle, only $1.00. If he does not have thejmedicine send direct to 
BUBECK MEDICINE COMPANY, 
INCORPORATED, 
LIVERMORE FALLS, MAINE. 
Branch office for Maine trade. 
Bargain. 
Here is the greatest bargain 
in a 
ever offered by us and is equal 
to any desk you will pay 
from $4.00 to $4.50 for else- 
where. The workmanship and 
finish are lirst-elass, made of 
solid oak with golden oak 
finish. FULL SIZE, being 3 
feet 7 inches high, 20 inches 
wide, with a depth of writing 
bed of 20 12 inches. 
Price only $2.65 
As we were only able to get a limited number of these desks from the manufacturer we would ad 
vise purchasing immediately if you are in need of a desk. 
Cash in payment on mail orders for this desk will lie returned if not 
received in time. 
SPENCER & WILSON, 
Headquarters for Holiday Goods. 





For sixty years tile NEW-YORX WEEKLY TRIM'NI. has 
been a national weekly newspaper, read almost entirely by farm 
ers, and lias er joyed the confidence and support of the American 
people to a degree never attained by any similar publication 
THE 
NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER 
is made absolutely for farmers and their families. The first mini 
her was issued November 7, 1901. 
Every department of agricultural industry is covered b.\ speci,. 
contributors who are leaders in their respective lint's, and tie* 
TRIBUNE FARMER will be in every sense a high class, up ; 
date, live, enterprising agricultural paper, profusely illustrat 
with pictures of live stock,model farm buildings and homes, «u: 
cultural machinery, etc. 
Farmers’ wives, sons and daughters will find special i>a_ ■> 
their entertainment. 
Regular price $1.00 per year, but you can buy it with your fav*«: 
ite h me weekly newspaper, THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL, 
one year for 82.25. 
Send your subscriptions and money to THE RI P’ IP P AN 
JOURNAL PUB. CO., Belfast, Me. 
— 
S ml your name and|address to the NFW-YOKIv HUB- 
UNK FARMER, New-York City, and a free sain pit* copy 
will be mailed to you. 
We invite the Public to 
Examine our stock of 
LAMPS Fittings, 
WE OFFER BARGAINS. 
A FULL LINE OF. 
Ranges, Parlor Stoves, Tinware, Woodn 
Ware. Cutlery, Kitchen Furnishings, 
INCLUDING A I.AkUE STOCK OF 
PEARL AGATE ENAHELED WARE 
IN EVERY VARIETY OF COOKING UTENSIL. 
FURNACE AND FLU VlBINli our Specialty. 
nitchell & Trussell, 'Iopeeven.ngs. 
A DMINISTRATjkIX'S NOTICE. The subscriber 
/V hereby gives notice that she has been duly 
appointed Administratrix of the estate of 
NANCY T. HALL, late of Winterport, 
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given 
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de- 
mands against the estate of said deceased are 
desired to present the same for settlement, and 
all indebted thereto are requested to make pay- 
ment immediately. 
SARAH E. CURTIS. 
Winterport, Nov. 12, i901. 
Notes of the Natl. W. C. X. U. Convention. 
The executive board has selected Port- 
land, Me., as the place for holding the next 
annual convention. The date was not fixed, 
that being left to the discretion of the execu- 
tive board. 
An official statement was made that the 
total membership of the W. C. T. U. is 
about 300,000; the paid membership is 160,- 
000; the number of delegates at this con- 
vention was 293; the largest local union is 
at Portland, Me., with 265 members. 
Under the report of the committee on ap- 
propriations of the National W. C. T. U., 
which was adopted by the executive board 
before adjournment, $5,800 is given to the 
president, vice president, treasuter and sec- 
retary. The “Y” branch gets $800, and the 
“L. T. L.” $500. The departments get an 
aggregate of $7,253. Among the various ap- 
S 
illations for departmental work are: 
islation, $1,000; foreign speaking people 
missionary on Ellis island, $650; colored 
people, $500; scientific temperance instruc- 
tion, $800; soldiers and sadors, $250; anti- 
narcotics, $200; physical education, $250; 
purity, $200; non-alcoholic medication, $350; 







THE Book of the 
century Hand- 
somely illus- 
trated by thir- 
ty- two of the World’s Great- 
est Artists. 
Given Free 
to each person inn-' 
ed in subscribing 1 
Kugene Field M■ n. 
Souvenir Fund. > 
scribe any amouni ■ 
ed. Subscriptions a- 
as SI.00 will entit<1- 
to this daintily am- 
volume 
FIELD FLOWERS 
(cloth bound, sxii 
certificate of sul" -i 
tion to fund. Book 
tains a selection 
Field's best and «>• 
representative u •; 
and is ready for delivn 
But for the noble cm. 
tribution of the w»»rld 
greatest artists this 1»«" 
could not have bee: 
manufactured for 
than ST.00. 
The Fund created is divided equam '»• 
tween the family of the late Eugene Fnu 
and the Fund for the building of a monument 
to the memory of the beloved poet of child 
hood. Address 
Eugene Field Monument Souvenir Fund. 
(Also at Book Stores) 
194 Clinton St.. Chicago 
k If you also wish to send postage, enclose 10c. 





QEO. S. HARRIS & CO., 
...BOSTON, MASS. 
or twice to one of the many A. B. C. 
lunch rooms—these initials standing 
for Aerated Bread Company. As I 
started to write only of hotels I shall 
not say more as to the restaurants, al- 
though the Holbern merits an article of 
itself. 
From the up-to-date, magnificent 
Russell Hotel, London, we went to The 
Mitre Hotel, Oxford, which was estab- 
lished in 1400—nearly a century before 
Columbus discovered America! The 
Mitre figures largly in English litera- 
ture, has entertained all the distin- 
guished personages of its day, and is 
now, as in the earlier days, the resort of 
Oxford dons and undergraduates. You 
will find frequent references to the 
Mitre in “Tom Brown at Oxford.” The 
building itself in its general arrange- 
ment and in its furnishings is not un- 
like the Black Swan in York, and I 
will not attempt a detailed description. 
The room occupied by two of the young 
ladies of the party was wainscoted 
with oak two-thirds of its height, and 
overhead were immense beams of oak, 
handsomely carved. 
STREET SCENES IN MOORISH CITIES. 
Modern Scheherezadei. Amusement» in the 
Sultan’s Capital. 
[Special Correspondence of the Journal.] 
City of Morocco, Oct. 19, 1901. 
Characteristic of this land of yesterday 
is the professional story-teller and his 
deeply interested audience, to be fre- 
quently met in the crowded streets, 
especially in the vicinity of the market- 
place toward the close of an afternoon. 
Diversions are few in the lives of these 
poor people, and to them the oft-told 
“Entertainments”—a la the Thousand 
and One of Queen Sclieherezade—take 
the place of matinees and operas, in 
fact of every other form of amuse- 
ment open to the happier citizens of tiie 
United States. After trudging from 
their cheerless homes to market in the 
dim light of tiie early morning and 
haggling over their paltry wares 
through tiie heat of the day, it is 
natural and good that they should in- 
dulge in a quiet resting-time and a 
diversion of thought before start- 
ing on the weary return. 
Like public performers everywhere, 
the modern story-teller lias assistants 
and summoners to his entertainments, 
instead of advance-agents, supes, bill- 
stickers, etc., the star performer goes 
about with only a slim chorus. Music 
there must he, because each pause in 
tiie narrative, however slight, is marked 
by two or three heats on tiie tightly- 
stretched string of some queer instru- 
ment, or twangs witli a palmetto plec- 
trum—loud or soft, martial or tender, 
according to the subject of discourse at 
that particular point. There is usually 
a player on tiie native banjo, another 
man who keeps time on tiie tambourine, 
and a third who beats with his lingers 
on the one-sided, earthenware drum. 
The poorest professional, who cannot 
afford to share his scanty earnings with 
assistants, lias at least a two-striuged 
banjo, played by himself. 
First, the story-teller selects some 
comparatively sheltered nook in the 
thoroughfare, and calls attention to 
himself, by yelling, over and over, at 
the top of his lungs, some such an- 
nouncement as this: “In the name of 
the Prophet! Blessed be Allah! The 
greatest story-teller in the whole earth 
will now begin a wonderful tale of mys- 
tery, enchantment and deeds of valor. 
Neglect him not, oh ye true believers, 
for he hath marvels to unfold.” When 
a crowd has gathered—the lirst comers 
squatting in aeircle.the later ones stand 
mg behind—he first takes up a collection 
and if the amount of money donated 
does not come up to his expectations, 
refuses to tell a word until more is con- 
tributed. He is conspicuously attired, 
in a tattered brown jellab, (a woolen 
cloak, round and bonded) sandaled feet 
and a camels-hair cord tightly bound 
around his shaven and wrinkled skull. 
Waving bare arms and sinewy legs, 
wild,keen features, skin the color of an 
ancient pack-saddle, and Hashing eyes 
complete his portrait. Xobody believes 
a word of the monstrous fiction he re- 
lates, yet they accept it all with child- 
like credulity and the absorbing interest 
with which some other people devour 
yellow-covered literature of the “blood 
and thunder” order. The motley audi- 
ence gaze open-mouthed, every eye 
riveted upon the realistic semi-acting of 
the performer, who punctuates his harsh 
and gutteral Maghreb by pounding his 
drum or scraping upon the violin. Ac- 
cording to the best of Moorish belief, 
he is the one man in the world of whom 
to learn of love and life, of beautiful 
women and deeds of valor, of charms 
and hair-breadth ’scapes. Suddenly, at 
the most entrancing point of the narra- 
tion, when everybody’s interest is ex- 
cited to a nerve-straining pitch, the 
story-teller ceases iiis wild gesticula- 
tions and his words together. Half a 
dozen sentences—one step further for 
liberty—one blow of the sword—and 
the battle would be won, the hero freed 
and the charming hour! in the posses- 
sion of her adorer. Instead is the rasp- 
ing invitation of stringed instruments, 
the melancholy insistance of the drum, 
as the turban is passed for more contri- 
butions. The hands of the eager listen- 
ers instinctively seek their pockets for 
the day’s earnings; and when the chief 
performer is satisfied that not another 
copper is to be gleaned in that field, his 
story is resumed and brought to a speedy 
conclusion. Then, with another pious 
reference to “Our lord Mohammed— 
the prayers of (iod be on him and 
peace,” the audience is dismissed. Each 
man arouses reluctantly from his trance 
and turns away with deep-drawn breath 
to untether his mule or camel and begin 
the jotirliey home. 
In two or three of Morocco s larger 
cities you may liml a species of entertain, 
ment which goes by tbe name of 
“circus,” but which would hardly be 
recognized as such by any promoter of 
the ring in America. It takes place 
anywhere in the open air—generally in 
the market-square, as affording more 
room. The audience forms in a large 
circle, several rows deep, the first two 
rows squatting on their heels, the rest 
standing. In the open space within 
are two performers, who first relate 
a history of themselves and their glori- 
ous achievements before crowned Sul- 
tans and distinguished audiences else- 
where, composed entirely of Magi and 
other illustrious personages, if their 
statements are to be relied upon. Then 
follow various acrobatic performances, 
such as turning somersaults, standing 
upon their owrn heads and upon each 
others, playing tag, tripping one an- 
other and constantly tumbling heels 
over head. The spectators are never 
enthusiastic, and the wily performers 
watch for such favorable moments to 
pass the hat as when some surprising 
tumble has temporarily dispelled the 
reigning melancholy of the faces. Boys 
may sometimes laugh atid applaud, 
but the utmost sign of approval on the 
part of their elders is a distortion of 
the features into grim smiles. 
The real center of every town is its 
I 
It is an ideal toilet requisite and won- 
derful skin curative. Best for the com- 
plexion. Best for the bath. Best for 
the baby. Best for the hair. Large 
cakes 15c. Trial size Sc.; all druggists’. 
Munyon’s Remedies are positive cures. 
Advice and Guide to Health free by mail. 
Broadway and lOtk It., Sew York. 
market place, where caravans arrive 
and whence they depart, where the 
people meet and mingle and the great 
religious and political movements are 
fanned and fed which from time to 
time have convulsed the Empire. Cer- 
tainly it is the most interesting place 
to strangers. Bales of strange merchan- 
dise are being moved, camels are un- 
loaded and donkeys loaded, green-tur- 
baned merchants make rounds of in. 
spection, men on horseback, in vol- 
unnnous w lute lobes, with yellow slip- 
pers dangling straight down on each 
side of the clumsy saddle, pick their 
way hither and thither through the 
crowd. Here and there are water- 
sellers, carrying upon their backs great 
leaky skins flabbily bulging with water, 
and ringing small bells to attract atten- 
tion. Shoe-makers squat cross-legged, 
sewing and hammering upon slippers 
and sandals only. Barbers ply their 
trade in the open air, growing rich on 
market days upon “country custom.” 
Their office is of a double nature, for, 
as in the old days, they bleed as well as 
shave. They use no lather, only water; 
and the customer sits upon the ground, 
in front, while with razor, more or less 
keen, the barber removes his hair,—the 
head, oftener than the beard, being 
shorn. In bleeding they make an in- 
cision at the base of the skull, cutting 
to the bone. Bread-sellers crouch 
against walls and door-ways, indifferent, 
as are their customers, to the trifling fact 
of dust and fleas. Funeral processions 
pass on the run—for the dead Moslem 
thus arrives at paradise more quickly. 
Snake-charmers; with hideous cobras- 
de capellos around about their filthy 
bodies saunter through the throng no- 
body paying any attention to the rep 
tiles which wriggle about alarmingly 
and dart out vicious tongues. Necro- 
mances, who really eat tire, are common 
in these streets as patent-medicine fa- 
kirs at home. Half-grown negroes 
from the Soudan are attired in nothing 
but scant breech clouts of untanned 
hide, in marked contrast to the stately 
Moors and Arabs in flowing draperies. 
Perhaps the oddest of all the motley 
throng are the negrtJss slaves who were 
born in the jungles below Sahara. They 
are indescribably ugly, with short, puffy 
bodies, tremendous heads and huge 
necks, lips like ebonized conch-shells 
and nostrils back almost in a line with 
the facial angle. They wear haiks of 
blue and white check, which intensify 
the lustre of their coal-black skins. 
Some of them are veiled, with an air of 
monumental skittishness; but besides 
the haik, little can be said of the rest 
of the costumes. Some wear men's 
cast-off trousers, others cavalry boots, 
or anything else they can lay hands Off; 
but as a rule they are bare from the 
knees down, exhibiting huge splay 
feet like the claws of some unclean 
beast. Hundreds of these slaves 
may always be seen in the market- 
place, either as helpers, or on errands 
for their masters, or buying the fowls 
to be beheaded in the revolting 
“negress sacrifices.” It is with 
difficulty that they are kept within the 
bounds of even African ideas of de- 
cency. When not singing wild songs 
of the jungles, they are generally fight- 
ing one another, often literally making 
the wool fly in their jealous rages. 
Moorish soldiers scurry by,—bare- 
footed, bare-legged, poverty-stricken 
and hungry, but always on the rush,and 
commanding respect by reason of their 
long guns. Genuine Bedouins of the 
desert, on skinny steeds magnificently 
caparisoned, dash recklessly through 
the thickest of the throng, unmindful 
of whom they may trample. Keabvles, 
with leather aprons and shaven heads, 
present a study of African hill-men. 
They are the artisans of the country 
and are always accompanied by their 
hardy wives, who work at everything 
beside their husbands. Khabyle wo- 
men wear but a single garment—a 
straight, scant chemise, reaching to the 
bare feet, girded at the waist with a 
brightly colored sash. Tall, powerfully 
built lteefans, with brutal, forbidding 
faces, stand in silent groups, always by 
themselves, regarding the world with 
proud, fearless eyes. They are the 
mountaineers of Morocco, as well as 
the pirates whose “day” is not alto- 
gather past. Like mountaineers the 
world over, the race has proved uncon- 
querable and for a thousand years those 
that bold the rocky fastnesses of the 
coast have defied successive Sultans. 
No contrast can be more striking than 
that between their aspect and the de- 
preciative, timid manner of the perse- 
cuted Jews, and the dreamy, passive, 
indifferent air of the Moors, who are 
merely enduring the ills of this life 
while waiting for the better life of Al- 
lah’s paradise. Above every thing else 
in the market-place you are constantly 
aware of the ill-smelling, mangy, moth- 
eaten camels, evidently poorly fed and 
badly treated, but all, even when at 
rest, wearing the bright hued,curiousl y 
woven trappings to which their drivers 
attach the loads. Some of them are 
standing, some kneeling, others lying 
down with legs stretched out in every 
body’s way; but all are chewing their 
cuds with a funny, sideways motion of 
the jaws, and wear expressions of un- 
utterable weariness and misery on their 
wrinkled faces. Fannie B. Ward. 
oabtohza. 
Bmk tbs Tin Kind Y«i Han Ahap Barit 
.... .. .. .. 
the tenth anniversary 
Of the Marriage Day of Mr. and Mr*. Edwin 
G. Lander. 
A very pleasant occasion was the recep- 
tion given by Mr. and Mrs. Edwin G. Lan- 
der at their home in East Thorndike Satur- 
day evening, Nov. 30th, that being the tenth 
anniversary of their wedding day. Friends 
and neighbors to the number of nearly one 
hundred were present, refreshments were 
served, and a social evening enjoyed. After 
a song by Miss Alice L. Dow, the following 
original poem, dedicated to Mr. and Mrs. 
Lander, was read by the author, M. J. Dow 
of Brooks. < 
friends and neighbors, one and all, Who at this time are gathered here, To greet Lander, E. G. and wife, Also the babes they hold so dear. 
Wj}at can we Sfty> what can we do, io fill the time with pleasure light? 
7i 
ls occ^8Si°tt sure is one W here all is joy and hope and bright. 
Full many days within our lives 
Are filled with labor and with care. 
Occasions of bright joy and mirth 
lo some of us are very rare. 
So let us make the most of this, With merry speech, laughter and song, 
forgetting all the cares of life— 
This surely caunot be a wrong. 
A poem you have asked of me, 1 do not claim to be a poet, But if you want a rhyme or two, 
1 ou shall have them, for I can do it. 
It may not be in cultured phrase, 
Or set in studied stately measure. To please you as a polished gem, 
r or you to keep as a rich treasure; 
It may be homely, queer and odd, 
W hat matters that to you or me, We want a jolly, social time, 
In that I’m sure we all agree. 
So I will answer to the call 
\\ ithout parley, excuse or fuss, For something surely will be asked Of nearly every one of us. 
Edwin, and .Sadie L., his wife, Have sent their invitations out 
I* or us to come and meet them here: 1 hey wanted us to come, no doubt. 
An anniversary this is, 
tenth from their bright wedding day. When they the two were joined as one, " hue on this earth they both shall stay. 
The years have passed so swiftly by It seems almost a dream, no doubt. Two children have been born to them, Two baby girls, handsome and stout. 
Ten years, it seemed a long time then, 
A long, long time to look ahead, 
Though now it seems but a brief space, From that sweet hour when they were 
wed. 
They have been blessed in many ways, Xo sorrow deep has marred their lot, 
They have received fair pay for toil, And made of home a pleasant spot. 
“Into each life some rain must fall," It cannot all be pleasant weather, But they have planned to get along, And stili they want to live together. 
So at the end of the ten years We meet as neighbors and relations, To share their hospitality 
And offer our congratulations. 
In Sadie L. he sure has found 
A kind and loving wife, 
Who tries to do the best she can, And does not fret or stir up strife. 
She cooks for him the choicest food, And makes for him the softest bed, And when he does not feel quite well, She fairly babies him ’tis said. 
She keeps the house all nice and clean, She tends the babe- and mends his clothes, And if he has a grouty spell 
She does not sulk or pull his nose. 
She takes an interest in his work, Ilis talk about his cows and horses, About bis hogs and sheep and lambs, And the brand new handsome bosses. 
In fact she shows to all around, 
,As clear and plain as it can be, That she will stick close to a man, And that the man is Edwin G. 
Of many beaus she h .d her choice, And Edwin has always allowed 
I hat he was one blamed lucky chap; lo get her he was glad and proud. 
So in this thing they are agreed, 1 hat they will keep along together, And try to make the most of life, In fair and bright, or stormy weather. 
Of matters matrimonial 
These things we cannot always say; So m this case of Ed. and wife 
We wish to shout hip! hip! hooray!! 
And now E. G. while you plant corn, And mow, and lake, and churn by power. And fodder cut, and silo fill, 
J y 
In the same way, to save an hour, 
Just keep along as you began, As has been done since Adam’s day, And take some time to court jour wife In just the good old fashioned way. 
W e leave with you our kind regards I pou this merry festive night; And trust that as the years go by our hopes will still be just as bright. 
We hope your sorrows may be few, 
TwICJhat your joys ma>' '"any be; That blessings may still follow you, Ihro life into eternity. 
S0Onrtnst1hififfnh°UghtS e*Pressed in rhyme, Tni kP 4 18 done. we will stop now, the rhymer has performed his part, Ana so we make our closing bow. 
The reading of the poem was followed by 
a declamation^ Freddie Patterson, read- 
ing by Mrs. A. E. Iiow, selected medley by A. J. Cole, read by Mrs. E. G. Lander, 
singing by the company, “Sweet Bye and 
Bje. About midnight the company de- 
Parted for their respective homes, votiDg it 
one of the pleasantest events of the season 
Following is a list of the presents re-1 
ceived: Oak rocker, Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Ho- 
gan, Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Ward, Mr. N A. 
Littlefield, Mr. Hasty and family, Mr. and 
Mrs. E. L. Bartlett, Mr. H. M. Small and 
family, Gustave Ward, Mr. and Mrs. F. E. 
Hubbard, Mr. Alfred Hubbard, Mr. E. H. 
Littlefield, Mr. W. S. Jones; willow rocker, 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Patterson, Mr. and Mrs. 
H. L. Wing, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Walker, 
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Patterson, Mr. and Mrs. 
H. C. Hogan, Mr. and Mrs. V. N. Higgins. 
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Higgins, Mr. and Mrs. 
A. B. Huff, Fred Ward; oak centre table, 
Charles E. Lane and Miss Kate Prime; 
nickel parlor lamp, O. J. and William Far- 
well ; decorated china cake plate, Mr. and 
Mrs. M. S. Stiles; hand-painted china fruit 
dish, Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Stevens; decorated 
china salad set. Miss Florence Rose; deco- 
rated china cup and saucer, Miss Flora 
Lander; decorated water pitcher, Mr. and 
Mrs. Horace Ward; decorated china cheese 
plate, Miss Blanche E. Brown; Silver butter 
dish, M. J. Dow and family; pair of silver 
dessert spoons, Mr. and Mrs. George P. 
Higgins; silver meat fork, Mr. and Mrs. 
Benj. Ames; three piece folding mirror, 
Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Munroe; medallion pic- 
ture and two pairs of linen towels, Henry 
Higgins and family'; pair of linen towels, 
Lucelia L. Hussey; pair of linen towels, 
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Say ward; pair of vases. 
Misses Florence and Grace Wing; 5 yards of 
dress goods, Martha E. Luce; Lydia E. Mc- 
Laughlin, 85.00; Sarah .1. Cole, $5.00; Asa 
J. Cole, 82.00; Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Philbrick, 
81.00. 
A Card. 
We, the undersigned, do hereby agree to refund the money on a 50-cent bottle of 
Greene’s Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails 
to cure your cough or cold. We also guar- antee a 25-cent bottle to prove satisfactory 
or money refunded. 
A. A. Howes & Co., 
6®46’ W. O. Poos & Son. 
■ calisthenics 
Are a benefit to healthy women. But to 
women \fcho are suffering from diseases 
peculiar to their sex they are an injury. ! 
When there is weak back or bearing- 
down pains, sideache or other indications 
of womanly weak- 
ness, exercise can 
only aggravate the 
condition. The 
womanly health must 
be first restored be- 
fore strength can be 
developed by exer- 
cise. 
Dr. Pierce’s Fa- 
vorite Prescription 
makes weak women 
strong and sick 
women well. It does 
this by healing the 
womanly diseases 
which undermine the 
general health. It 
stops the drains that 
weaken women, heals 
inflammation and ul- , 
ceration and cures 1 
female weakness. 
When I first com- 
mence cl using Doctor 
Pierce's medicines/ 
writes Mrs. George A. 
Strong, of Gansevoort, 
Saratoga Co., N. Y., WI 
was suffering from fe- 
male weakness, a dis- 
agreeable drain, bearing- 
down pains, weak and 
tired feeling all the time, dragged around in 
that wav for two years, and I began taking your 
medicine. After "taking first bottle I began to 
feel better. I took four bottles of Dr. Pierce’s 
Favorite Prescription, two of‘Golden Medical 
Discovery,’ one vial of Pleasant Pellets,’ also 
used one' bottle of Dr. Sage's Catarrh Remedy. 
Now I feel like a new person. I ca.Pt thank 
you enough for your kind advice and the good 
your medicine has done me. 
”1 have a sister who is taking your medicine 
and it is helping her.’’ 
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets promote 
regularity of tlie bowels, and assist the 
action of "Favorite Prescription.” No 
other laxative should lie used with P". 
Pierce’s Medicines. 
FULL 
SIZE i nOCTAVES 
THN PIANO Entirely New, 1 I HO InnUj Witrt Chair and Scarf, 
Delivered FREE within 200 Miles of Boston, 
Only $225. 
EASY PAYMENTS 
of $15 down and $6 a month until paid 
for. We believe it is the best piano 
ever sold for $225, and we warrant it 
fully, but, of course, it is not an I vers 
& Pond. It would be cheap at $1*75, a- d 
much inferior instruments are frequently 
sold at from $350 to $400. Cash buying 
in carload lots and a narrow selling mar- 
gin make our price possible. We pur- 
pose making our warerooms the natural 
market for pianos at all prices, as they 
have always been for highest grade 
pianos. Our list of piano bargains mailed 
free. Write to-day. 
Ivers& Ponder 






and disobeyed your mother’s 
orders you were punished. 
Whether you are boy or man, 
if you disobey the laws of 
Mother Nature she will punish 
you. Indigestion is one way 
of doing it, and if you are be- 
ing punished and it hurts, take 
the True “L. F." Atwood's Bitters. 
A few doses will stop the pain. 
A State of Siege 
That’s your condition if you have 
been attacked by that arch enemy, 





will enable you to defeat that foe. It 
cures, and is palatable and harmless. 
At all druggists. 251!, 50$, and #1.00 
per bottle. Largest size cheapest. 
iPike’s Toothache Drops Cure In One Minute. 
Kodol 
Dyspepsia Cure 
Digests what you eat. 
This preparation contains all of the 
digestarus and digests ail kinds of 
food. It gives instant relief and never 
fails tocure. It allows you to eat all 
the food you want. The most sensitive 
stomachs can take it. Bv it' use many 
thousands of dyspeptics have been 
cured after everything else failed. It 
prevents formation of gas on the stom- 
ach, relieving ail distress after eating. 
Dieting unnecessary. Pleasant totaka 
It can’t help 
but do you good 
Prepared only by E. 0. DeWitt & Co., Chicago. 
The (1. bottle contains an times the 50c. size. 
R. H MOODY. 
Dr. Emmons’ 
Monthly Regulator has brought happiness to 
hundreds of anxious women. There is posi- 
tively no other remedy known to medical science 
that will so quickly and safely do the work. 
Longest and most obstinate irregularities from 
any cause relieved immediately. Success guar- 
anteed at any stage. No pain, danger, or inter- 
ference with work. Have relieved hundreds of 
cases where others have failed. The most diffi- 
cult cases successfully treated by mail,and bene- 
ficial results guaranteed in every instance. No 
risk whatsoever. We treat hundreds of ladies 
whom we never see. Write for further particulars 
and free confidential advice. Do not put off too 
long. All letters truthfully answered. Remem- 
ber, this remedy is absolutely safe under every 
possible condition and positively leaves no after ill effectupon the health: Sent by mail, securely 
sealedjfZ.OO. Money letters should be registered. 
DR. J W. EMMONS CO., 170 TremontSt^Boeton. 
NEWS OF THE WEEK. 
Maine Matters. Aroostook county 
alone is larger than the State of Con- 
necticut, and Piscataquis county is 500 
square miles larger than the States of 
Rhode Island and Delaware combined. 
The moose and deer of Maine have an 
area of 15,000 square miles and forest 
to roam in. At the average of $100 
apiece, 10,000 sportsmen would leave 
$1,000,000 here in Maine every season, 
and a good authority has placed the 
amount at $2,500,000. About 10,000 
deer are killed each year by sportsmen 
in Maine.It is understood that Dan- 
iel A. Taggart of Manchester, N. H., 
the general receiver of the Granite 
State Provident Association, will be 
able about Jan. 1 to declare a dividend 
of about 15 per cent, to 21,000 claimants, 
many of whom are residents of Maine. 
.The Maine Democrats are to have a 
reunion at Auburn in January, when, 
it is announced, speeches will be made 
by Hon. Josiah Qumcy of Boston and 
Edward M. Shepard of New York. 
The moose season in Maine closed 
November 30th, and the sport has been 
the best in several years. More moose 
have been killed in the country north 
and east of Bangor than in any recent 
year with the exception of 1898. The 
number received at Bangor up to Nov. 
30th was 171, against 138 last year, 
100 in 1899 and 202 in 1898.James H. 
Merritt, for some years one of the 
United States inspectors of steam 
vessels for the district of Portland, died 
Dec. 1st, aged 57 years. He was formerly 
engineer on the International Line 
steamers. He had a tine Civil War 
record, first enlisting in tlie District of 
Columbia Cavalry, and afterward serv- 
ing in Co. E, 1st Maine Cavalry. 
In Brief. The appraisers have filed 
their report of the appraisement of the 
estate of the late President McKinley. 
The report shows that the deceased 
died possessed of personal goods and 
chattels to the value of $2,655.80; of 
securities, bank deposits and life insur- 
ance, $133,105.15; moneys $129.15. To- 
tal personal estate, $135,890 18 of 
which $60,132.19 was life insurance. 
The real estate was not appraised 
as under the will it goes to Mrs. 
McKinley for life and at her death 
to his family. It is believed to be 
worth from $60,000 to $75,000.Yale’s 
receipts for the foot ball season, it is 
announced, are likely to prove the 
largest ever taken in. From the big 
games with Harvard and Princetown 
about $50,000 will be realized. Receipts 
from the minor games will bring the 
total up to about $70,000.The Presi- 
dent signed an order Nov. 27th bring- 
ing the rural freedelivery service under 
the classified civil service. First 
Assistant Postmaster-General William 
M. Johnson, in his annual report, says 
that the yearly increases in the postal 
revenues has resulted in the free 
delivery becoming self-sustaining. Of 
the gross postal revenues for the fiscal 
year, $74,295,394 came from 866 free 
delivery cities. The total cost per 
annum to the department for this ser- 
vice is 50 cents per capita. 
Agricultural Methods in Waldo County. 
[From the Hoard of Agriculture Bulletin.] 
Montville—That there has been a very- 
marked advance in methods and in the in- 
terest taken in agriculture, is very plain to 
the observer who compares the methods 
practiced by farmers within the recollection 
of the middle-aged man and the methods 
and enterprises of to-day. The advent of 
the practical, labor-saving machinery was 
the beginning of an evolution in agriculture 
that is still progressing. More skill, more 
scientific application of means, and more 
enterprise characterizes the farmer each 
year. Like all other avocations in life, the 
more skill and enterprise is put into it, the 
more educated become its patrons, and of 
necessity each year calls forth a higher 
standard of education. Farmers should 
keep in touch with this spirit of enterprise. 
Undoubtedly the time has come when cer- 
tain principles in relation to the soil, the 
propagation and growth of vegetation, and 
many other things should be taught in our 
common schools. Arbor day among the 
schools, and the work that the School Im- 
provement League is doing, are efforts 
along this same line.—J. C. Carey. 
Searsmont—Much, indeed, has been the 
advance of scientific knowledge in the til- 
lage of the soil since Liebig declared that 
the ash of the plant w-as all that was requir- 
ed to reproduce the plant. Very soon after 
that it was discovered that some gaseous 
element was needed as well, and nitrogen 
was added to the plant’s necessities. Prac- 
tically it was known for years that plants, 
at least some plants, gathered nitrogen from 
the air, but it took years to discover how it 
was accomplished. Until recent years the 
soil itself has been considered inert matter 
containing a percentage, more or less, of 
plant food, which the plant sought out and 
made use of in its growth. Now scientists 
teach us that in order to be at its best, the 
soil itself must be teeming with life,—that 
certain varieties of bacteria or soil ferments 
are necessary to seize upon plant food in its 
crude state and convert it into carbonate of 
ammonia. Another variety converts this into 
nitrous acid, while yet another variety- con- 
verts this last into nitric acid, which alone 
the plants can use, so that in order to reach 
the greatest success we must till the soil in 
such a method as to produce in abundance 
these bacteria or soil ferments. All of this 
certainly- shows that in order to be a suc- 
cessful farmer of to-day and keep abreast 
of the times, one must have brains and use 
them. But does it show the necessity or 
wisdom of forcing the teaching of agricul- 
ture into our common schools V I think not. 
Thanks to our State and National Boards of 
Agriculture, the results of years of investi- 
gation of many men can be acquired in a 
few hours by those who wish ,o know them. 
Thanks to our experiment stations, scatter- 
ed over this big country, we are taught the 
general rules of application and the results 
of all this scientific investigation, and any- 
one with pluck and brains to make any use 
of this knowledge can obtain it free. Most 
of the scholars that attend our common 
schools have scanty time and opportunity to 
acquire more needed instruction.—Otis i). 
Wilson. 
t.ook Out For “the Automobile Face.** 
We have had the “bicycle face” and 
the “golf face,” and now the “automo- 
bile face” is attracting attention. This 
Is the result of speeding on the high 
THE AUTOMOBILE FACE. 
power machines. What little of the 
face is shown betrays a determined, 
strained, unnatural expression. Only 
those who are rich enough to own rac- 
ing “autos” are liable to contract the 
“automobile face.” 
Of Benefit to You. 
D. S. Mitchell, Fulford, Md.: “During a 
long illness I was troubled with bed sores, 
was advised to try DeWitt’s Witch Hazel 
Salve and did so with wonderful results. I 
was perfectly cored. It is the best salve on 
the market.” Sure cure for piles, sores, 
burns. Beware of counterfeits. R H. 
Moody. 
■ 
Avegelable Preparationlbr As- 
similating the Food andReguIa- 
ting the Stomachs and Bowels of 
Promotes Digestion,Cheerful- 
ness and Rest.Contains neither 
Opium,Morphine nor Mineral. 
Not'Narcotic. 
Mope of Md Dr SAMUEL PITCHER 
ftmtfjtui Seed v 
dix. Senna * 
| RockeUe Satis 
Anise Seed 
Mints Seed Clarified Sugar 
M&tey/wvt riavor. 
Aperfecl Remedy forConslipa- 
Ron, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea 
Worms .Convulsions .Feverish- 
ness and Loss OF SLEEP. 
Facsimile Signature of 
NEW'YORK. 
EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER. 
GASTORIA 
For Infants and Children. 
The Kind You Have 
Always Bought 
GASTORIA 
THC CENTAUR COMPANY. NEW YORK CITY. 
HARD KNOCKS 
AR£ AS NOTHING 
WHEN 
?MINARD'5 
LINIMENT 15 APPLIED 
Large Bottles 25centsand sl.OO all Druggists. 
MINARD LINIMENT MFC. COMPANY 
BOSTON, MASS. 
FRED ATWOOD, WinterporMVIe 
INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE, 
Representing Over Twenty Million Assets 
FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE OLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE. 
[eySTEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION..43 Security Bends lor Cashier,. Ctr,me 
tors. Administrators and Trustees | Correspondence solicited ! Real estate bought and sold 
Removal 
To the Allyn Bkck, formerly oc- 
cupied by R. H Coombs & Son. 
I take pleasure m announcing thatll have re- 
moved to No. 70 Main street. This store will be 
occupied by 
h. e. McDonald, furniture, 
and myself, and we shall be glad to welcome our 
friends whenever it is possible for them to call. I j 
have a very complete line of 
Builders’ Hardware of the latest style, 
Mouldings, Floorings in all Woods, in- 
cluding Parquet .Samples, Mantels, Tile, 
Fire Sets. Doors. Sash and Blinds, Stair 
Posts, Rail and Balusters. Window Glass 
Cut to any size. 
Trusting to see my friends and customers, I re 
main Yours very truly, 
C. B. HALL. 
W H. Coombs & Co. ■ 
.. : DEALERS IN I 
Second-Hand Goods 
[OF ALL KINDS. 
Parties having FURNITURI, 
CARPETS, 
STOVES, or'anything to sell 
by sending us a card will receive a prompt 
call. Antique Furniture a specialty. 
33 Main Street, Belfast, Me. 
Truly Wonderful How Quickly 
CHAPHAIN’S 
Golden Crown Oil 
RELIEVES AND CURES 
COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS, 
CROUP and all LUNG 1 ROUBLES. 
»So. PER BOTTLE 
AT THE DRUG STORES. 
LEWIS’ 
INHALANT FOR PHTHISIC 
The only patent medicine in the world that gives 
universal satisfaction. It never fails to give im- 
mediate relief: it never fails to greatly lessen the 
severity of attacks. Many distressing cases of 
Phthisic cured in a short time. Not a fault found 
nor a failure reported in thirty-eight years. 
Sent by mail. Price *1.00. ly4* 
Patented. J. C. LEWIS, Proprietor, 
No. 16 Prescott St., Somerville, Mass. 
| A. A. Howes & Co., Agents Belfast, Me, 
A LARGE LINE 
OF 
B "I 
* HOLIDAY TRADE. 
PRICES TO PIT THE PURSE. 
GOODS TO SUIT ALL TASTES. 
IT COSTS NOTHING, 
ANU IT MAY PLEASE YOU 
TO LOOK THEM OVER. 
Dwight P. Palmer, 




Fresh from the National Establish- 
ment at Washington.; 
POOR & SON, Drnggists. 
DMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE. The subscriber 
hereby gives notice that she has been duly ap- 
pointed administratrix of the estate of 
ALB1NE H. CURTIS, late of Winterport, 
in the County of Waldo, deceased, ami given 
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased 
are desired to present the same for settlement, 
and all indebted thereto are requested to make 
payment immediately. 
SARAH E. CURTIS. 
Winterport, Nov. 12,1901. 
Tfll BEfOBUCAW JODBSAL 
BELFAST, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 12, 1901 
Published Every Thursday Morning by the 
Republican Journal Pub. Go. 
CHARLES A. PILSBURY, } Bugg^ger. 
The Maine Savings Banks pay to the 
State over half a million in taxes. 
Boston went Democratic all over. 
Gen. Collins was elected by about 18,500 
over Mayor Hart, the Republican can- 
didate. In tbe other cities the Repub- 
licans were generally successful. 
A bill has been introduced in Con- 
gress to “provide for the exclusion and 
deputation of alien anarchists.” We 
should send them to the undiscovered 
couutry by the overhead route. 
We are glad to see that a move has 
been made to investigate one E. S. 
Macley, an employee in the Brooklyn 
navy yard, who in an alleged history of 
the U. S. Navy undertook to taint the j 
reputation of Admiral Schley. That 
skunk should be driven out from under 
Uncle Sam’s barn. 
So the courts are not to decide 
whether a Maine newspaper can pub- 
lish liquor advertisements in violation 
of law, the complainant having drop- 
ped the matter. AVe hope the story 
that he was obliged to take this course 
or lose his position as a telegrapher is 
not true, and we are sorry that the case 
could not have come to trial. The 
Journal is w holly disinterested in the 
matter, as it would not publish such ad- 
vertising, law or no law, but it would 
like to see the question solved by the j 
courts. 
Despite the efforts of New York to' 
defeat the enterprise Boston has suc- 
cessfully inaugurated a steamship line | 
to the Mediterranean, and nowT pro-, 
poses to establish a line to Porto Rico j and Cuba, and the United States Steam- 
ship Company has been organized for ! 
that purpose. It is understood that the 
company has no less a powerful ally 
than the Boston A Maine railroad. It 
is proposed to name the ships after the j 
Presidents of the United (States, and j 
the private signal of the company may 
be a codfish—an obviously appropriate 
symbol in view of the immense amounts j 
of the fish shipped from Boston to the | 
West Indies. An important part of j 
the company’s program is that the i 
business is to be carried on in American 
bottoms, for, wherever the ships may j 
In- chartered, they will fly the Ameri- j 
can flag, and will doubtless revive the j 
fallen supremacy of our ship's in the 
West Indian trade. Boston is the 
natural shipping centre of an extensive 
field of manufactured goods and prod- 
uce, and can handle in return the 
molasses, sugar and tobacco that Porto 
Rico and Cuba will furnish. The pro- 
posed line ought to be, and no doubt 
will be, a success. 
Henry Loomis Nelson, a correspon- 
dent of the Boston Herald, is lying 
awake nights because of the present 
condition and prospects of the Demo- 
cratic party—and lying day-times 
about the Republican party. He de- 
clares that Bryanism has wrecked the 
once strong Democracy, and that its 
present Congressmen are mere patron-' 
age beggars. The only hope he sees for j 
the Democratic party is the nomina- 
tion of Olney in 1904. In conclusion ' 
he says: 
It' the democratic party is to, be re- 
oiganized, it must be uitliout tile help 
of the Democrats of Congress. It 
must be done outside of Washington 
with the aid and under the leadership 
of men who are now mostly conspicu- 
ous by their enforced retirement from 
public life on account of the temporary 
ascendency of Bryan and Bryanism. 
When the reorganization is complete, 
the Populists who are in the party now- 
will leave it, if they are sincere, or will 
forget their present creed and accept 
that which is imposed upon them, if 
they are insincere. 
It is certainly very kind of Mr. 
Henry Loomis Nelson to take upon 
himself the reorganization of the Dem- 
ocratic party; but possibly some Demo- 
crats may question his authority for 
assuming the role of adviser in chief. 
In the World’s Work for November 
Mr. Charles II. Coffin asks, and answers, 
the question: “In what way may Amer- 
ican cities be beautified, and by whom?” 
lie says that in this country the beauti- 
fying of cities has been mainly the re- 
sult of individualism, but lie thinks 
something more is necessary. That it 
pays he has no doubt. For example: 
I think it is worth to the Parisians 
about §200,000,000 a year. Paris caters 
to the world, and its main stock in 
trade is its beauty, which it keeps on 
increasing, and the treasures of its 
works of art. Poor impoverished Italy, 
w here would she be to-day if it were 
not for the beauty of her cities, much 
of it created four or five hundred years 
ago, on which she is now gathering a 
dividend of $90,000,000 annually? 
The little that has been done to add 
to the beauty with which nature and a 
fine location have endowed our city has 
been worth many dollars to Belfast. 
Well kept streets, shade tree and at- 
tractive grounds will pay good divi- 
dends to any community; and these 
with modern improvements, good 
schools, free libraries and low taxes 
will attract not only the summer visit- 
ors, who now contribute so largely to 
the prosperity of our State, but per- 
manent residents as well. Individuals 
have done and are doing much to add 
to the attractions of our city, and the 
Improvement Society has begun effec- 
tive work along this line, but there is 
much that must devolve upon the eom- 
m unity at large. 
MONROE. 
Mrs. Belle J. Palmer, Mrs. Blanche Neal- 
ley, Miss Carrie Wildes, and Miss Alice 
Twombly will hold a whist party Tuesday 
evening, Dec. 17th, at Odd Fellows hall. Re- 
freshments will be served at 9 o’clock, and 
thoselwho wish can dance until 12 o’clock, 
all for the small sum of 10 cents. Come one, 
come all. 
IN KING EDWARD’S DOMAIN. 
Notes of a Six Weeks* Trip to England and 
Scotland. 
VI. 
We were up betimes the next morn- 
ing, for we were to say goodbye to Edin- 
burgh—the beautiful, the historic and 
the picturesque. The morning was 
clear, for Scotland, and we had a tine 
view of the castle from the windows of 
the hotel. It was clearly outlined 
against the sky, hundreds of feet above 
us, and, as we looked at its grim, gray 
walls and towers we realized with diffi- 
culty that but two days before we were 
standing on those very walls, looking 
down upon the dwarfed building from 
which we were then gazing upward. 
Kate Douglas Wiggin says, in one of 
of her delightful volumes: 
“I am the most peaceful person in 
the world, but the Castle was too much 
for my imagination. I was mounted 
and off and away from the first moment 
1 gazed upon its embattled towers, 
heard the pipers in the distance, and 
saw the Black Watch swinging up the 
green steps where the huge fortress 
‘holds its state.’ 
“I hope that those in authority will 
never attempt to convene a peace con- 
gress in Edinburgh, lest the Castle be 
too strong for the delegates. They 
could not resist it, nor turn their backs 
upon it, since, unlike other ancient for- 
tresses, it is but a stone’s throw from 
the front windows of all the hotels. 
They might mean never so well, but 
they would end in buying dirk hat-pins 
and claymore brooches for their wives, 
their daughters would all run after the 
kilted regiment and marry as many of 
the pipers as asked them, and before 
night they would all be shouting with 
the noble Fitz-Eustace, 
‘Where’s the- coward who would not dare 
To light tor such a land ?’ 
As our train did not leave until about 
10 a. m. we had ample opportunity to 
pay our last visit to the Arcade, and to 
the numerous shops whose tempting 
window displays lure the passing tour- 
ist, Before long, however, the party 
with their bags and baggage were group- 
ed together in front of the hotel en- 
trance, receiving smiling glances from 
the passers by, who looked as if they 
wanted to say, “Fancy now! Oh yes, 
but they are Americans, don’t you 
know?” Most of the party preferred 
walking the short distance to the rail- 
way station, and en route we passed 
the majestic Scott monument, the 
scene of our ignominious defeat the day 
before. The ride of an hour and two 
minutes through a charming country 
seemed very short to us, the time, con- 
trary to that of most railway journeys, 
Hying by At Melrose a “break” was 
awaiting us, and filling the Abbey Hotel 
’bus with our luggage, we mounted to 
the “main deck” of the vehicle and 
were off for Abbottsford, the home of 
Sir Walter Scott, “The Wizard of the ; 
Xorth.” It was a glorious day, and the 
drive took us through a beautiful and 
highly cultivated country. Arriving at 
the tourists’ entrance we descended 
from the carnage and walked a short 
distance between high stone walls, 
passed through an inner gateway and 
along a garden path leading to a small 
door at the rear of a large gray building. 
Entering we found ourselves in a medi- 
um-sized room, with a small desk and 
shelf covered with the usual souvenirs 
on sale in such places: souvenir postal 
cards, photographs, etc. After waiting 
a few minutes, the guide, a bonnie little 
Scotch lassie with an enchanting accent 
and delightful manner, appeared and 
conducted us into a small room with a 
gallery around three sides and a desk 
and chair in the centre. This, we were 
told, was Sir Walter’s study, and that 
everything was just as its owner left 
it. The room, from lloorto ceiling, was 
lined with books—arranged just as his 
fingers had left them. The desk where 
Ivanhoe, Guy Mannering, Quenten 
Durward, The Fair Maid of Perth and 
many other famous characters were 
created, was gazed at with reverence, 
and it was with a feeling of awe that 
we stepped into the tiny tower room to 
see the death mask of one now num- 
bered among the immortals. The libra- 
ry was the next room inspected, and 
here was a glass-covered case full of 
the most wonderful curios. Our guide 
pointed out Napoleon l.’s gold and 
green blotting book, pen case and beetle 
cloak-clasps, the cross that Mary, Queen 
of Scotts, carried to her execution, a 
miniature of Sir Walter when a little 
boy, and the knife and fork he then 
used, Helen Macgregor’s brooch, Bal- 
four of Burleigh’s snuff box, a pocket 
book worked by Flora McDonald, and 
many other priceless relics. The little 
guide completely won the hearts of the 
party by the way in which she recited 
a poem inscribed on a glass tumbler in 
the case with a diamond. Leaving this 
fascinating place, we entered the draw- 
ing room, papered with Japanese water 
color paper, all hand work. Here were 
many interesting portraits, and some 
beautiful tortoise-shell and ebony cabi- 
nets inlaid with pearl. Everything was 
just as it was left by Sir Walter, except 
that a portrait of the present lady of 
the house, a granddaughter of the au- 
thor, was added about fourteen years 
ago. From this room we passed on to 
the armory, filled with curios of every 
description. Here the thumb-screw, 
Pains in the Back 
Are symptoms of a weak, torpid or 
stagnant condition of the kidneys or 
liver, and are a warning it is extremely 
hazardous to neglect, so important 
is a healthy action of these organs. 
They are commonly attended by loss 
of energy, lack of courage, and some- 
times by gloomy foreboding and de- 
spondency. 
I had pains in my back, could not sleep 
and when I got up in the morning felt 
worse than the night before. I began tak- 
ing Hood's Sarsaparilla and now X can 
3leep and get up feeling rested and able to 
do my work. I attribute my cure entirely 
to Hood's Sarsaparilla.” Mrs. J. N. Pebby, 
care H. S. Copeland, Pike Hoad, Ala. 
Hood’s Sarsaparilla 
and Pills 
Cure kidney and liver troubles, relieve 
; the back, and build up the whole system. 
The Glenwood 
Oak Stove 
with triangular revolving grate is acknowleged 
the most perfect working coal stove ever made. 
This grate keeps the fire absolutely free from 
clinkers so that the fire need not be let out the 
entire winter. 
It shakes and turns the easiest of any grate 
you ever saw, and saves fuel. Call and see them. 
MITCHELL * TRUSSELL, BELFAST, ME. 
foreign arms of all kinds and many his- 
toric “weepons,” as our guide called 
them, were shown us. The next room 
was very small, but the walls were com- 
pletely lined with pictures. The com- 
panion portraits, one of Thomas Purdie, 
the forester, and the other of the chief 
gamekeeper of Scott’s time, were par- 
ticularly fine. There was, also, a series 
of pictures from the story of Muckle- 
mouthed Meg, which our guardian las- 
sie told so prettily with her quaint ac- 
cent. After satisfying our curiosity 
concerning some of the pictures and rel- 
ics we passed along a narrow passage to 
the entrance hall. This apartment is 
best described in a book I discovered 
later at our hotel, and from which I 
quote as follows: 
“The house is a quaint growth of 
imagination. Here is a gateway from 
Linlithgow, there a portal and door 
from the famous Talbooth of Edin- 
burgh, presented to Sir Walter by the 
Magistrates of Edinburgh when Tal- 
booth was demolished in 1817, a roof 
from ltoslyn, oak carvings from Dum- 
fermlene, and so on. In the entrance 
hall are the shields of the border fami- 
lies, the Scotts, Kers, Elliotts, Doug- 
lases and others. The floor is a mosaic 
of black and white marble from the 
Hebredes, the walls panelled with rich- 
ly carved oak from Dumfermlene ab- 
bey, and the roof is arched, exhibiting 
in the compartments between the 
arches the armoreal escutcheons of 
the highland families. The stained 
glass windows contain the various coats- 
of-arms of the Scott family. At the 
hall door leading to the study are two 
niches fashioned in plaster of Paris, 
from those splendid sculptured niches 
which formerly held the Saints and 
Apostles of the Abbey of Melrose. 
The niches are each of them occupied 
by what is rarely seen in Scotland, viz, 
a complete suit of feudal steel armor. 
In the hands of the figure to the left is 
placed a sword over six feet in length 
and weilded by both hands. The suit of 
armor is six feet in length, the sword 
six feet seven inches in length, the 
blade three inches broad, the grip 
twenty inches; the helmet measures 
thirty-one inches around at the widest 
part. The companion suit of armor is 
said to have been designed for a French 
knight, who must have been a man 
considerably under the middle size. In 
a glass case at the door of departure 
are the clothes worn by Sir Walter in 
his last days. The study is a room 
about eighteen feet square, and con- 
tains his w-riting table and desk, his 
arm chair and a few portraits. The 
library has a carved oak roof, (the de- 
sign copied from decorations of Holy- 
rood Palace, ltoslyn Chapel and Mel- 
rose,) Chautrey’s bust of Sir Walter, a 
portrait of Sir W.’s eldest son, an 
ebony writing desk, presented by George 
III., two beautifully carved elbow- 
chairs, presented by the Pope, and many 
relics of historical personages. The 
drawing room, cased in cedar, contains 
the ebony chair given by George IV., 
and some richly carved cabinets, the 
portraits of Scott by Raeburn, Ho 
garth’s portrait of himself, a number 
of other pictures, also a collection of 
water-color drawings by Turner, de- 
signed for Scott’s “Provincial Anti- 
quities.” The armory, which contains 
the treasures of Abbotsford, is a long, 
narrow room, running from north to 
south. Here are to be seen Montrose’s 
sword, Rob Roy’s gun, sword, (a gen- 
uine Andrea Ferrara blade with bask- 
et hilt,) Napoleon the First’s pistols. 
Bonny Prince Charlie’s brace of knives 
and dirks, and his quaigh or drinking 
cup (a wooden vessel with a glass bot- 
tom ‘that he who quaffed might keep 
his eye the while upon the dirk hand of 
his companion’) and numerous other 
ancient w-eapous.” 
On our return drive we passed an 
enormous building which we learned 
was a hydropathic establishment. Driv- 
ing through the quaintest imaginable 
village streets we alighted at an odd 
looking little inn, at the very gates of 
Melrose Abbey, and appropriately call- 
el the “Abbey Hotel. Here we were 
received very pleasantly by a white-hair- 
ed and white-capped landlady, and were 
soon on the wriy to our rooms. As we 
passed along the hall we noticed that 
on the two upper corners of every door 
frame there was a square white medal- 
lion of the bust of Sir Walter Scott, 
an idea quaint and in perfect keeping 
with the whole interior of the house. 
After a few minutes in our rooms, we 
were glad to take leave of our big four- 
posters and imposing bell-cords in 
answer to a summons to luncheon. On 
our way to the dining room we passed 
through a perfect museum of curios— 
skins, Indian weapons, stuffed birds 
and animals, butterflies and beetles in 
glass cases; and even a tiny glass case 
containing a piece of Prince Charlie’s 
cloak was in evidence. Not much time, 
however, was devoted to examining 
these treasures just then, for the drive 
had sharpened our appetites and we sat 
down to do complete justice to our 
luncheon. M. D. P. 
CENTRE MONTVIM.E. 
Roy Luce of Lawrence, Mass., passed 
last Sunday with his brother, F. A. Luce. 
....B. F. Herriman of South Montville, 
has been drawn to serve on the traverse 
jury at the coming term of S. J. Court in 
Belfast....E. E. Tasker is at home from 
Bridgewater, Mass., on account of the ill- 
ness of his mother—A. H. Bagley has 
been in Knox the past week—G. L. Ed- 
wards refused $45 for a six months old calf 
a few days since. 
Stops the Cough 
and works oft the Cold, 
laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure a 




Prlces 1c. to $5. 
®S“See 6ur 7Cr» 
Dressed Dolls. V 







Everything for the little ones. 
BOOKS 
FOR THE CHILDREN. 
CARLE & JONES. 
OPEN EVERY EVENING. 
iruni 
Established in 1836 
CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000 
SURPLUS, $33,000 
-iSI OSITS SOLIl'JTKl 
Sale deposit Loses tor reni at S3, *5 »0.Sw am 
88 a vear 
|Onr new vault Is unequaled inlEasternrMaii e 
aid UNEXCELLED in security against flie 
and burglary in the country. 
Those renting boxes* can hare the exclusi\e 
^an^6^6 cbeir boxes to and from the 
Silverware, Watch is, and 
500 Other Artciles 
GIVEN AWAY 
By selling 10 lbs. best Oolong or Eng. Breakf ast Teajat POe. pound and 10 lbs. best Mocha and Java Coffee at 35c. pound, you can obtSinone- half dozen silver knives and one-hall dozen sil- ver folks absolutely free. Numerous other arti- cles given away. A gland chance to get Christmas presents without cost. Write for circ ular 
,,„r„ 
COLONIAL TEA COMPANY, lm,jO* 186 Milk St., Boston, Mass. 
CHRISTMAS 
CITY DRUG STORE. I 
< 
All New 
A large line of Leather Goods, 
Pocket Books, 
Chatelain Bags, Traveling Cases, 
Cuff and Collar Boxes, Etc. 
A full line of Celluloid and 
Ebony Goods, Razors, Knives, 
Shears, Scissors, Razor Strops, 
Brushes and ITugs, Mirrors, 
Hair Brushes,Cloth Brushes,Etc., 
Fancy Stationery. 
Roger & Gal let 
OF PARIS. 
A full line of the above goods. ... 
Imported and Domestic Perfumes 
From 10 cents to $1.00 an ounce, 
Perfume Atomizers, 
Toilet Water, Violet Ammonia, 
Fancj Cut Qlass Bottles, 
Pressed Glass Bottles, Etc. 
Sliver Soap and Puff Boxes 
A I COST. 
HUYLER’S FRESH CANDY. 
DON’T FAIL 10 CALL AND SEb MV LINE OF 
j Pocket Books and Perfumes 
• 
PV A. BELFAST MAINE, : tLitv Drug* Store. 93 main street, 
> U1 Opp. Belfast Nat’ 1 Bank 
75th Christmas 
We extend to all THE COMPLIMENTS OF THE 
SEASON and announce we have a beauti- 





CHASE & DOAK. 
FRED JL JOHNSON, 
MASONIC TEMPLE. 
Closing Ont Sale Regardless of Cost 
....Our Entire Stock of... 
NEW FALL and WINTER DRY GOODS 
To be closed out. No smoke—no fire—no water—simply a 
closing out sale of fresh and desirable merchandise. Our 
goods have not been marked up, THEY HAVE BEEN MARKED 
DOWN, and it is here that you will find perfect goods and 
JHE BIGGEST VALUES FOR JHE MONEY. 
FRED A. JOHNSON, masonic temple. 
WILLIAM A. CLARK 
We intend, at the expiration of the year, to re- 
tire from the retail business, and every garment 
in our splendid stock of fashionable high grade 
clothing is offered now at immense reductions. 
The stock comprises hundreds ot the newest 
and finest suits, striped trousers, fall and heavy 
weight overcoats. All were manufactured for 
this fall’s wear in our wholesale department, but 
will now be sacrificed at retail. 
$12 Suits now $8.50. 
$15 Suits now $9.50. 
$18 Suits now $12.50. 
$10 Fall Overcoats now $4.98. 
$15 Fall Overcoats now $9,50. 
$18 Fall Overcoats now $12,50, 
Many of the overcoats are silk lined. Every 
garment is beautiful, fashionable, and, above all, 
thoroughly reliable, but all must now be sold 
quickly, and the prices are the lowest ever wit- 
nessed at a clothing sale. 
In our custom tailoring department we offer 
suits to measure. Radical reduction from regu 
lar prices. Our work is artistic and a perfect lit 
is absolutely guaranteed. 
WILLIAM A. CLARK, 
rianufacturing Clothier, 
ESTABLISHED 1884. Belfast. 
$ CLARK’S l 
( CORNER. $ 




All the goods in our store in Odd Fellows’ block must be sold, and 
prices have been reduced on everything in stock. We are offering 
great bargains in staple and fancy groceries and in our drug depart- 
ment. At our. 
NEW STORE IN JOHNSON BLOCK 
We have a FULL and FRESH .stock of groceries, all bought 
since the tire, including fruits, candies, etc., for 
CHRISTflAS 





AT A GREAT REDUCTION. 
THE FACTS ARE THESE : 
We overbought on this line of goods, and are 
anxious to reduce our stock greatly before 
the first of the year. TWENTY per cent, 
is a big discount, but we are actually going to 
cut them that amount to move them fast. 
Wouldn’t a boys’ suit or overcoat make about 
the nicest kind of an Xmas present? I think 
I you will agree with us; and sensible, too. 
HARRY W. CLARK & CO., 
The New Store, 83 Hain Street, 
Clothiers, Tailors and Outfitters. 
WANTED. 
Two cylinder vampers, two fancy 
top stitchers, one Lufhin folder, three 
box calf cutters. 
COMMONWEALTH S. & L. CO., 
3w48 Gardiner, Me. 
THE Hart's OF BELFAST. 
The Sea Breeze will hive its Holiday 
Souvenir distributer! early next week. 
Street Commissioner Bobbins had a crew 
at work last week leveling tile snow drifts 
on the sides of the streets. I 
The American Express Co. has sent to 
Belfast a new horse to take the place of the 
one that lately died. lie is called “Teddy.” | 
The winter term at the E. M. C. Seminary, 
1 
Hucksport, opened Dec. 3d with a large 
increase in students. Miss Evelyn Busk, 
A. M., a graduate of Wellesley College, has 
been secured as an instructor in English | 
composition. 
The State tax on the Belfast Savings 
Bank for 1902 is $4,233.41, against $3,751.70 j 
tor 1901. The tax on the Searsport Savings 
Bank is $517.15 against $520.35 in 1901. The 
tax for the whole State is $7,006.30 larger j 
ilian in 1901. 
Mrs. Thus. E. Shea sent $5 to provide a 
turkey for the inmates of the Girls’ Home 
1 
t hanksgiving day, and also provided ice ! 
ream. A. A. Howes & Co., Swift & Paul j 
and Ginn & Field contributed fruit and j 
confectionery. 
Hucksport temperance people want the 
liquor agency discontinued. The death of 
Lemuel T. Dorr, town liquor agent, leaves 
a vacancy which several desire to fill. At the 
same time it gives rise to the discussion of 
discontinuing the agency. 
Our clubbing terms are: To advance pay- 
ing subscribers, The Republican Journal 
and New York Tribune Farmer, 1 year, 
*2.25; The Republican Journal and Farm 
and Home one year, $2. Seeadvts. on other 
pages for further particulars. 
cue family in Belfast has been keeping 
house more than thirty years and has 
bought every barrel of Hour they have 
used at one store, now the Swan & Sibley 
■. They have never been obliged to ex- 
liange a barrel on account of quality. 
A Brooksville correspondent of the Ban- 
-or Daily News drops into poetry, as fol- 
lows : 
The feed of hogs is higher 
So all the hogs are dead; 
The boys tramp the woods and fire 
The deer chuck full of lead. 
\t the annual election of Washington 
se Company, last week, the following 
\cers were re-elected for the ensuing year: 
aptain, William M. Welch; Foreman, N. 
Patterson; Assistant Foreman, George 
h by : Clerk, Walter J. Clifford; Treasurer, 
Herbert llamlin. 
The usual pressure upon our advertising 
oiumns at this season has compelled us to 
•old over a number of interesting contribu- 
>uis, for which we shall find space as soon 
possible. Last week we were compelled 
defer most of our county correspondence, 
: ready in type, and it will be found on the 
Til page. 
The ponds, streams and wells are unus- 
ually low and unless rain comes very soon 
ious trouble may be expected. The Water 
«». is pumping wholly by steam, but has 
.uiple water for the city service. The mills 
'U the Fast Side are running on half time, 
ind the Electric Light «fc Power Co. is using 
steam principally. 
Accidents. At Mathews mill last week 
William Blazo had a finger quite badly cut, 
and Scott Creasey received severe bruises 
y being caught in a belt... Harvey S. 
unningham received severe bruises about 
right shoulder Saturday by falling from 
tree. He was felling trees in the woods 
aid a tree lodged. He went up to clear it 
and fell to the ground. 
Shipping Items, ( apt. S. C. Rich is 
uAing the sch. Charon general repairs in 
.ane's dock — Sch. Thomas Hix is hauled 
.p for the winter at the lower bridge — 
"i ll. Maria Webster loaded hay for Mt. 
>esert from the Belfast Fuel & Hay Co. 
ust week — Sch. Minnie Chase loaded hay 
at the Belfast Fuel and Hay Co.’s for Ten- 
iits’ Harbor last Friday... .The four-masted 
hooner Sarah W. Lawrence of Taunton, 
'lass., has been sold to Asher Curtis of 
Manasquan, N. J., for $24,000. The Law- j 
cnee was built at Bath 15 years ago. She 
a as commanded by Capt. Alzo M. Carter of 
his city before betook his present vessel, 
chooner Henry W. Cramp — Just before 
1 he Journal went to press last week there 
as a rumor on the streets that the new 
'< liooner Henry B. Fiske had been lost on 
tlie voyage from Brunswick to Boston, but 
se learned that no such new s had reached 
Here by telegraph or telephone. The Fiske 
Drived at Boston Friday from Brunswick 
with 050,000 feet of hard pine lumber con- 
signed to her owners, George McQuesten & 
< o. She sailed from Brunswick Nov. 25th, 
und encountered some pretty severe weath- 
er. She lost her foretopmast and Hying jib, 
but sustained no other damage — The 
three-masted schooner Estelle, Capt. E. G. 
Hutchinson, has broken all existing records 
between liangor and Curacoa. The Estelle 
eft Bangor Nov. (ith with a cargo of ice 
tnd lumber and arrived at the South Anier- 
ean port Nov. 21st_Augustus Wentworth 
of Kockport is to go to Virginia this winter 
to get out the frames for a five-masted 
-chooner H. M. Bean of Camden is to build 
next spring for Capt. J. G. Crowley. She 
will be 2(10 feet on the keel, 48 feet wide, 
and 27 feet deep.Calvin S. Elwell of 
Northport is first officer of the ship A. J. 
fuller, having been transferred from ship 
Mary L. Cushing at Cape Town, South 
Ylrica. The A. J. Fuller sailed from Cape 
Town Oct. 12 and arrived at Newcastle, N. 
W\, Nov. 17, a passage of 35 days. The 
Mary L. Cushing sailed from Cape Town 
>ct. 14 and arrived at Newcastle Nov. 25, a 
passage of 42 days.The shipping season 
at the port of Bangor closed Saturday noon, 
vlien the last vessel, the five-masted schoou- 
r, Louise 11. Crary, was towed out. The 
Maud Briggs went out Saturday morning 
ibout 8 o’clock, after having discharged 
ement, and the Ella Francis and the 
atherine and the Silver Heels, went down 
Friday. night and Saturday morning— 
William Beazley of Bueksport, inspector, 
was in Belfast Monday to exandne the ves- 
-els undergoing repairs here. The Viola 
lleppard, on Gilchrest’s railway, is stripped 
of her planking below the water line, and 
he found her timbers to be sound. The 
Lena, at Pendleton’s wharf, has been 
thoroughly overhauled and will be re-class- 
ed. The Harold C. Beecher, repaired by 
the Pendletons, is in a better condition than 
before the accident, and her rate will be re- 
newed.The following charters are re- 
ported : Sch. Ella M. Willey, New York to 
Port Spain, general cargo, p. t.; sch. Carrie 
E. Look, New York to Point-a Pitre, general 
cargo, p. t.; sch. Carrie A. Bucknam, New 
York to Macoris, coal, and back, sugar, p. t.; 
sch. Sadie Wilcutt, James Kiver to New 
York, lumber, 63.25 for dry, 63-50 for green; 
sch. Abbie C. Stubbs, New York to Tampa, 
general cargo, p. t.; sch. Penobscot, Phila- 
delphia to New London, coal, 61.; sch. 
Young Brothers, Philadelphia to Boston, 
coal, 61.05_Sch. Norman has discharged 
her cargo of lumber and will go light to 
Brunswick, Ga. She will sail the first fa- 
vorable chance. 
T/OU pay 5 cents for ordinary hot 
* coffee in a restaurant. Is \ cent 
too much to pay for a better drink at 
home? Give your wife 1 cent a cup 
for Chase & Sanborn's high grade coffee 
and you will know the exquisite flavor 
of the finest coffee obtainable. You 
can't save half a cent by drinking poor, 
low grade coffee. Chase & Sanborn's is 
cheap enough for everybody to drink. 
Yet it is the leading fancy coffee of the 
world. 
“Seal Brand” 
in i-lb. and 2-lb. Tin 
Cans t^air -tight). 
Other high grades in 
richly-colored parchment 
bags (moisture proof). 
The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs. S. G. 
llieknell Thursday, Dec. lath. 
The only advertised letter remaining in 
the Belfast post office Dec 10th is one for 
Mrs. Priest. 
Mr. Vail, a socialist lecturer, will speak 
in Memorial Hall this, Thursday, evening 
at 7..'i0 o'clock. 
Smelts are in the market, caught through 
the ice near Kaler’s landing below City- 
point. They retail for 15 cents per pound. 
Seaside Hose Co. has re-elected the fol- 
lowing officers: Capt., A. 1). Hayes; Fore- 
man, James Slioles; Asst., Harry Shaw; 
Clerk and Treasurer, Harry Blazo. The 
installation and banquet will be Jan. 8th. 
It was reported Saturday that there was a 
case of small pox in a family on Bay View 
street. Mayor Small, who is also a practic- 
ing physician, visited the house and found 
the rumor to be w holly without foundation. 
There was no sickness of any kind. 
The Passion Play pictures and views of 
Oberammergan are now on exhibition at the 
Free Library. The Library is open Sun- 
day afternoon from two until five o’clock. 
All are welcome. Mr. Frank L. Field is in 
attendance. The new privilege granted to 
all Waldo County residents outside of Bel- 
fast to use the Library is again announced. 
The annual fee is £2. 
Carle Sc .Jones have a store full of new 
goods from which to choose your Christmas 
gifts, including dinner sets, berry, salad 
and water sets, fancy china and novelties, 
cut glass, jardinieres, lamps, baskets, pic- 
tures, medallions, and a host of other 
things. Read their advt., “Christmas Gifts 
Free.” 
One of the numerous large St. Benard 
dogs in this city went up a flight of stairs 
to a stable loft last week and was afraid 
to come down. It took several men with 
ropes to pull him to the stairs, but when he 
began to descend his courage returned and 
he finished the trip of his own accord. The 
dog weighs 14:5 pounds. 
The new front of brick and plate glass, 
with galvanized iron window caps and cor- 
nice, greatly improves the Caldwell build- 
ing on Main street. The book, candy and 
stationery store of F. G. Mixer now has 
two large plate glass show windows. W. 
M. Thayer, who occupies the front of the 
second story, is to put. in a clock with the 
dial on the outside of the building. 
A. E. Clark Camp, Sons of Veterans, has 
elected the following officers for the ensuing 
year: Capt., E. E. Pillsbury ; First Lieut., 
Geo. H. Foss; Second Lieut., Walter R. 
Whitehead; Delegate to State Encampment, 
Geo. H. Foss; Alternate, Clarence Dickey; 
Delegates at Large, Thos. A. Young; Alter- 
nate, Roy E. Young; Camp Council, Elmer 
S. Whitehead, G. H. Foss, F. (). Roberts. 
The Journal referred recently to the 
trees moved by John H. Lose. From an 
old scrap book of Journal local items 
we learn that one of the trees, moved from 
the cemetery to the grounds of Axel Ilay- 
ford, stood 36 feet high, measured 14 inches 
in circumference, weighed 12 tons and re- 
quired x horses and 4 oxen to move it. It 
stands at the Hayford residence, now owned 
and occupied by Geo. G. Pierce, and is a 
handsome tree. Another tree transplanted 
by Mr. Loso stands at the J. Watson 
Knowlton residence, now occupied be F,. H. 
Haney. 
The return of the Secretary of the Waldo 
County Agricultural Society to the State 
Board of Agricultme for the fair of 1901, 
shows the amount of money paid out to 
have been $1,130.81, including $190.20 for 
premiums and gratuities; $595.00 for trotting 
purses and $165.50 for improvements. The 
analysis of the live stock exhibits is as fol- 
lows: number of horses and colts, 34; 
thoroughbred bulls and bull calves, 3; 
thoroughbred cows, heifers and heifer 
calves, 19; grade bulls and bull calves, 
2; grade cows, heifers and heifer calves, 
23; oxen and steers, 20; animals for 
beef, 2; total neat stock, 103; sheep, 41; 
swine, 7; coops of poultry, 18. The society 
has property valued at $3,500, and is out of 
debt. 
Rural Mail Delivery. Mr. Boutelle, 
special agent of the Post Office Department 
for rural free delivery, was in Belfast 
recently and stated that owing to a ruling 
of the Department made since the applica- 
tions were put in the routes from Belfast to 
Morrill and Belfast to Northport cannot be 
established as asked for, as they' pass over 
some sections of road served by star route 
free delivery. R. F. D. route No. 1, Belfast 
via Swanville into Waldo, is proving a 
profitable route for the government. The 
cancellation of stamps is larger than at 
half the offices in the county*. More than 
6,000 pieces of mail matter were delivered 
last month. The people along this line, and 
on the star routes, are generally taking 
advantage of the facilities offered and find 
the system a great convenience. It is 
believed, lio.wever, that the star route 
service will, in a few years, be superceded 
by rural free delivery, and the service 
established in many sections not now served 
by either. 
The public schools close tomorrow, Fri- 
day, for a vacation of three weeks. 
E. 11. Bradbury, who was arrested here 
last week on charge of leaving an unpaid 
board bill in Vinalhaven, has returned, 
lie says the arrest was the result of a mis- 
take. 
j The members of Seaside Chautauqua 
Circle will meet with Mrs. M. S. Whit- 
; more, 129 Main street, Monday afternoon, 
| December 16th. Lesson, “Florence in Art 
and Story” ; author, Dante, 
j The dairy team of C. W. Thompson of 
Searsmont and the grocery team of Elisha 
Conant of Belfast were standing in front of 
(Wadsworth’s market Monday forenoon, 
! when the horses became frightened by a 
snow slide and started. The sleds locked 
together and both were capsized, strewing 
milk, butter, eggs, pork, beans, sugar, etc., 
all about. Both horses were stopped within 
| a short distance. Thompson’s team was 
n°t hurt, but Conant’s puug and harness 
j were somewhat damaged. 
I oE amen Rescued. The schooner 
! Chanticleer, lumber laden, from Bangor for 
Rockland and Yinalhaven, capsized off 
Camden Monday forenoon and the captain 
and crew were taken off by sch. Minnie 
Chnee, Capt. William Ilaugh, bound from 
Tenant’s Harbor to Belfast. Capt. Ilaugh 
was off Camden about if a. m. and noticed a 
schooner laboring heavily. A heavy squall 
was blowing and the sea was rough. Capt, 
Ilaugh steered toward the other vessel, but 
before he reached her she capsized. Her 
captain and crew hung on to the hull. 
Capt, Ilaugh launched a boat and took them 
oft. lie then headed for Belfast and arrived 
here about ll o’clock. A tug was tele- 
phoned for and the Bismarck came down 
from Bucksport, took the men aboard and 
went to the scene of the disaster. When 
the M. & M. came up in the afternoon the 
vessel was laying on her beam ends and the 
deckload of lumber was floating about. The 
1 hanticleer is of 57 tons, was built in Essex, 
Mass., in 1844, and was in command of 
Capt. Melvin B. Grant of Stockton Springs, 
Capt. Grant says the accident was caused 
by her shifting cargo. The crew of the 
Minnie chase were Capt. William Ilaugh, 
Fitz W. Patterson, Jr., and Elbridge 
Thomas. The Chanticleer drifted ashore 
before the Bismarck arrived and yesterday 
was breaking up on the rocks about two 
miles south of Lineoluville Beach. Her 
cargo was drifting about the Bay. 
Steamer Notes. The Penobscot arriv- 
ed in Belfast at midnight Wednesday, Dec. 
4th, after a passage from Boston of 19 hours. 
She came the inside route, aiong the shore. 
She left for Boston on her regular time 
Thursday afternoon... There is a possibil- 
ity that the Boston & Maine Steamship Co., 
which ran a steamer between Boston and 
Portland for two .months during the sum- 
mer and fall and then discontinued the 
service, may again start up_It is again 
rumored in marine circles that C. W. Morse, 
the ice and boat king, is after the tugs of 
Capt. Walter Ross of Bangor, and Capt. 
Ross admits that Mr. Morse has made him 
several offers the past summer... The 
freight ou the Boston steamers continues 
large, principally apples. When the Penob- 
scot arrived Monday there were 900 barrels 
of apples on the wharf,besides leather board 
and miscellaneous freight. She took 400 
barrels of apples and Camden and Rockland 
were notified by telephone that none could 
be taken from those places. The Penob- 
scot put into Portland Monday night on ac- 
count of the storm and remained until 3 
o'clock Tuesday afternoon. She is due to ar- 
rive here from Boston this morning, and to 
return this afternoon. 
New Advertisements. Burkett’s fire 
sale continues at his big dry goods.store in 
Odd Fellows’ block, lie also advertises a 
special sale of Christmas goods, received 
since the fire .. Fred A. Johnson advertises 
a closing out sale, regardless of cost, of his 
entire stock of new fall and winter goods. 
— Carle & Jones announce a special sale 
in their china parlors, when a present worth 
25 cents will be given with each one dollar 
purchase. They also have a bean guessing 
contest. Dolls and books for the children 
in great variety—William A. Clark, manu- 
facturing clothier, announces his intention 
of retiring from the retail busiuess at the 
close of the present year, and is offering his 
large stock at a great reduction in price. 
A. A. Howes & Co. are selling out their large 
stock of groceries, patent medicines, toilet 
articles, etc., at the store in Odd Fellows’ 
block at reduced prices. At their new store 
in Johnson block they have a fresh stock of 
groceries of all kinds—Beginning next 
Saturday Locke’s jewelry store will be 
open every evening during the holidays. 
— B. C. Norton of Palermo publishes a 
freedom notice ... Chase & Doak observe 
this year the 75th Christmas of this well 
known jewelry house and extend the com- 
pliments of the season to their patrons. They offer for inspection a beautiful line of 
goods at their newly renovated store_ 
Harry W. Clark & Co., 83 Main street, are 
offering children’s suits, reefers and over- 
coats at a great reduction. 
TO CCRE A COLD IN ONE DAT 
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. Al- 
duggists refund the money if it falls to 
cure. E.W. Grove’s Signature on each box 
1 GEORGE W BURKETTS! 
Fortune favored us; as we had placed our order on Christmas goods 
later than usual and did not receive them until after the fire. We 
are now daily receiving NEW goods for the Holiday trade, and shall 
close them out at the D* noHiirfiAn that charac- 
terises the rest of our Dig IVCUUUIU11 stock. Comprises 
Handkerchiefs, Towels, Napkins, Fnrs, Toys, Baskets, 
Stationery, Silver Ware, Table Covers, Rngs, Boston 
Bags, Umbrellas, Stamped Goods, fa whole array of 
Novelties too numerous to mention. 
Our Prices!! 
Competition does not like them, consequently arguments are 
started calculated to make our patrons doubt the genuine- 
ness of this great mark down sate. We simply ask an in- 
flection of our stock, and the prices on them will force con- 
viction upon the most skeptical. 
AMBER Bit! DROP I\ PRICES. 
Best quality Outings,?prlce 10c., now 7c. 
Good “ “ “ 8c., « 6c 
“ '.7c., .. 5c. 
Best quality Ginghams, 10c., << ge. 
Lockwood B. Cottons, 5 f.2c. 
Good 40 inch wide Cotton, 6c. 
All Wool Carpetings worth 65c., now SOc. and 55c‘. 
Best quality Floor Oil Cloths, price 45c., now 25c. 
Smyrna Rugs, large size, worth $2.50, now $1.69 
Best Shirting Prinls, 3 f.2c. 
“ D«»** “ 5c' 
Dress Goods sold at 50c., now 25c. 
P. D. French Corsets, price $2.75, now $1.50 
Silk Waists, former price $5.50, now $3.98. 
Jackets at manufacturers’ price, 
Furs at 40 per cent, reduction. 
THIS SALE WILL CONTINUE EACH DAY UNTIL 
THE LARGE STOCK IS ENTIRELY CLOSED OUT. 
GEORGE W. BURKETT. 
ci- C. C. SHOE 
.FOR. 
Hen’s Ball Band Rubbers 
FOR FELTS AND LEGGINGS. The only Rubbers that are FLEECED LINED. We have all kinds and sizes for old and 
young. Also a nice line of 
Men’s and Ladies’ Overshoes. 
PRICES FROH 65c. TO $1.75. 
ZU Felt Shoes warm for winter wear. 
Patrician 
Shoes ™ nER 
The best for style, fit and durability. 
ALWAYS ONE PRICE 
All over the United States, 
$3.50: 
Waukwell Shoes for men 
In Yici, Enamel, Box Calf and Patent Leather, /f» 
Always one pric ,.li <4 >%l| 
m• 
ixive us a call and I think we can please you at the 
Main Street, 
I Belfast, Maine. 
NEW FURNITURE STORE! 
FORMERLY OCCUPIED BY 
For the next THIRTY DAYS, 
K- “ COOMBS * SON. 70 MAIN STREET. 
COMMENCINU NOVEMBER I4th, 
•UiS" GREAT REDUCTION YnLnmy FURNITURE. 
NO OLD STOCK. EVERYTHING FRESH AND NEW. 
I mike this liberal reduction In order to mive my golds quick and 
make room for more. Those intending to purchase will make no 
mistake In calling and examining my stock and getting prices before 
purchasing. 
H. E. flcDonald, 70 Main Street. 
Freedom Notice. 
This is to certifythat I have this day given to 
my son, Chester H. Norton, his time during his 
minority. I shall claim none of bis earnings nor 
pay any of his bills after this date. 
Palermo, Dec. 9,1901. 
3wfi0« B. C, NOBTON. 
FOR RENT. 
Mce cottage, eight rooms, city and 
well water ho. 188 Main 8t. Enquire of 
GEORGE W. BURKETT. 
Bargains 
Every day 
in the Week. 
of Bargains ever Offered in Belfast 
Or Eastern Maine at..... 
GEORGE W. BURKETT’S. 
OUR IMMENSE FIRE SALE now on and will continue 
until the immense stock is CLOSED OUT. The first 
day’s sale was unparalleled in the history of our business. 
We regret to say that with a force of thiiteen clerks we 
were entirely unable to serve the crowd that thronged our 
store. Every effort was made to give attention to all,' it 
was an impossibility, however. We advise our patrons, 
who wish a share of the Bargains offered to call early in 
the morning or after 4 o’clock p. m., as that time we are 
less crowded. Everything marked down preparatory to 
removal from the building for repairs. 
SPECIAL DAYS FOR EACH DEPT. 
FRIDAY 0UR SPECIAL SALE WILL BE IN 
Dress Goods and Trimmings. 
SATURDAY, 
Jackets, Furs, Skirts, Waists. 
MONDAY, 
Carpets, Oil Cloths, Straw Mattings, 
Rugs, Pillows, Bedding, Blankets, 
Oil Cloths, ^UtSI'oUc,. 25c p;rr, 
TUESDAY 0UR special sale will be in 
Linen Goods, White Goods, Towels, 
and Domestic Goods of all kinds. 
WEDNESDAY, 
Underwear, Small Wares, Corsets, 
Ribbons, Hosiery, Etc. 
THURSDAY, 
Cotton Underwear, Petticoats, Um- 
brellas, Night Robes, Stamped Goods, 
Portieres, Demins, Silkolenes, Cre- 
tonnes, Wrappers, Etc. 
While we wish it understood that goods from every department 
will be sold e^ch day, still special attention will be given 
by our force to the class of goods on days as mentioned 
above. 
The people of this county know we do not deceive them 
by any FROTHY ADVERTISEMENTS. WE 
HAVE THE GOODS and in sixty days you will have 
them, at prices that will not deplete your packet book. 
GEORGE W. BURKETT, 
ODD FELLOWS BLOCK. 
LITERARY NEWS AND NOTES. 
The Living Age fulfils its function of 
presenting the best things from Conti- 
nental as well as from English sources 
by beginning, in its issue for November 
23, a serial story by Jean Rameau, 
entitled ‘A. Father of the Fields,” 
which, in its vivid and truthful pictures 
of rural life, reminds one of the best 
work of Rene Bazin. 
The Edinburgh Review’s article on 
“Party Politics and the War,” which 
has attracted unusual attention in Eng- 
land, and has been commended for its 
fairness alike by supporters and critics 
of the Government, is printed in full in 
The Living Age for November 30. It 
is the most important presentation of 
existing political conditions in England 
which has been published. 
The contents of Gunton’s Magazine 
for November are as follows: New 
York Mayoralty Election; Causes of 
Anarchy; Hours of Factory Labor in 
the South; Progress of the Schley Trial: 
The Practical Side of Literature; Two 
Hays in Two Parliaments; Human 
Waste of a Great City: Echoes of the 
Steel Strike: Foreign Trade and Home 
Consumption. 
The Smart Set for December con- 
tains forty-four signed articles, stories 
and poems, yet it is not so much for 
quantity as for quality that the num- 
ber is notable. The leading feature 
is a novelette by Edward S. Van Zile, 
entitled "How Chopin Came to llem- 
sen,” which is fairly hilarious in its 
depiction of a prosaic lawyer who be- 
comes suddenly seized with the spirit 
and genius of the immortal composer. 
A story of a quaint people is “The 
Newfoundlanders of the Outports,” by 
Norman Duncan, in the December 
number of Outing. The influence of 
the same salt air that gave its tone to 
the customs of these flsher-folk per- 
vades Hr. Duncan’s story; and the illus- 
trations—from photographs which Mr. 
Duncan took with his own camera on 
the scene— carry the reader to a land of 
simplicity, where scheming brains have 
not corrupted naturally honest hearts. 
The Outlook’s illustrated Annual Book 
Number is filled with reviews of the 
books of the season, portraits of notable 
authors, finely illustrated articles on 
literary topics. It has also the weekly 
review of current history, and the 
judicial editorial comment which are 
always the strongest features of this 
periodical. Among the contributors to 
this number are Edward Everett Bale, 
Augustine Birrell, Kate Douglas 
Wiggin, Hamilton W. Mabie, Frank K. 
Stockton, Thomas Wentworth Iliggin- 
son, and many other well-known 
writers. ($:j a year. The Outlook 
Company, 287 Fourth Avenue, New 
Y ork. 
(iuting has a spirit of buoyant life 
which carries its readers from "cover to 
cover. Its articles of out-of-door fact 
are instructive; its stories of out-of- 
door fiction are interesting. Here are 
the titles of ten of the twenty-eight features of the December number. 
Colored frontispiece, Frederic Rem- 
ington; "The Wilderness Hunter” 
Owen Wister illustrated by Frederic 
Remington ; “The Newfoundlanders of 
the Outports,” Norman Duncan (pho- tographs by the author); “The Way of 
^. Indian Cross,” Edwyn Sanclys; 
\ ice. in Horses and Its Correction,” i rank .M. Ware (practical and illustra- 
ted); Falconry in France,” Vance 
Thompson 'drawings by IIv. S. Wat- 
son >; “The Dog Poisoner,” J. P. Mow-1 
bray: “Theories Regarding Scent,” i John T. Bailey: “Physical Training for I Women,” .1. V. Hillman; “The Adven-! 
tures of Mi. William Mariner,” Ed- i ward S. Hoklen. The other eighteen features are equally attractive. 
A big book with showy covers comes to «s f rom the C. M. Clark Publishing j ( o.. Boston, hearing the unique title 
,VUIlk- i'rl,e author, or as he styles himself, the “instigator,” is Leon Lem-1 
pert, Jr., of Rochester, X. Y. It is a 
hook ot verse, with numerous illustra-1 
tions m colors, and as to both verses and illustrations it may be said that some 
are quite clever and others fall a little 
short ot that. But if not always pro-, vocative of laughter the hook should 
certainly bring smiles more or less' broad. The Boston Journal says of the author: “1 oung Mr. Lempert comes naturally by his temperament. 11 is 
father is an artist and architect of con-' 
siderable note. The son started writ-! 
ing humorous verses and grotesquelv ! illustrating them as an evening diver-j sion, and for the amusement of famiiy ! friends. Through accident his clever 
work came to the attention of his pres-i ent publishers, who thought the public 
might laugh as much as they did if it had the opportunity of seeing quite a number of these verses and illustra- 
tions in a unique volume. 
In giving her opinion on the literary status of Boston to a correspondent of the Boston Journal's Book Number 
Miss Louise Chandler Moulton said! 
among other things: “Miss Guiney— we should give her a place for her grace- ful works. And, by the way, I met her not long ago and she told me, with a 
laugh, that her income for copyrights last year amounted to six dollars and a 
half. ‘That,’ she said to me, good-na- 
turedly, ‘is the reward of the poet.’ It does seem, after all, that poetry is not 
as lucrative as it might be. But Miss 
Guiney, has written stories, also—for- 
tunately.” One of Miss Guiney’s books, “The Secret of Fougereuse,” a romance 
of the fifteenth century (translated 
from the French) has this dedication: 
“To Grace Clark Denslow, for Auld 
Lang Syne, the translator’s part in this book is dedicated.” Miss Dens- 
low is the daughter of E. II. Denslow, 
Esq. of New York, and will be recalled 
by the readers of The Journal as the 
writer a few years ago of some very in- teresting letters from that city. For 
several seasons the family spent their 
summers at Fort Point, where Mr. 
Denslow still has property. 
There is no lack of the Christmas 
spirit in the December number of The 
Ladies’ Home Journal. Among the 
stories that go to fill this largest num- 
ber of the magazine ever issued are: 
“The Baby Behind the Curtain,” by Elizabeth McCracken; “Christmas Eve 
on Lonesome,” by John Fox, Jr., the 
Kentucky author; “How the First Let- 
ter was Written,” by ltudyard Kipling, 
and the first part of an amusing story 
of Western ways called “The Russells 
in Chicago.” “The People Who Help Santa Claus” are told about; the Rev. 
David M. Steele relates some pathetic 
stories of the New’ York poor, and 
Elliott Flower delightfully describes 
“The Linfields’ Christmas Dinner.” 
The second room of the “Bradley House,” the library, is shown in detail. 
Mr. Bok’s editorial is headed “Per- 
sonal,” and that it is. There is a 
charming Christmas play for children, 
and a double page of college girls’ pic- 
tures, which shows groups of students 
from almost every well-known girls’ 
school in the country. This is the first 
installment of the Journal’s great “pic- 
ture story” of “What a Girl Does at 
College.” The regular departments 
are most ably presented by their re- spective editors, and the holiday cover 
is the work of Thomas Mitchell Peirce. 
By the Curtis Publishing Company, 
Philadelphia. One dollar a year; ten 
cents a copy. 
MRS. IDA L. ROSER, 
Grand-Niece of Ex-President James 
K. Polk, Writes to Mrs. Pinkham. 
Thankful for Health Restored by Lydia E. Pinkham’s 
Vegetable Compound. 
Did yon ever stop to realize what keen satisfaction one experiences when 
we find that some kind and helpful thing we have done for some one else has 
been sincerely appreciated ! At such times, how truly we understand the ex- 
pression it is more blessed to give than to receive.” 
Think, therefore, of the pleasure and genuine satisfaction Mrs. Pinkham 
experiences when such letters come to her as the one from Mrs. Roser which 
we are herewith permitted to publish. 
Think what it means to her; it means first, that one more lovely woman 
baa been relieved from sickness and distress through her assistance ; it means 
aaomd, that this woman who is cured'is so grateful that she wants other 
women in the land to know of it: and it means lastly that Mrs. Pinkham’s 
tfaima for Lydia £. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound are fully sub- 
stantiated by testimony of such high character that every woman who reads 
fhi« must believe and hope. 
To be appreciated is a great pleasure, but to bring peace and happiness to 
the suffering is heavenly. Such is the mission of Mrs. Pinkham, and such a 
letter as the following proves her success ! 
MRS. IDA L. ROSER, 326 E. 18th Ave., Denver, Col. 
Orand-Diece of ex-President .lames K. Polk, and Assistant Grand Secretary of Colorado, Wyoming-, and New Mexico Independent Order 
of Good Templars. 
“ Dear Mrs. Pinkham — I have been married for nearly two years, and so far have not been blessed with a child. I have, however, suf- fered with a complication of female troubles and painful menstruation until very recently. ^
“The value of Lydia E. Pinkliam’s Vegetable Compound was * 
called to my attention by an intimate friend, whose life had simply been * 
a torture with inflammation and ulceration, and a few bottles of your Cbmpound cured her; she can hardly believe it herself today, she en- 
joys such blessed health. I took four bottles of your Compound and consider myself cured. I am once more in fine health and spirits my domestic and official duties all seem easy now, for I feel so strong i’ can do three times what I used to do. You have a host of friends m Den- 
ver, and arnorffc the best count, Yours very gratefulH, -Ales. Ida L. 
Ro6er, 326 ISth Ave., Denver, Col.” 
When a medicine has been successful in restoring to health 
■o many women whose testimony is so unquestionable, you cannot 
well say, without trying it, “ I do not believe it will help me.” If 
you are ill, don’t hesitate to get a bottle of Lydia E. Pinkham’c 
Vegetable Compound at once, and write Mrs. Pinkham, Lynn, Maes., for special ad vice — it is free and always helpful. 
Arnnn R,K'?A^?-— ^,e havedepoeited wltfctheKjttipihtt City Bank of Lynn, pun Xhllllil ^ *J“’b W,U be Paid to per»o» who eaufcw. above testimonial lelte? Ulelllllll 13 nr,t seaa-ao. <M waa pa Wished Mew draining (he writer’s special per- llrw Ww mission. 1 gdi ia.xlekksm Medicine C’o., Lynn, Mass. 
Dr. Rudolf Eucken, the distinguished 
Jena Professor, is the author of the 
leading article in the December Forum, 
ft deals with “The Status of Religion 
in Germany," and discusses how far the 
religious life of that country has been 
affected by the scientific and other pro- 
gress of the last century. An urgent 
reform in international law is advocat- 
ed by James G. Whiteley in the article 
which follows on “Private Property at 
Sea.” “The Spanish Treaty Claims 
Commission,” by Hon. Robert Hutche- 
son, is a rejoinder to a previous article 
in the same review. The business that 
will probably come before “The Present 
Session of Congress” is outlined by 
Henry L. West. “The Empire of Is- 
lands,” by Joseph Sohn, emphasizes 
the importance of insular possessions 
in colonial expansion. Dr. Gilbert Reid 
discusses “The Ethics of the Last 
China War.” Dr. Nathan C. Schaeffer 
criticises “One-sided Training of Teach- 
ers” in a paper which lays stress upon 
the importance of learning to think. 
Ex-Governor W. S. Merriam, Director 
of the U. S. Census, writes on “Suf- 
frage, North and South,” with special 
reference to the limitations imposed by 
various States on the right to vote. 
The need of reform in “The United 
States Consular Service” is pointed out 
by Charles Truax, who makes several 
practical suggestions to that end. The 
list of contents also includes “Reci- 
procity and Foreign Trade,” by E. ,1. 
Gibson; “Licensed Gambling in Bel- 
gium,” by George F. Babbitt; and “Les-’ 
sons from Interuation ol Exhibitions,’ 
by Joseph M. Rogers. 
Like the November number, the 
Christmas issue of Leslie’s Popular 
Monthly is beautifully decorated with 
color plate illustrations, and the gener 
al appearance of the magazine is nota- 
ble among the monthlies. The opening 
article, written by the famous show- 
man, Frank C. Bostock, is illustrated 
by a score of sketches and finished por- 
traits of living animals drawn from 
life by Charles C. Bull. But the article 
which will perhaps arouse the greatest 
attention is written by Israel Zangwill, 
upon the long cherished design of the 
Jews to redeem and repeople the Holy 
Land. It is a scheme such as has never 
before been tried in history, for here 
colonists are seeking to found a mother 
country. Another paper of importance 
is contributed by Gen. Ballington 
Booth, and entitled “The Personal Ap- 
peal of the Volunteers.” As for sto- 
ries, the number is full of them. One 
is a delightful story by the author of 
“Your Uncle Lew,” another bv the ris- 
ing novelist, Willian McLeod ’Raine, a 
third by Onoto Watanna, a fourth by 
Sewell Ford, and still another by Cy 
Warman, and others yet. The ingenu- 
ous Diary of a Japanese Girl is contin- 
ued in this number, while Maurice 
Hewlett’s novel continues its delight- 
ful course. In Marginalia Gelett Bur- 
gess appears at the head of a band of 
humorists. 
Relief In Six Honrs. 
Distressing Kidney and Bladder Diseases 
relieved in six hours by“NEW Great South 
American Kidney Cure.” It is a great 
surprise on account of its exceeding prompt- 
ness in relieving pain in bladder, kidneys 
and back, in male or female. Believes re- 
tention of water almost immediately. If 
you want quick relief and cure this is the 
remedy. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Drug- 
gists, Belfast Me. Iy47 
President's Consln an Actress. 
Maude Roosevelt, cousin of the presi- 
dent and cousin by marriage of the! 
German embassador to China, is one of 
Photo by Strony, New York. 
MAUDE ROOSEVELT (BARONESS MCMM VON 
SOHWARZENSTEIN). 
the newest recruits to the stpge. Miss 
Roosevelt’s work has been praised byf 
the critics. 
Pile Terrors Swept Away. Dr. Ag- new’s Ointment stands at the head as a re- 
liever, healer, and sure cure for Piles in all 
forms. One application will give comfort 
in a few minutes, and three to six days’ 
application according to directions will 
cure chronic cases. It relieves all itching 
and burning skin diseases in a day. :« 
cents. Sold by Edmund Wilson and A. A. 
Howes & Co.—40. 
A Rare Opportunity. 
We desire to call the personal and imme- 
diate attention of each and every one of our 
readers to the exceptional terms upon which 
we are prepared to offer the representative i 
journal of Agriculture, Farm and Home, 
in connection with this paper. Everywhere 
throughout the country Farm and Home 
is known and recognized as a journal of the 
highest standard. Its sound common sense, 
practical teachings, terse paragraphs, origi- 
nality and pluck have won for it a place at 
the head of the agricultural press. Its im- 
mense circulation, exceeding 300,000 copies 
each issue, is in itself a telling testimonial 
of its practical value and intrinsic worth. 
Our subscribers will do well to read the an- 
nouncement and avail themselves of an op- 
portunity to secure, at a trifling cost, a pa- 
per whicb will return them a thousand per 
cent, on the investment in the useful hints 
and teachings to be obtained from its peru- 
sal. To all we say, try Farm and Home a 
year, and you will never regret it. A fine 
Art Calendar for 1902, with weather fore- 
casts for every day in the year, and five 
beautiful pictures, 9x13, each a gem of art, 
is included in each subscription. 
The fact that most diseases arise from an 
impure or low condition of the blood, is 
fully proven by Hood’s Sarsaparilla. 
Freddy—“Ma, according to my appetite, 
it must be near dinner time.” 
Mamma-“Yes, but your appetite is us- 
ually fast.”—Judge. 
Itching piles? Never mind if physicians 
have failed to cure you. Try Doan’s Oint- 
ment. No failure there. 50 cents, at any 
drug store. 
“Henpeck seems to be very fond of enter 
taining?” 
“Yes, his wife is quite decent to him 
when there’s company about.”—Answers. 
Every fafnily should have its household 
medicine chest—and the first bottle in it 
should be Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine Syrup, 
Nature’s remedy for coughs and colds. 
Magistrate (to prisoner)—“Have you any 
visible means of support?” 
Prisoner—“Yes, sir, Your Honor. (To 
his wife)—Bridget, stand up so that the 
Coort kin see yez.”—Tit-Bits. 
Life’s a Uurden. If the stomach is not 
right. Is there Nausea? Is there Consti- 
pation ? Is the Tongue Coated ? Are you 
Light-Headed? Do you have Sick Head- 
ache? Any and all of these denote Stomach 
and Liver Disorder. Dr. Agnew’s Liver 
Pills act quickly and w ill cure most stubborn 
and chronic cases,40 in a vial for 10 cents or 
100 for 25 cts. Sold by Edmund Wilson and 
A. A. Howes A Co.—39. 
Mrs. Towser—“You don’t mean to say 
you believe everything your husband tells 
you ?” 
Mrs. Lambkin—“Why shouldn’t I if it 
makes me happy ?”— Boston Transcript. 
Burdock Blood Bitters give a man a clear 
head, active brain, a strong, vigorous body— 
tits him for the battle of life. 
Primus—“Dawson doesn't seem to be very 
kind to the poor. Why is he called a phil- 
anthropist?” 
Secundus—“Oh, he adopts the children of 
wealthy society people.”—Harlem Life. 
Fust Friends. 
Rushville, Ind. 
Messrs. Ely Bros.I have been a great 
sufferer from catarrh and hay fever and 
tried many things, but found no permanent I 
relief until I found it in Ely’s Cream Balm j about eight years ago, and we have been ; 
fast friends ever since. (Rev.) R. M. I 
Bentley. | 
Prove its value by investing 10 cents in a j trial size of Ely’s Cream Balm. Druggists I 
supply it and we mail it. Full size 50cents. I 
ELY BROS., 50 Warren St., New York, j 
Customer—“Say, a month ago you told me 
this material would wear, and here it is, 
nearly gone!” 
Snipps—“Nearly gone in a month? Well, 
if that isn’t ‘wearing,’ what is'?—Chicago 
News. 
20 Years of Vile Cat rrh. Chas. 0. 
Brown, journalist,of Duluth, Minn., writes: 
“1 have been a sufferer from Throat and 
Nasal Catarrh for over 20 years, during 
which time my head has been stopped up 
and my condition truly miserable. Within 
15 minutes after using Dr. Agnew’s Catarrhal 
Powder I obtained relief. Three bottles 
have almost, if not entirely, cured me.” 
50c. Sold by Edmund Wilson and A. A. 
llowes & Co.—37. 
Miss Trust—“What would you say of a 
man who does nothing all the evening but 
make sheep’s eyes?” 
Miss Behave—“1 simply wouldn’t waste 
my time with such a mutton-head 1”—Smart 
Set. 
Heart-Sick People. Dr. Agnew’s Cure 
for the Heart is a heart tonic that never 
fails to cure—is swift in its effects—goes 
| closer to the “border land” and snatches 
from death’s grip more sufferers than any 
j family of diseases and ailments in the cate- | gory of human sufferings, (lives relief in 30 
minutes. Sold bj Edmund Wilson and A. 
A. llowes & Co.—38. 
“Was he wounded seriously?” asked the 
reporter, hurrying to the scene of the af- 
fray. 
“He was," briefly answered the police- 
man. “Did yez think it was in fun?”—Chi- 
| eago Tribune. 
I Itch on human cured in 30 minutes by 
| Woolford’s Sanitary Lotion. This never 
fails. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Drug- 
gists, Belfast, Me. Iy47 
The burglar cautiously raised the window 
and climbed in. 
“And 1 used to be fool enough to pay a 
| dancing master,” he muttered to himself, ! “to teach me how to enter a room!”—Chica- 
go Tribune. 
j $1CO-l>r. F. Detehon’s Anti Diureiic 
may be worth to you more than $100 if you 
have a child who soils bedding from incon- 
tinence of water during sleep. Cures old 
and young alike. It arrests the trouble at 
once. $1. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., 
Druggists, Belfast, Me. Iy47 
The poverty stricken aristocrat may feel 
like converting his family tree into kindling 
wood. 
Kor Over Kihj Years. 
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy. 
Mrs. Winslowr,s Soothing Syrup has been 
used for over fifty years by millions of 
mothers for their children while teething, 
writh perfect success. It soothes the child, 
softens the gums, allays all pain, cures wind 
colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrluca. 
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists 
in every part of the world. Twenty-five 
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be 
sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing 
Syrup, and take no other kind. 
A Maine Composer. 
Anna Coition Rich Has 165 Musical Com- 
positions to Her Credit. 
Anna Colson Rich, composer of the 
music in the Boston Sunday Globe of 
Dec. 1st, (“Where the River Meets the 
Sea”) is a Maine woman, born in the 
town of Verona, and early evinced a 
passion for music. When 5 years of 
age she was able to stand on a stool and 
play the cello. She could also read the 
bass part of hymns and could play the 
violin accompaniment of violin music 
in any key. At the age of 10 she sang 
in the church choir, and could read any 
of the anthems at sight. At the age of 
11 she began the study of the piano and 
violin. 
With her talent for performing she 
also developed a taste for musical com- 
position, and even at this early age she 
produced several songs and instrumen- 
tal pieces and has continued to do so 
her compositions being most favorably 
received by publishers in different cities 
and by the public. 
In 1880 she went to Boston to study 
the voice, and was under the instruction 
of the best vocal teachers. At this 
time she was a member of the Ilandel 
and Haydn society, the Cecilia, the 
Thomas choral and several other musi- 
cal organizations. 
At present Miss Rich is devoting her- 
self to teaching in Bangor and to com- 
position. Her work is not confined to 
songs, for she writes classical anthems 
and glees. Very recently she has writ- 
ten a quartet, entitled “The Reaper and 
the Flowers,” for the Apollo male 
quartet of Bangor. This composition 
has been accepted by a London pub- 
lisher. Her list of compositions is too 
long to mention in detail, the number 
being 105. 
Every American woman—and most 
of the men—will desire to possess a 
portrait of the White House baby. All 
babies are precious to every right-mind- 
ed person; and the White House baby, 
alert, smiling and in his mother’s lap, 
will win the hearts of all beholders at 
the first glance. The picture, which is 
the frontispiece of the December 
number of tne “National,” is a hand- 
some, full page half tone engraving, 
suitable for framing. Persons who 
wish to obtain a copy of the magazine 
containing this picture should send ten 
cents in stamps to “The National 
Magazine,” 41 West First street, Bos- 
ton, Mass. 
Croup instantly relieved. Dr. Thomas’ 
Eclectric Oil. Perfectly safe. Never fails. 
At any drug store. 
Kooaevelt'e Intimate Friend. 
General Leonard Wood, military gov- 
ernor of Culm, is one of the men who 
Photo copyright. 1900, by Purdy. Boston. 
GENERAL LEONARD WOOD. 
staud closest to President Roosevelt. 
He was colonel of the rough riders. 
Register of Deep Water Vessels. 
SHIPS. 
Aimer Coburn, sailed from Port Towns- 
end, Wash, Aug 25 for Cape Tow n. 
A G Ropes, 1). Rivers, cleared from San 
Francisco Dec 3 for Queenstown. 
A .1 Fuller, arrived at Newcastle, X. S. 
W. Nov. 17 from Cape Town. 
Aryan, A. S. Pendleton, Baltimore for 
San Francisco; spoken July, 17, lat 33 X 
Ion 43 30 W. 
Bangalore, Blanchard, arrived at Port 
Townsend Oct 20 from Nagaski. 
E B Sutton, J P Butman, saileil from 
Yokohama Nov 1 for New York via Kobe, j 
Fort George, Chas. C. McClure, sailed 
from lJort Townsend Oct 7from Chemainus, 
for Port Pirie. 
Gov Robie, sailed from Everett, Wash. 
Sept l for Sydney, N. S. W. 
Henry B llyde, arrived at San Francisco 
June 13 from Baltimore. 
Luzon, Park, sailed from Manila Oct. 7 
for Newcastle, N. S. W\ 
Mary L Cushing, arrived at Newcastle, [ 
N. S. W. Nov. 25 from Cape Town. 
Manuel Llaguno, D C Nichols, sailed from 
Hong Kong Oct 2.“ for New York. I 
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San I 
Francisco Nov 2 for null. 
Reaper, arrived at Honolulu May 30 from ! 
Newcastle, N. S. W. 
S D Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from Ta- 
coma, Wash. Nov 1 for Honolulu. 
St Paul, F W Treat, sailed from Manila 
Nov. 18 for Seattle. 
State of Maine, L A Colcord, at Hong 
Kong Oct. 10 for New York. 
Tillie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, arrived 
at Honolulu Oct 20 from San Francisco. 
Wm II Macy, arrived at Port Gamble 
Nov. 21 from San Francisco. 
Wm H Conner, B F Colcord, arrived at 
Hong Kong Sept 26 from Manila for Balti- 
more and New York. 
BARKS. 
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, sailed from 
Montevideo Oct 23 for Barbados. 
Edward May, arrived at San Francisco 
Aug. 17 from Honolulu. 
Ethel, Dodge, arrived at Portland July 
20 from Charleston. 
Herbert Black, W II Blanchard, arrived 
at Philadelphia Nov. 8 from Rosario. 
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, from Ro- 
sario for New' York, arrived at Montevideo 
Sept 14. 
Matanzas, arrived at Philadelphia Dec 3 
from Havana. 
Olive Thru low, sailed from Baltimore 
Oct 31 for Guanica. 
Penobscot, arrived at Cape Town Sept 3 
from Freemautle. 
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, at Bucksport, 
repairing. 
Rose innis, Melvin Cokord, sailed from 
Fernandina Nov. 24 for New York. 
Sachem, Nichols, arrived at New York 
Feb 28 from Hong Kong. 
Thomas A Goddard sailed from Rosario 
Sept 20 for Boston. 
Willard Mudgett, J 11 Monroe, arrived at 
Turks Island Nov 17 from Barbados, sailed 
Nov 23 for Boston. 
SCHOONERS. 
Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, arrived at 
St. Pierre, Mart., Nov. 14from Philadelphia. 
Henry Clausen, Jr, arrived at Apalachi- 
cola Nov. 23 from New Bedford. 
Gladys, II B Colson, arrived at New' York 
Nov. 18 from Fernandina. 
John C Smith, McDonald, sailed from Bal- 
timore Nov. 30 for Mayport. 
Mary A Hall, Haskell, cleared from 
Pensacola Nov. 28 for Irvington, N. Y. 
Lucia Porter, Farrow, cleared from Phil- 
| adelphia Nov 29 for Jacksonville. R W Hopkins, IIichborn, arrived at New 
Yrork Nov. 18 from Montevideo. 
R F Pettigrew, at Port Spain Nov 20 from 
Demerara, for New YTork. 
Willie L Newton sailed from New Y'ork 
Nov. 18 for Tampa via Key West. 
Saved His Life. 
“I wish to say that I feel I owe my life to 
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure," wrrites II. C. 
Chrestenson of Hay field, Minn. “For three 
years 1 was troubled w ith dyspepsia so that 
I could hold nothing on my stomach. Many 
times I would be unable to retain a morsel 
of food. Finally I was confined to my bed. 
Doctors said I could not live. I read one of 
your advertisements on Kodol Dyspepsia 
Cure and thought it fit my case and com- 
menced its use. I began to improve from 
the first bottle. Now I am cured and 
recommend it to all." Digests your food. 
Cures all stomach troubles. R. II. Moody 
rfl ny Child ^ can he kept healthy, strong and cheerful by giving it oeca- 
sional doses of 
True’s worm Elixir 
It.not onl y removes worms, but guards against them, and is a perfect tonic and blood puri- fier. It is the only purely vegetable vermi- 
fuge so harmless that it cannot injure the 
ge^fiebcate child. At druggists 86 cents. Booklet free. Send for it. 






Ely's Cream Balm 
Gives relief at once. 
It cleanses, soothes and 
heals the diseased mem- 
brane. It cures catarrh 
and drives away a cold 
in the head quickly, it 
is absorbed, neats ana protects tn embrane. 
Resores the Senses of Taste and Smell. Full size 
60c.: Trial Size, 10c.; at Druggists or by mail. 
ELY BROTHERS, 66 Warren Street, New York. 
CATARRH 
COLD >N HEAD 
IK 
STOPPED FREE 
™ 1 Permanently Cured by 
DR. RUNE'S GREAT 
I NERVE RESTORER 
■ No Pita after first day's ass. 
■ Consultation, personal or by mail; treatise and 
TRIAL BOTTLE FREE 
to Pit patients who pay expresaage only on delivery. 
Permansnt Curs, not only temporary relftsf, for allNer- 
oous Visor dors, Bpilepay, Spasms, 8t. Vitas' Danes. 
Millie. Bshaasttoa. ft*. WL B.KL1NK, U. 
S3I Arcb Street, PMIadalpMa. imlil iwi. 
WEAKLYCHILDREN 
All Children Love Vinol, 
And Nothing in the World is 
So Good for Them—or their 
Tired Mothers. It Makes 
Pale. Thin and Weak Chil- 
dren and Women Strong 
and Robust. 
“It is with great pleasure that I add 
my testimonial to the merits of Vinol. 
My little girl Cora after a hard case of 
Scarlet Fever began taking Vinol with 
the very best results. I don’t believe she 
would ever have got well if notfor Vinol, 
she was so weak. She is in the very best 
of health now, and thanks that good 
medicine Vinol, Wine of Cod Liver Oil.— 
Mr. Isaac Champaigns, Keene, N. H.” 
Inasmuch as we are always ready to 
refund the cost of Vinol to those who don’t 
find It exactly what we claim It to be, It 
will be seen that we are prepared to sub- 
stantially endorse our claims for the ex- 
cellence of this marvelous preparation. 
A. A. HOWES A CO. 
FOR SALE. 
To close the estate of the late 
A. C. SIBLEY, 
the following real estate is offered for sale: 
HOMESTEAD ON HIGH STRtET. 
One of the b«*st places in Belfast. The buildings I 
are a large two story brick residence with ell, a 
new and commodious stable and carriage house, 
and a smaller stable; all modern conveniences. 
The grounds extend from High to Union streets, 1 
and contains about one acre. Tennis court. Nice 
orchaid. Within a few rods of Belfast Bay of 
which it commands a line view. Especially adapt- 
ed for summer home or fashionable boarding 
house. Six thousand dollars buys it this fall. It 
will be worth more in the spring. A poition of 
the purchase money can remain on mortgage if 
desired, 
FOOLER HOUSE,{HIGH STREET. 
Five thousand square feet of land and a cosy 
convenient brick nouse. Formerly owned anil 
occupied, during bis residence in Belfast, by Jus- 
tice William H. Fogler of the Vaine Supreme 
Judical Court. Modern conveniences. Price, 
subject to mortgage of $1500 to Belfast Savings 
Bank, #500. 
MAIN AND FEDERAL STREETS. 
Corner lot in the Ibusiness heart of the city; 
4,159 feet. Level and good building snot. Will 
be worth $1,000 inside of five years. 
Price $300. 
FARM ON MILLER STREET. 
Nine acres Tinder good cultivation, corner of 
Miller Street anil Lincolnville avenue. One mile 
from post office. 
Price, $675. 
PLEASANT STREET. 
Undivided half of two houses and lot owned 
in common with Hon. W. K. Swan. Will always 
rent. 
Price, $1500. 
BAY VIEW STREET. 
About one half acre of level land adjoining 
tide water, aboutone-eighth mile below steamboat 
wharf. Suitable for cottage. The best location 
for a wharf south of Commercial street. 
Price, $250. 
NORTH CHURCH. 
Pews No. 30 and 50. Price, #50 each. 
BROOKS. 
One fourth grist mill, etc., occupied by Swan 
& Sibley Company. 
Price, $250. 
PERSONAL PROPLRTY. 
I Seven hundred shares of stock in Mnnufac- 
faeturing Heal Estate Company* Par value $10. 
These shares are one third of all the stock issued, 
The corporation owns the buildingaml real estate 
connected with the shoe factory, is out of debt 
and in no way involved in the embarassments 
of the Pritchett, Sibley Company. When the 
shoe factory starts its rental will pay a good divi- 
dend on this stock and it will be worth par. At 
present it is for sale in blocks of one share or 
more at. 
$5.00 per share. 
Ten shares stock Maine Condensed Milk Co. 
Price, $1.50 per share. 
Seven one hundred and twenty-eighths of 
schooner Charlotte T. Sibley. Price, with earn- 
ings from date of sale only, #500. 
One top carriage. Price $15. 
For further particulars call on 
EDWARD SIBLEY, Belfast, Maine, 
or JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, Jr., 





A three part story by George W. Cable, entitled Bylaw Hill, will be one of the fea- 
tures of early issues. A two part, story will be contributed by Eugenia B. Frothing- 
ham, the author of The Turn of the Road, 
and short stories will appear in every number 
Political Papers 
Important political papers will touch upon 
Disfranchisement and, the Race Question. 
Education in the Philippines and in Cuba. 
Colonial Legislatures. 
Arm y Reorga nizat ion. 
The Norma! Development of the Navy, 
The Organization of Labor, etc., etc.' 
Out-Door Life 
will be treated in articles on Golf, Soiling, 
Going into the Woods, etc., introduced by a 
study of “The Modern Chivalry,” by John 
Corbin. 
recollections 
Many interesting reniiniscenscs will be pub- 
lished during the year, among others “The 
Memories of an Army Nurse,'’ by Emily V. 
mason of Virginia: “Recollettions of Walt 
Whitman,” bv John T. Trowhridhk; 
“England ana the War of secession,” by 
Goldwin Smith; and an interesting fore- 
cast of the social and economic develop- 
ments of the next hundred years, entitled 
“Recollections of the Twentieth Century” by 
John B. Clark. 
Book Keviews 
Beginning with the January number, the At- lantic will contain, in addition to its usual 
reviews, a department of comment on Books, 
New and Old, written each month by W. H. 
Boynton. 
There will be a series of Foreign Letters, the 
best of Literary Essays and Poems, and the | Contributors’ Club. 
All new subscribers for 1902 enrolled before 
Decembers, 1901, will receive the November 
and December, 1901, numbers, free on appli- 
tion. 
Send postal card for Atlantic 1902 prospectus 
HOUGHTON, MIFFLIN & CO. 
4 Park Street, Boston. 
FOR SALS. 
The house lot on Congress street known as the 
Patterson lot, will be sold at a bargain. 
DUNTON & DUN TON. 
Belfast, Sept 20,1900.-38tf 
Holiday 
STOCK HAS COME 
We have the Variety that 
ensures the easy choice. 
For newer, better goods ana 
fairer prices than any other 
house, try US. 






OF 190! .... 
Will be the most beautiful example oi 
high class modern journalism yet 
presented to the public. 
It Will Be Issued on 
SUNDAY, 
DECEHBER 15. 
About FORTY PAGES (full size beau- 
fully illustrated in color and halt-tone 
An ideal holiday number, it will be unnur 
passed by any other newspaper in the world 
ALFRED HENRY LEWIS, the well ku.mi, 
thor of “Wolfville Tales,’’ will eontribu: 
strong story on the east side life of N.-w \ ■ 
city, entitled “The Boxer’s Christum-." 
GEORGE ADK, whose fame as the anti:. 
“Modern Fables in Slang’’ is internal >>u 
will contribute a novelette. 
JOHN KENDRICK BANGS, the w •!; m. 
humorist, will furnish a character!-: ciu 
mas tale. 
“SANTACLAL'S AND THE CIlINKs. 
delightful conceit. b\ Neville Cam. v. 
peal to every child and it parent-. 
“FOXY GRANDPA' ami TORE Ml. Mo.-I 
also add to the Christina- good <• i, m 
TWO charming Children*- Pages m ... w 
further interest the young tolk. 
MRS. LAUR A FlTIIZUGIl PRlis 11 iN v. 
ten one of her inimitable South.m u a 
titled "The Midnight Visitor.' m 
appeal to readers all over the !a,i 
“CHRISTMAS IN TI1K NAVY by I p. |. 
ers, U. s. N.. and “The du-a- 01 < 
tide," by Gustav Kobbe, are a mw < 
many other attractive t'eatun 
this unusually interesting liolida\ .*■»»*. 
Don't Forget the Date 
December 15 
Notify Your Newsdealer 
That You Want a Copy. 
A Great Clubbing Offer 
i 
SSHT'" Ternon 
The Best and Most Practical Farr.i jml lam 
Paper Published 
TOGETHER WITH 
A BEAUTIFUL ART CALENDAR 
FOR 1902 
For Oniy $2.00 
Believing that every one of our reader* *1'1 
have at least one good farm and fami.y i*»m 
we have perfected arrangements wherein 
can send that practical and instructive jnu: n 
Farm and Home, in connection with Tin 1 
publican Journal, including a beautiful 
useful Art Calendar for 1002 as detailed 
all for only #2.00, the price of Tin: Kei 1 
can Journal alone, we are unable to ni' 
a brief description of the contents of Y\< 
and Home, which is unequaled for \ariet> 
excellence. Prominent among its manvi« u 
ments may be mentioned the— 
Farm and Garden 
Fruit Culture 
M arkef s 
Median ieul I >«-vu « 
f ashions and Fancy Work 
evmnj; ana i.reomiitf Ui« A|>:;irr 
Lulks with Our Lawyer News »»i 1 hf i» 
uaii v ami dreamery 
The Poultry Yard 
Plants and Flowers 
The Horse 
IIOUS* 11.Mil :il i, 
The Quest Ion !’•«> 
r- Th” \ «•!. T. I. V 
Slie«*j> :iim! **\v in*- 
arm and Home is published semi■ rnontI.!\, 
the 24 numbers which comprise a v ir’s 
scription making a volume of over 600 pag- 
teeming with all the latest and most reliable 1 
formation that experience and science can -upp \. No better proof of its popularity can be otlen 1 tf.a 
its enormous circulation, which extends into 
state, each number being read hv no less than u 
million readers. 
THE ART CALENDAR 
Combines a portfolio rep rod 1 icing in coloi 
onn of tlie greatest of modern paintings and 
four other masterpieces in single tone, each 
9x13, suitable for framing. 
It also includes Weather Forecasts for every dav inthe year, space for Daily Memoranda, Monthly Guide to Work Outdoors and In, When to Huvand 
Sell, How to Combat All Pests of Home or Farm, 
Household Helps, Census Returns, Statistics, etc. The Calendar proper comprises 2S pages, 9x1 and is embellished t>y a beautiful reproduction in all its original colors of a most charming and fa- 
mous painting entitled “Writing to Papa,” the pic- 
ture representing a little girl seated at a table with 
pen in hand and diligently writing her first letter to her fond papa. Four additional masterpieces in single tone are also included, separate trom the text of the Calendar, each 9x13 inches. 
Do not delay or to take advantage of this 
great offer, for never before was so 
much offered for so small a sum. Remember we 
send both papers a full year, including the Calen dar as above described, all postpaid, at the very low price stated Address all orders to 
REP. JOURNAL PUB. CO., Belfast, fle.‘ 
COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE. 
[Deferred from last week.] 
Searsmont. Mr. Levi Mathews died 
suddenly of heart disease, at the home of 
his sou-in-law, Mr. Willis Marriner, Sun- 
day evening, Nov. 24th, aged 79 years. The 
interment was at Hope—Mrs. H. N. 
Woodcock has a new grand square piano, j 
_Miss Alice Simmons is at home from 
Kent's Hill for the Thanksgiving vaeation. 
-Mr. Ernest Marden of Pittsfield is ini 
town — Mrs. A. B. Ripley is visiting her 
daughter in Massachusetts. 
Prospect Village. The S. B. X. S. was 
entertained by Mr. and Mrs. I. F. Gould 
Nov. 28th. Although it was a stormy day 
30 of the faithful ones appeared at the ap- 
pointed time—Mr. Edmund Curtis lost a 
valuable horse last week from colic_Mr. 
C. II. Partridge has 12 new cows getting 
ready for the creamery the coming spring. 
_Mr. 1. F. Gould is building an ice house 
a itli the help of Mr. Bowden of Bluehill. 
_Mr. and Mrs. James G. Haley were in 
Winterport shopping last Saturday_Mr. 
Ben. Eames has gone to Boston, where he 
has employment in his brother Albert’s 
blacksmith shop.. .The dance at the Grange 
Hall last Thursday w'as well attended_ 
Miss Alice Dockliam gave her many friends 
a party Nov. 22nd. Ice cream and cake 
were served and all enjoyed the evening 
hugely — Misses Inez and Edna Ward are 
Hie guests of their cousin, Miss Ethel Clark, 
in Belfast for a few weeks. 
Appleton. Benjamin H. Keller and 
Miss Martha J. Fisli were married Wednes- 
day, Nov. 27th, at the residence of Mrs. 
Finery Keller in Thomaston by Kev. W. H. 
Punuaek. Mr. Keller left Saturday for 
] assadumkeag, where he will teach the 
winter term of school. Mrs. Keller is the 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose Fish. 
sh»- will board during the winter with Mr. 
and Mrs. V. 0. Keller — Bernard Pitman 
h i' gone to Marlboro, Mass., where he ex- 
pects to lind employment—Leland John- 
><»» is in Stoneham, Mass., for the winter... 
Frank Barker of Salem, Mass., is here and 
having his hay pressed and shipped to 
Salem.... Mrs. Lulu Sprowl is taking les- 
~u11s in dress-making in Waltham, Mass — 
Miss Annie Stevens is teaching school in 
"uutli West Harbor. She recently finished 
term of school in Tremont — Miss Ava 
Feller has returned from Bath, where she 
was tlie guest of Mrs. Georgie Page Ripley. 
North port. Married at the Unitarian 
a1 "niiage. Belfast, by the Rev. Win. Frotb- 
uuliam, Jan. 2, 1852, Frederick A. Dickey 
ud Han iet L.,daughter of the lion. George 
Knowlton of Northport. The friends of 
Mr. and Mrs. D. say that on Jan. 2, 1002, a 
•i olden Wedding” will be in order — F. A. 
dckey is very slowly recovering from his 
i-vure injuries received Oct. 31st, by being 
brown from his carriage, and at the present 
iting is only able to sit up long enough to 
have his bed made, lie wishes to heartily 
thank his friends for the many sympathetic 
u tters and tokens of kindness received, 
(!>o the calls of condolence by his neigh- 
bors. all of which are highly appreciated 
iml will never be forgotton by him — The 
n\ iter has been highly pleased and instruct- 
ed by reading the letters in The Journal 
\\ itten by the editor and “M. I). P.,” whom 
1 surmise is a “chip of the old block and 
■f so, the “old block” may well “look to 
his laurels,” for we have seldom read so 
bright and interesting a series of letters, 
and we heartily congratulate M. 1). P. upon 
her, if it is a her, entrance into journalism. 
— Temple Heights is deserted, Collins 
McCarty being the last to leave.W. 
Thomas is making extensive repairs upon 
rhe cottage of Mrs. Heald of Camden. 
North Trot. Miss FloraE. Carleton is 
stopping in Pittsfield-Burton Gross of 
Thorndike was in town Saturday to attend 
the funeral services of his uncle, Rev. 
i 'avid Smith_J)r. A. W. Rich and wife of 
Brooks visited their sister, Mrs. L. M. 
smith, Thanksgiving, and remained until 
Sunday — Mrs Lucy Carleton, who has 
i't-n visiting relatives and friends in Cam- 
I’t'llu, Mass., Concord, N. IL, and St. Johns- 
bury, Vt., for several weeks, returned 
Wednesday—The many friends of Rev. 
David Smith will be pained to learn of liis 
death, which occurred at his late home’in 
North Troy Nov. doth. His age was 70 
rears and 5 months. He had been failing 
health for nearly a year past, having suf- 
fered a severe attack of pneumonia in 
February while stopping in Thorndike, and 
from which he never fully recovered. Be- 
-ides his wife he leaves a brother, Charles 
vmith, and a sister, Mrs. Hester A. Smart, 
both of Troy, to mourn their great loss. 
They have the sympathy of the entire com- 
munity in their bereavement. Elder Smith 
was highly esteemed by all for his ex- 
emplary life. He was an honored member 
of the Masonic fraternity, who were in at- 
tendance at the funeral services, which 
were held at his late home Saturday at 10 
v m., conducted by Rev. W. A. Luce of 
Unity. The interment was in Fairview 
Cemetery, Troy. 
Unity. Arrangements are being made 
for an entertainment and Christmas tree 
it the church. The following committees 
have been chosen: Music, Mrs. C. Bartlett, 
Miss N. Van Deets and Miss K. Chandler; 
terary, Miss Ada Berry, Miss Lucy Hunt, j Miss Laura Hunt and Mrs. E. E. McCaus- j 
n; decorations, Mrs. W. H. Rolfe, Mrs. j 
Uistin Thomas and Mrs. W. A. uiles ; tree, 
Mr. Eugene York, Mr. Harold Harding, j 
Mr- has. Bartlett, Mr. Clair Whitten and ; 
Mr. Walter Bacon.There will he a Tiles- j 
ivy evening service at the church this 
eek — Mr. Ben. Bither and Miss Gertie I 
"■rry, botli of this town,were united in mar- ! 
ageXov. 27th—The recent pie sociableat j 
dd Fellows hall by Mrs. W. H. I 
:"lfe and Mrs. .J. Van Deets for raising j 
ands to keep the sidewalks clear this | 
•> inter was a success financially as well as | 
■cialiy. Twelve dollars were realized_I 
iartlett & Chase, who bought several thou- I 
tod logs of Nate Berry of Thorndike, be- j 
tan hauling recently. Three double horse j 
earns are kept busy every day_Mr. Frank | 
Hilton and wife from Waterville, who have 
been visiting relatives and friends in this 
town and Troy, returned home (Saturday on 
account of sickness. They had intended go- 
tig to Pittsfield before returning_Quite a 
number of family gatherings were held in 
■ own Thanksgiving day. The people in this 
vicinity have had many thiugs to be thank- 
ful for during the past year — bountiful 
crops, good harvesting weather, absence of 
lire, cyclones, etc. No epidemics have 
visited us, death has not claimed many of 
our loved ones; and last, but not least, the 
line fail weather has enabled all to prepare 
for an early start next spring. Many of the 
farmers have their plowing done for next 
season’s crops. The Thanksgiving service, 
which has been held at the church here for 
flic past two years, was held at the Troy 
church this year. 
OASTORXA. 
Bean the _/9 Tto Kind You Haw Always Bought 
CANCER 
Sufferers from this horrible malady 
nearly always inherit it—not necessarily 
from the parents, but may be from some 
remote ancestor, for Cancer often runs 
through several generations. This deadly 
poison may lay dormant in the blood for 
years, or until you reach middle life, then 
the first little sore or ulcer makes its ap- 
pearance —or a swollen gland in the 
breast, or some other part of the body, 
gives the first warning. 
To cure Cancer thoroughly and perma- 
nently all the poisonous virus must be 
iliminated from the blood—every vestage 
>f it driven out. This S. S. S. does, and 
is the only medicine that can reach deep- 
leated, obstinate blood troubles like this. 
When all the poison has been forced out 
of the system the Cancer heals, and the 
disease never returns. 
Cancer begins often in a small way, as the 
following letter from Mrs. Shirer shows I 
A small pimple cam* on my Jaw about aa lack below the caron the left aid* of my faca. Itsava 
me no pain or lnconven- 
eince, and I should have 
forgotten about it had it 
notbegun to inflame and 
itch; it would bleed a 
little, then scab over, but 
Would not heaL This 
continued for some time, 
when my jaw began to 
ewell, becoming very 
painful. The Cancer be- ■ 
gan to eat and spread, 
until it wasas large ase : 
half dollar, when I heard j of 8.8. 8. and determin- I 
ed to give it a fair trial, jj and it was xemarkable 
what a wonderful effect 
It bad from tne rety beginning; the aore began to, 
heal and after taking a few bottle9 disa ppearedi 
entirely. This waa two years ago; there are still > 
no signs of the Cancer, and my general heatlh 
jontinues good.—Mr9. R. Shirer, ha. Plata, Mo. 
is tne greatest ot all: 
blood purifiers, and the | 
only one guaranteed 
purely vegetable. Send 
for our free book on 
Cancer, containing valuable and interest- 
ing information about this disease, and 
write our physicians about your case.^ W« make no charge for medical advice. 
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. QA. 
Waldo Station. Mr. and Mrs. Oscar 
L. Staples entertained 14 relatives and 
friends at their home Thanksgiving day. 
The mother of Mr. Staples, Mrs. Simeon 
Staples of Belfast, and her sister, Mrs. 
Hannah C. Corthell of Milbridge, were 
among the guests. M s. Staples is 82 years of 
age and Mrs. Corthell 84. The day before 
Mrs.Corthell travelled alone from Milbridge 
to Belfast, a distance of UK) miles, and 
next morning took the train to Waldo Station 
to spend Thanksgiving. 
South Liberty. Between)* and (i o'clock 
Tuesday morning, Nov. 2<>th, Mr. and Mrs. 
Irvin Powers were awakened by the roar- 
ing of liames. They had barely time to 
snatch their two children and escape with 
their lives. They did not even save clothes 
enough to dress themselves or children. 
Mr. Powers did get on his stockings, and 
rushing to the barn, after leaving his wife 
and child ten in a shop out of harm’s way, 
succeeded in saving his two horses and a 
cow. Mr. Powers is a young man just 
starting in life. The buildings were line 
ones, known as the “Fish place.” There is 
no insurance, and it is a sad loss for Mr. 
Pow ers. The cause of the fire is unknow n. 
Palermo. The schools in town began 
last week with the following teachers: 
Greeley’s Corner, Willie Jones; Centre 
school, Earl Nelson; Faye school, Emma 
Dyer; Branch school, Nelson Brown; East 
Palermo school, Mellie Tibbetts_I)r. Ray- 
mond Tibbetts of the Maine General Hospi- 
tal, Portland, was at home a few days 
Thanksgiving week — Emma Nelson and 
Louise Carr came home to spend Thanks- 
giving from the Institute, Waterville_ 
John Black lost one of his horses last Sat- 
urday— Wallace Dyer has put some new' 
windows into his house. 
Monhoe. The winter term of schools 
began Monday, Dec. 2nd, with the following 
teachers: Dist. l, D. E. Dollotf; Walter 
Clark; 4, Nancy Darker; 5, David Curtis; 
<>, Eva Cook; k, Annie Gould; M, Everett 
Parker; 10, Everett Felker; 11, Nina 
Spearin—Wilbert Kraley had one of his 
horses killed Sunday by slipping in his 
stall ...Orchard Dow is one of the fortu- 
nate farmers of our town. This year he 
raised 300 bushels of corn from two acres 
of ground, lie also raised 200 bushels of 
onions—Arthur Ritchie, Esq., of Liberty 
has been in town calling on friends. 
Misses Myrtie Jenkins and Linda Chase 
have gone to Augusta, where they have 
positious in a large publishing house ... 
Mr. Clarence Holt from Dover has been 
visiting his brother, Dr. H. A. Holt_Mr 
and Mrs. F.A.Nye have been in Bangor visit- 
ing her parents— Mrs. Freeman Ricker has 
returned from a visit to her children in 
Boston-Miss Maud Ricker, who has a 
position in Waterville, came home for 
Thanksgiving accompanied by her friend 
Miss Adams—Mrs. Annie Durham had a 
whist party last week and a very pleasant 
evening was passed. Mrs. Laura Palmer 
won the first ladies’ prize. 
Thobnuike. Mr. anil Mrs. Stephen 
Dyer of Enfield are visiting their daughter, 
Mrs. E. P. Webster—Mr. and Mrs. J. s. 
Files passed Nov. 29th with Mr. and Mrs. 
Joseph Higgins....Mr. and Mrs. Thomas 
Keen passed Thanksgiving day with their 
granddaughter, Mrs. It. F. Stantial, in 
Brooks—Mr. Joseph Littlefield and Mrs. 
Florence Rose of Waldo passed Saturday 
night and Sunday at II. L. Wing's_F. X. 
Vose, who travels for the Freeman Medi- 
cine Co., Portland, is passing a short vaca- 
tion at home— Willard Sparrow and fami- 
ly passed Thanksgiving day with the fami- 
ly of William Ryan in Knox_One of the 
events of the week was the marriage on 
Thanksgiving day of Joseph Farwell to 
Miss Julia Nichols of Freedom_Misses 
Nina Fuller and Ethel Carr of Waterville 
passed a few days last week at Fred Rich’s, 
guests of Miss Flora Thompson_Rev. 
Alonzo Bradford has been the guest for a 
few days of his brother, Leslie Bradford.... 
Mr. and Mrs. A. \V. Ward passed Nov. 28th 
with their daughter, Mrs. A. R. Murch, in 
Unity.Mrs. Trask of Burnham is pas- 
sing several weeks with her daughter, Mrs. 
Emery Whitten.... S. A. Coffin and wife 
recently visited relatives in Pittsfield... B. 
W. Downs spent Sunday at home....Mrs. 
Flora Hunt and Miss Emery of Waterville 
passed a few days last week with Mr. and 
Mrs. A. S. Higgins.. Mr. and Mrs. F. N. Vose 
spent Tuesday in Belfast... .E. J. Vose and 
wife of Knox were guests Sunday of Mr. 
and Mrs. F. N. Vose—Edwin Rand and 
wife of Unity were guests Thursday of 
Dr. and Mrs. Porter Hurd.Mr. and 
Mrs. Frank Walker passed Saturday night 
and Sunday in Unity—Mrs. Clarence Gur- 
ney and son Donald of Belfast passed Satur- 
day and Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. J. F. 
Ueath.Mr. and Mrs. Horace Roberts of 
Monroe spent Sunday with Mi .and Mrs. J.G. 
Cilley — Thorndike Lodge of Good Tem- 
plars is to have a Christmas tree at Har- 
mon’s hall on Christmas eve. All are cor- 
dially invited to attend....Colds are very prevalent in town. Miss Ellen Webster is 
quite sick with the grip — Harvest Moou 
Grange will hold an all-day meeting next Saturday.... Bert Stevens made a business 
trip to Waterville last week. 
I Hali.dale. E .1. Hatch will lecture m 
the oburch here Sunday morning, Dec. 15th; 
subject, “The school days of the Hebrew 
Nation.”....One of 11. It. Clement’s team 
horses dropped dead in the harness last 
week....Charlie Colby is going with a hay 
press... .The little daughter of J. W. Plum- 
mer was quite sick last week_Moses 
Rudman was in this vicinity the first of the 
week — The school in this district began 
last Monday, Miss Hannah Vose teacher. 
South Montvii.i.e. B. F. Knowles has 
been visiting in Boston for a few days.... 
R. L. Knowles is teaching school in the 
Ghent district, Searsmont... .C. M. Howes 
is teaching school in the Prescott district. 
— Werner Bennett has his new house up 
and clapboarded. Walter Stover has con- 
tracted to finish the inside. It is to be 
warmed with a furnace and lighted by^elec- 
trioity — E. S. Adams and I. S. Bartlett 
have made quite extensive repairs on their 
buildings—Revival services will begin at 
the church next Sunday. Rev. Mr. Edwards 
is expected to be present. 
1 rospect Ferry. School began in this 
district last Monday, Miss Annie M. Young 
of Lamoine teacher. This is Miss Young’s 
second term of school here and she is a 
general favorite.... George B. and Frank E. 
Harding are attending the Shaw business 
college in Bangor....Miss Inez Perkins of 
Penobscot is teaching school at Mt. Ueagan. 
—Miss Evelyn Avery visited Miss Ger- 
trude Perkins of Bucksport last Saturday 
and Sunday—Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Dooey 
of Brewer spent Thanksgiving with Mrs. 
Rebecca Harriman—Mrs. Erskine and 
son Harry of Winterport visited Mrs. Annie 
Emerson last week — Mr. and Mrs. 'V. II. 
Ginn visited Mr. and Mrs. Neil Gillis of 
Frankfort last Sunday_Mrs. Nancy Bas- 
siek visited her sister, Mrs. Hannah Ellis, 
in Stockton Springs last week.James 
Berry has gone to Boston, Mass., where he 
has employment for the winter. 
Sandypoint. This community was sad- 
dened Saturday on hearing of the death by 
hanging of one of the best known residents, 
Mr. Bradford Blanchard. Ill health* and 
despondency was the cause. He leaves a 
wife and one brother, who have the sympa- 
thy of all. lie was 40 years old.School 
in this district began last Monday, E. 14. 
Biekmore teacher.There were a number 
of dinner parties Thanksgiving day_Mrs. 
Lydia Staples has returned home from a 
visit of several weeks in Monroe, Winter- 
port and Bangor — Miss Inez Maxiieid 
came home from Orono for Thanksgiving. 
.. .Sirs. Charles Shute has been visiting 
relatives in Dover and Bangor for several 
weeks—Mr. Luther Grant is ill with 
rheumatism — N. C. Partridge came home 
from Bucksport Saturday for a short visit. 
... There will be no preaching at the 
church during the winter. Sunday school 
at the usual hour in the hall.Mr. W. 1’. 
Blanchard from Somerville, Mass., and 
Mrs. Edna Cousins from Bangor, arrived 
Saturday evening, called here by the death 
of Mr. Bradford Blanchard. 
Swanville. Capt. and Mrs. X. Smart' 
speak in tire highest terms of their enter- 
tainment at the National Grange in Lewis- 
ton— lion. A. E. Nickerson has returned 
from a visit to Portland_Many of our 
people attended the Thanksgiving ball at 
Maiden’s hall and pronounce it a grand 
good time—Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Fall and 
daughter of Newburg have been visiting at 
Capt. N. Smart’s — The schools in town 
are to begin Dec. flth — Mr. E. II. Nicker- 
son of Portland is in town.. .Mr. Ilam, a 
former student at Orono, is in town in the 
interests of King, Richardson & Co., and 
makes his headquarters at P. L. Nicker- 
son’s— Mrs. Wm. Clements has a bad 
attack of rheumatism — Mr. and Mrs, S. 
1). Greeley and two children were in town 
the lirst of the week — Mr. and Mrs. A. S. 
Nickerson went to Massachusetts recently. 
Mrs. N. is at a hospital and getting along 
comfortably. Mr. N. has returned, accompa- 
nied by his granddaughter, Miss Ruth 
Nickerson of Everett, Mass... .The Sunday 
school will meet with Mrs. Mary F. Nicker- 
son next Sunday at 12 o’clock. It is hoped 
there may be a goodly number present. 
Lincoln ville. Rev. II. E. McFarlane 
is stopping with friends at Clark’s Corner. 
— Mrs. E. C. Freeman is visiting her son, 
Elmer Glover, in Troy.... Capt. James Pen- 
dleton left last week for Connecticut, where 
he will take command of a barge_Miss 
Ella Pendleton attended the Grange socia- 
ble last Saturday evening, returning Sun- 
day.... Miss Sarah R. Gardner of Belfast 
spent a few days last week with her sister, 
Mrs. William L. Howe.Miss Alta Heal 
of Northport is at Capt. W. L. Howe’s.... 
There will be a dance at Freeman’s hall 
Friday evening—Mrs. Emma Freeman of 
Camden spent Sunday with her sister-in- 
law, Miss Lucy Freeman — Miss Winni- 
fred French left Saturday for Frankfort, 
where she will teach.Mr. Merrill 
Richards, Miss Annie Richards and Mr. 
Harry Richards of Camden spent Thanks- 
giving day with Mr. and Mrs. Otis Heal.... 
There will be a sociable at Odd Fellows’ 
hall Wednesday evening for the benefit of 
the Trap Cemetery....Miss Elizabeth Pills- 
burjj spent Thanksgiving in Rockland with 
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Pills- 
bury.... Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Carver and 
two children, Reta and Guy, spent Sunday 
with Mrs. C.’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank 
Richards—Mr. Will Tower is visiting his 
sister, Mrs. Frank Ladd, iii Warren. 
Centre Montville. Schools in town, 
with the exception of the one here, are in 
session with the following teachers: Vose 
district, Mrs. Olive Stewart; Kingdom, 
Rev. E. J. Hatch; White’s Corner, R, W. 
Howard; Plains, Henry MeCorrison; Mc- 
Farland’s Corner, Lottie Turner of 
Palermo; Halldale, Hannah Vose; Carter, 
Etta Merithew of Morrill_Mr. and Mrs. 
E. 0. Clement have gone to Old Town for 
the winter-M. M. Wentworth has gone to 
Pittsfield for a week—Mr. and Mrs. W. 
II. Norton, who have been at Elijah Bel- 
grade’s for a time, have gone to China_ 
Mrs. F. A. Cushman is gaining steadily_ 
Mr. James H. Bartlett of Montville is in 
Boston on business.. .Mr. Ettienne Clement, 
who has been employed in Newport this 
fall, has spent a short vacation at home. He 
will spend the winter in Old Town, where 
he has employment in carpentering.... 
Milton Wentworth has gone to Pittsfield, 
where he has employment for a short time. 
— Mark J. Bartlett of Montville returned 
last Saturday to Bingham, Me., where he is 
teaching—James Ramsay recently bought 
a fine new sleigh — Clarence Foster has 
been confined to the house for some time on 
account of an abscess—Mrs. Eliza Bean, 
while driving from her home to Centre 
Montville last Sunday, was overturned by 
the slewing of her sleigh near the house of 
Mr. James Clement, but luckily escaped 
with only a few bruises_Wales R. Bart- 
lett, who has been spending the Thanks- 
giving recess with his parents in town, 
returned last Monday to his school in Eliot, 
Me. 
Tea is a favorite drink with the Canadian 
lumbermen. It enables them to withstand 
severe toil and exposure. Doctors say that 
the high grade teas imported by Chase & 
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auaaea fcuch fou plvg tobacco. 
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j% 200 TAGS. 
MARLIN MAGAZINE RIFLE 
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‘DRUMMONET NATO RAL LEAF 
"OLDPEACH&HONEY" 
“ Star,” •• E. Rice, Greenville,” “ Horse Shoe,” 
“J. T.,” “Good Luck,” “Cross Bow,” “Brandy- 
wine,” “Razor,” “Tennessee Cross Tie,” “Ole 
Varginy,” Granger Twist.” 5 
(Two Granger Twist tags being equal to one o£ others mentioned.) 
TAOS MAY BE ASSORTED IN SECUR1NQ PRESENTS, i 
Our new illustrated 
CATALOGUE OF PRESENTS 
FOR 1902 
will include many articles not shown here. It will contain the 
most attractive List of Presents ever offered for Tags, and will 
be sent by mail on receipt of postage—two cents. 
(Catalogue will be ready for mailing about January 1st, 1902.) 
Our offer of Presents for Tags will expire Nov. 30th, 1902. 
CONTINENTAL TOBACCO COMPANV. 
Write your name and address plainly on outside of packages 
containing Tags, and send them and requests for Presents to 
C. Hy. BROWN, 
42+1 Folsom Ave., 
St. Louis, Mo. 
200 n«Jr 
1902. 
TOOL S£r. 650 TAGS. 




TOOL MAN DU 
AND TOOLS. 
140 TAGC. RUBBCA POUCH fOM F/NE CUT TOBACCO. 
BUTTER KNIFE 'ROGERS .* GO TAGS 
_- *-_____Lr 
SUGAR SHELL ROGERS' CO TAGS 
3 0 
TAOS, l-j 
SAtr AN0 PEPPER SEE. 
TAPE ME AS UPC 
60 TAGS. 
>00TA$S*A y/t":K£L ware*. T^~Sr£M YVtNQ 
S£T 
,s°° "Gs- 
*£» 40 ml tass. 
GO CA*r. 
PI SIX EACH. 







MARWt RCPtATlHG 'SHOT GUM. A.OOO. TAGS. 
MARUM MAQAZ/MC fHFLt, 16 SHOT, CAL /3£ff 
f.OOO. TAGS. 
On Jellies 
preserves and pickles, spread 
a thin coating of 
PURE REFINED 
PARAFFINE 
Will keep them absolutely moisture and 
acid proof. Pure Refined Paraffine is also 
useful in a dozen other ways about the 
house. Full directions in each package. 
Sold everywhere. 
STANDARD OIL CO. 
C^mvnis3ion^»’3, Notice. 
We, the undersigned, having been duly appoint- 
ed commissioners, by the Hon. Judge of Probate 
in and for the County of Waldo, to examine 
claims against the estate of F..M. Fuller, late of 
Unity, in said County of Waldo, deceased, hereby 
give public notice that we appoint December 28, 
A. D. 1901, at 9 o’clock a. m., and *pril 10, A. D. 
1902, at 9 o’clock a. m., and the office of James 
Libby, Jr., in Unity, in said County, the time and 
place of our meetings, to examine said claims. 
Hiven under our hands November 23,1901. 
E. E. YORK, 
3w48 J. P. LlliBY,! Corars- 
EXECUTOR’S NOTICE The subscriber here by gives notice that he has l een dulj appoint- ed executor of the'last will and testament of 
LUCINDA M. BILLINGS, late of t rtech m, 
in the County of W.aldo, deceased, and given 
bonds as the law directs. All personshaving de- 
mands against the estate of said deceased are de- 
sired to present the same f**r settlement, and all 
indebted thereto aie requested to make payment 
[immediately. (UTSTAVUS BELLOWS. 






Importers of Salt. 
dealers in the finest quality of 
Anthracite and « . 
Blacksmith LOdJS 
ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED 
33, 35, 37 Trent St.. Ftlfast. M, 
TELEPHONE 4-3. Ur 
A DM INISTB ATOB’S NOTICE. The subscriber 
hereby gives notice that be has beeo duly appointed administrator of tbe estate of 
t WARTFA 8. BATON, late of Stockton Springs, 
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given bonds as the law directs. All persons having de> mauds against the estate of said deceased are de- sired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately. 
JAMES 8. BATON. Stockton Springs, Nov. 12,1901. 
On ami after Oct. 8, 1901, trains connecting 
at Burnham and Waterville with through trains 
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and 
Boston, will run as toliows: 
FROM BELFAST. 
AM PM PM 
Belfast, depart 7 16 1 26 3 30 
City Point.t7 20 t!30 13 3B 
Waldo .17 30 tl 40 t3 66 
Brooks 7 42 1 52 4 20 
Knox .,...17 64 12 04 14 38 
Thorndike. 8 00 2 )0 616 
Unity. 8 10 2 18 6 50 
Burnham, arrive. 8 35 2 40 6 26 
Bangor. 11 36 4 35 
A M 
Waterville. 308 3 08 7 20 
v m am 
Portland ..12 15 5 35 1 25 
Boston )E-D. 400 3 05 6 57 t , j w D. 41u _ _ 
TO BELFAST. 
P M AM 
Boston !E D. 700 3 00 t , j w . 8 30 
Portland..liro 7 00 1*06 
A M 
Waterville. 9 62 7 10 4 15 
Bangor 7 15 1 35 
P M 
Burnham, depart. 8 60 10 20 4 67 
Uuity. 9 08 10 76 6 06 
Thorndike. 9 17 1120 6 15 
Knox. t9 25 *1135 t6 24 
Brooks. 9 40 12 12 6 40 
Waldo. I9 60 tl2 30 15 60 
City Point. 110 00 112 60 t6 00 
Belfast, arrive.. 10 05 106 6 06 
tFlag station. 
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at 
$6.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch. 
Through tickets to all points West and North 
west, via all routes, for sale by L. W. Geohob 
Agent, Belfast. GEO. F. EVANS, 
Vice President and General Manager 
F. E. Boothby, Gen'l Pass, and Ticket Agent. 
Portland, October 10,1901. 
WANTED. 
Pullers over and operators on Chase 
lasting machine. Also a Goodyear 
welter. Commonwealth 8. & L. Co., 
3w48 Gardiner, He. 
Winter Reduced Rates. 
BELFAST 1 O BOSTON, $2.25. 
Commencing Monday. December *2,looi, steam- 
ers leave Belfast, (weather permitting): 
For Boston, via. ( amden and Rockland, at 
about 2.00 i*. m., Mondays and Thursdays. 
For Bangor, via. way-landings, Wednesdays 
and Saturdays at about 8.00 \. m., or upon arrival 
of steamer from Boston. 
KETURXING: 
From Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays at 5.oo p.m. 
From Bangor, via. way-landings, Mondays and. 
Thursdays at 11.00 a. m. 
FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast. 
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen’l Supt., Boston. 
TAXES FOR 1901. 
COLLECTOR’S NOTICE. 
A discount of two per cent, will be allowed 
on all taxes paid on or before January l, 1902. I shall be in my office in Memorial Building daily from 8.30 to 11.30 a. m., and Saturdays from 1.30 to- 
4.30 P. M. 
M. C. HILL, Collector. 
For Sale at a Bargain 
That desirable and well located real estate at 
the foot of Main street, known as the Daniel- 
Lane wharf property, will be sold low to close 
the estate. Inquire of 
N. F. HOU8TON, Executor. 
Belfast, Deeember 19,1900_51t 
In every re- 
ceipt that calls for bak- 
ing powder use “ Royal.” 
It will make the food 
of finer flavor, more di- 
gestible and wholesome. 
SEARSPORT LOCALS. 
J. A. Colson is attending Probate Court 
in Belfast. 
Miss Jannet II. Rice returned to Bar 
Harbor Saturday. 
Miss Ida Webber left by steamer Monday 
for Medfield, Mass. 
C. 0. Sawyer & Co. are making a large 
display of Christmas goods. 
Mrs. Elmer Webster and children arrived 
Monday and will occupy the Ellis house. 
Hugh Curtis, who has been visiting his 
father here, returned to Boston Monday. 
Miss Janie Curtis has gone to Bangor for 
the winter, and will take a course in vocal 
music. 
The young people had a very enjoyable 
whist party at the G. A. R. hall Monday 
evening. 
Trundy is filling Merrill’s mill yard with 
excellent logs, and the mill is one of the 
busiest places in town. 
We were glad to see Brad Curtis, who 
received the bad gun shot wound two weeks 
ago, down town Monday. 
Albert Dix and Bentley Park left by train 
Wednesday morning to join steamer Path- 
finder at Wilmington, Del. 
George M. Curtis returned to Worcester, 
Mass., Tuesday morning to resume his 
studies at the academy there. 
A contribution will be taken at the Congl. 
church next Sunday morning in behalf of 
the Maine Missionary Society. 
The Congregational sociable at the Sears- 
port House last Friday evening was largely 
attended and w as a very enjoyable occasion. 
A. E. Nickerson has leased the hay build- 
ings and wharf of the Searsport Coal Co. 
and will buy and ship hay from here during 
the winter. 
About fifty cords of spool wood have been 
hauled to the mill, and the company expect 
to secure several hundred cords more dur- 
ing the winter. 
Charles Rendell of Stockton Springs went 
to Boston by steamer Monday, taking nearly 
a hundred barrels of apples and clams to 
the Boston market. 
The schools in town begin next Monday 
with the same teachers, except the High 
school, which will be taught by Mr. Irving 
F. Burton of Corinna. 
At the meetiug of MeGilvery Post, G. A. 
R., Thursday, Dee. 19th, the annual election 
of officers will be in order and Commander 
Scribner desires the attendance of all the 
comrades. 
A fine cabinet picture of Ilou Robbins’ 
the lilliputian admiral of Belfast—forty 
years old, forty-five inches high and weigh- 
ing forty-four pounds—is on exhibition at 
the post office, with the information that 
they can be bought here. 
J. W. Black, agent of the B. & B. S. S. Co., 
has received advices that the steamer Pe- 
nobscot made a harbor at Portland Monday 
night on her way up and will leave Boston 
at 5 o’clock Wednesday night, arriving here 
Thursday morning, returning Thursday 
afternoon. 
George A. Bowen, ■who began harvesting 
ice Monday, was obliged to suspend work 
Tuesday on account of the storm, but had 
a large crew at work Wednesday morning. 
He is securing some of the finest ice ever 
taken from the pond. It is a foot thick and 
perfectly clear. 
Miss Addie B. Crockett, wlio arrived by 
train Tuesday evening, met Mrs. J. B. Parse 
and Miss Hallie Koulston in Portland. 
They left here Monday by steamer Penob- 
seot, which made a harbor at Portland, and 
were among the passengers who went 
through by train—Mrs. Parse to Wilming- 
ton, Del., and Miss Roulston to Boston. 
F. E. Mime, who has been paymaster’s 
clerk on board the U. S. steamer Concord 
for the past four years, and was on board 
when the Concord did such good service at 
the battle of Manila, arrived home Satur- 
day after an absence of three years. Mr. 
Shute informs us that he has gained nearly 
thirty pounds of flesh since he left the 
Philippines, as they came down the Pacific 
by a northern passage, and cold weather 
agrees with him. He has one of the beau- 
tiful medals voted Dewey’s officers and men 
by Congress, of which he is justly proud 
After a furlough of several weeks Mr. 
Shute w ill probably resume his position on 
a larger vessel. 
COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE. 
PROSPECT FERRY. 
Stinson Hooper is at home from Swans’ 
Island visiting his family.Mr. and Mrs. 
Sanford Barter of St. George are visiting 
Mrs. Lizzie Billado—Miss Faustina Hard- 
ing visited friends in Bangor last wreek. 
Frank Harding was in Bangor last week on 
business. 
LISCOLSVILIE CENTRE. 
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Mahoney, who have 
been visiting relatives in Boston, Mass., 
for the past few weeks, arrived home last 
Saturday-Mr. Henry Staples of Jamacia 
Plains, Mass., was the guest of Annie Mil- 
ler a few days last week — Leander Mor- 
rill arrived home from Concord, N. H., last 
week.Mr. Isaac Young spent last Satur- 
day in Bockland, the guest of his daughter, 
Mrs. Florence Berry—Albert Knight, who 
has been visiting at Austin Marriner’s the 
past two weeks, returned to Boston Mon- 
day— Mr. Geo. A. Mahoney has moved on 
the farm he recently bought of Piper 
Knight—Harry Mathews, accompanied 
by his aunt, Mrs. Amanda Collins, visited 
relatives in Searsport last week — The two 
Misses Higgins of New York, formerly of 
this town, spent Thanksgiving with their 
father, Amelza Higgins—Mrs. John Daily 
of Camden recently visited relatives here. 
_Mrs. Carrie Hall and daughter, Georgie 
Ella, visited relatives in Northport Satur- 
day and Sunday. 
BLUEHIIX. 
William Bissett committed suicide Dec. 
9th by hanging. He went to the stable to 
care for a horse early in the morning and 
an hour later his body was found hanging 
from a beam. Mr. Bissett was 60 years old 
and formerly operated a granite quarry at 
Bluehill. lie is survived by seven children. 
MOKRILI.. 
The funeral of Josiah W. Pearson, M. D., 
was held at the church last Friday A. M. 
Rev. F. M. Preble of Auburn officiating. The 
choir of the Baptist church of Belfast gave 
three very fine selections. Mr. Preble 
touchingly eulogized the traits of character 
which endeared his friend, the deceased, to 
all hearts. The I. 0. of 0. F. of Belfast 
gave their beautiful ritualistic service over 
their dead brother. There was a iarge 
audience present; and the moistened eye, 
the tender tones and words of the speaker, 
and the wealth and beauty cd the great 
profusion of flowers, voiced the high esteem 
in which Dr. J. W. Pearson was held- 
Mrs. Arthur B. Hatch died last Friday 
night after a long illness of consumption. 
The funeral was held Monday at one p. m., 
Rev. A. A. Smith of Belfast officiating 
Mr. Hatch and the mother of the deceased 
have the sympathy of their many friends. 
_There is a good deal of sickness about 
town. Miss Nellie Greer has been under 
the doctor’s care for a long time. Miss 
Winnie, a little daughter of Robie Grey, is 
vety sick at this time—Miss Dora Payson 
has gone to Massachusetts to work, and her 
mother is living with her daughter, Mrs. 0. 
W. Achorn, this winter-The recent snow 
storm drifted badly, and made it a costly 
matter breaking out the roads_Messrs. 
J. F. Vickery, A. M. Daggett and Elisha 
Merriam have manufactured and sold to 
farmers in Morrill and surrounding towns 
the past autumn 6,700 apple barrels. This 
means to the farmers, when filled with 
apples, more than .«13,000. 
STOCKTON SPRINGS. 
Mrs. Elden Shute left last week to visit 
her daughter in Somerville, Mass.Mr. 
and Mrs. Luther Grant of Sandypoint visit- 
ed Mr. and Mrs. Frank Davis last week, re- 
turning Sunday to their home—Miss Ida 
Davis is teaching school in the Lanpher 
district_Miss Clara Mudgett is teaching 
the Centre school, so-called-Mrs. Walter 
Kimball returned Monday from a visit of 
several weeks in Boston.Miss Mabel 
Simmons left Wednesday for Castine, to re- 
sume her duties as one of the faculty of the 
Normal school. She was accompanied by 
Miss Susie Cousins, who again takes up her 
studies at the Normal school.... Cards have 
recently been received by Capt. and Mrs. J. 
F. Hichborn, announcing the marriage of 
their nephew, Mr. Sprague F. Haskell of St. 
Louis, to Miss Catherine E. Miller of Chi- 
cago. Mr. H. is a native of this town, the 
son of the late Dr. P. S. Haskell, who, be- 
cause of impaired health, removed, with 
his family, to St. Paul, Minn., about 1880. 
Congratulations are extended to the recent- 
ly wedded couple—Our merchants are 
putting in their usual supply of holiday 
goods. Mr. J. G. Lambert shows a stock of 
dry and fancy goods, selected with the skill 
of a veteran, which his customers will do 
well to inspect. Mrs. Susie Kendell has her 
usual modern and attractive line of dry 
goods, wrappers, etc. The J. M. Ames Co. 
are displaying crockery and glass ware, in 
addition to their fancy groceries, confec- 
tionery, etc. S. A. Rendell & Son have 
their customary supply of crockery, glass, 
stoves and hardware. Capt. F. B. Clifford 
has on sale a pleasing lot of glassware and 
fancy crockery. Mr. E. F. Staples has an 
extensive lot of Christmas goods, dry 
goods, ribbons, etc.The severe rain- 
storm of Tuesday was very welcome to our 
people. Cisterns and wells were low in 
many instances. 
LIBERTY. 
If we do not have a railroad soon, so that 
our water power can be utilized, Liberty 
will be a good place to emigrate from. 
There has not been a new dwelling built in 
this village for fourteen years. But we are 
not without hope.|We are in receipt of a letter 
from a prominent railroad man of Augusta 
who says that Russell Sage of New York 
now has the controlling interest in the 
Washington county railroad, and also owns 
large interests in the Grand Trunk, and 
that a movement will be made in the spring 
to connect these roads, via Orland, Belfast 
and Augusta with the Grand Trunk at Lew'- 
iston, and in that event the road will come 
here. By looking on the railroad map it 
will be seen that we are directly in line be- 
tween Belfast and Augusta. This gentle- 
man also says that he has no doubt but that 
in the near future there will be a trunk line 
through to Terminal City, which is on the 
Cape Breton side of the Gut of Canso, near 
Secretary Whitney’s great coal mines. 
There is a good harbor there, with water 
enough to lioat the largest European steam- 
ers, and it would materially shorten the 
voyage across tne Atlantic, wise heads 
say that there is money enough, that such a 
road is needed, and that within ten years 
there will be a trunk line from the great 
west across Waldo county, through to St. 
John and Halifax, and whose terminus 
will be at Terminal City, Cape Breton. So 
mote it be—Business at the tannery is 
very uncertain this winter—There is a 
dearth here just now of news and water. 
Wells are failing and there is no water or 
frost in the ground. There is an abundance 
of snow, however. Since the storm Tuesday 
night our roads have been so blocked that 
we got no mails until Friday—This is 
the time of year when the butcher and the 
liar are abroad in the land. 
The hog dieth, both small and great, 
And the man iieth about the weight. 
<£> 
This signature is on every box of the genuine 
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablet. 
the remedy (hat wn s eeM tm mm ter 
WINTKRPOBT. 
News was received by Capt. A. E. Per 
nald on Monday of the arrival of a fine boy 
at the home of his son, Charles Fernald 
who now lives in Boston—Mrs. M. A. 
Haley left on Friday for Hartford, Conn.> 
where she will spend the winter with her 
daughter, Mrs. G. W. Rowe—The town 
schools began Monday. The High school is 
taught by Mr. Heath of Calais....Timothy 
Fellows, son of Dr. A. R. Fellows, left on 
Thursday’s boat for Boston. He will make 
a brief visit to his grandfather in Bristol, 
N. H., and will then go to Bakersfield, 
California, where he has a fine position with 
the South Pacific Oil Developing Co—A 
very pleasant surprise party was given to 
Miss E. M. Hall last Saturday evening. It 
was arranged by Miss K H. Croxford. The 
surprise was complete and the whole affair 
was pronounced a great success by all who 
participated in it. 
WALDO STATION. 
Plenty of snow, and people are taking 
advantage of it by getting up their firewood. 
It seems a little early for winter to come on, 
although it is admitted by all that the clear 
cold weather is much more healthful than 
warm weather this time of year—Miss 
Alice Kane of Searsport visited friends in 
town recently—The school at the Station 
began Nov. 25th and is taught by Miss Jane 
Brown of Belfast. Vesta Rose of Brooks 
teaches at Evans’ Corner—The crew em- 
ployed by-The W. U. Tel. Co. have com- 
pleted their work of putting in new tele- 
graph poles on this branch. They were at 
this station about a week, and through the 
bad storm. There were fifteen men in 
charge of Mr. Wiggin of Portland, and it 
was an able crew—Twenty-five cars load- 
ed with wood have been sent from this 
station to The Belfast Fuel & Hay Co_ 
Ellison Cunningham of this place is very 
poorly—Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Twombly 
have moved to Rockport to live with their 
daughter, Mrs. Ralph Freeman — J. C. 
Littlefield has contracted with Fred White, 
of The Belfast Fuel & Hay Co., to start a 
large quantity of wood from the Twombly 
woods this winter... L. C. Whitman is 
slowly recovering from a severe cut on the 
knee — Apples are selling for S3 a barrel. 
....JohnS. Twombly of Monroe is loading 
cars here with ship-timber. 
SHIP NEWS. 
AMERICAN PORTS. 
New York, Dec. 4. Sid, schs. Ebenezer 
Hackett, Havana; Aetna, Virginia; ar, 
sch. Menawa, Providence; 5, cld, sch. Susie 
P. Oliver, Cienfuegos; 6, cld, ship Wm. P. 
Frye, Shanghai; ar, sch. Annie R. Lewis, 
Bangor; 7, ar, schs. Izetta, Bangor; Puri- 
tan, Bluehill; Sadie Corey, Ellsworth for 
Rondout; Helena, Frankfort; 8, ar, barks 
Addie Morrill, Buenos Ayres; Rose Innis, 
Fernandina; 9, ar, schs. Gen. Adelbert 
Ames, Jacksonville; Henry R. Tilton, Nor- 
folk ; 10, ar, schs. Daylight, Baltimore for 
Weymouth; Young Brothers, Philadelphia 
for Boston; R. F. Pettigrew, Port Spain; 
Eliza J. Pendleton, Jacksonville. 
Boston, Dec. 2. Ar, sch. Herbert E., 
Shute, Norfolk; 5, ar, sch. Susan Stetson, 
Bangor; 6, ar, schs. Henry B. Fiske, Bruns- 
wick ; Laura M. Lunt, do.; Josie Hook, 
Bangor; 7, cld, sch. Senator Sullivan, Bar- 
ter, Fernandina; ar, sch. Mary Williams, 
Bangor; 8, ar, sch. Flora Rogers, Satilia,via 
Vineyard Haven, in tow; 9, ar, sch. J. Man- 
chester Haynes, Carrabelle, Fla; 10, ar, 
schs. Levi S. Andrews, Brunswick ; Geo.W. 
Wells, Newport News. 
Philadelphia, Dec. 5. Cld, schs. Young 
Brothers, Boston; ar, sch. Herald, Black 
River, Ja.; 7, ar, sch. Sallie l’On, Jackson- 
ville. 
Portland, Dec. 8. Sid, sch. Wm. C. Car- 
negie, Newport News. 




Does your horse “feel his 
oats”? What a difference be- 
tween the grain-fed and the 
grass-fed horse! The first 
strong and full of ginger, the 
second flabby, weak and tired 
out before he begins. The 
feeding makes the difference. 
Children are not alike either. 
One is rosy, bright-eyed, full 
of life and laughter, another is 
pale, weak and dull. The feed- 
ing again is responsible. 
Sickly children need special 
feeding. They don’t “feel their 
oats”. Scott’s Emulsion adds 
just the right richness to their 
diet. It is like grain to the 
horse. The child gets new 
appetite and strong digestion. 
Scott’s Emulsion is more 
than food. It is a strong 
medicine. It rouses up dull 
children, puts new flesh on thin 
ones and red blood into pale 
ones. It makes children grow. 
Scott’s Emulsion makes ordi- 
nary lood do its 
duty. 
This picture represents 
the Trade Mark of Scott’s 
Emulsion and is on the 
wrapper of every bottle. 
Send for free sample. 
SCOTT & BOWNE, 
409 Pearl St.t New York. 
50c and $i. all druggists. 
BELFAST PRICE CU BRENT 
[Corrected Weekly for Tlie Journal. [ 
Produce Market. Price8\Paid Producer. 
Apples ©> bu., 40 to 75' 
dried, V lb, 5@6 
Beans, pea. 2.00to2.25 
44 medium, 2.25 
44 Yel’eyes, 2.50to2.75 
Butter ft>, I8to20 
Beef, sides, ft, 6@7 
Beef fore quarters, 
Barley ^bu., 40@45 
Cheese ft, 12 
Chicken ^ ft, 10tol2 
Calf Skins, per lb. 9@l0i 
Duck ^ 1b, 14@15 
32 
JS9 
Hay ^ ton, 1O.O0@12.OO 
Hides ^ lb, 6 
Lamb f* lb, 12 
Lamb Skins, 50@1.00 
Mutton V ft, 7 
Oats bu.,32 lb, 40 
Potatoes $fbu., 65 
Round Hog, 7$ 
Straw ^ ton, 10.00 
Turkey lb, 16@17 
Tallow Ip lb, lfcg3 
Veal ? ft, 6@7 
Wool, unwashed, 18 
Wood, hard, 3.00@4.00 
Wood, soft, 3.50@4.00 
Retail Price Ketau Maricet. 
Beef, corned, F lb, 8@10 
Butter Salt, 14 lb, I8to20 
Corn V bn., 82 
Cracked Corn V bn., 82 
Corn Meal F bu., 82 
Cheese V lb, l6tol6 
Cotton Seed V cwt., 1.60 
Codfish, dry, V lb. *6@8 
Cranberries ^ qt., 8tol0 
Clover Seed, 13@16 
Flour v bbl., 4.60to6.00 
H.G.Seed^bu., 2.60 
Lard V lb. 13 
Lime V bbl., 90@1.00 
Oat Heal t> lb, 4@5 
Onions V ib, 2J@4 
Oil, Kerosene, gal.,13@l4 
Pollock »ib, 4§4* 
Pork ^ &, 12 
Plaster ^ bbl., 1.13 
Rye Meal ? Ib, 3 
Shorts & cwt., 1.30 
Sugar V lb, 6to6* 
Salt.T. I.,Wbu., 33 
Sweet Potatoes, 3 
Wheat Meal, 5 
inger. New York; R. L. Tay, Scituate, 
Mass. 
San Francisco, Deo. 6. Sld, ship A. G. 
Ropes, Queenstown. 
Red Beach, Me., Dec. 2. Arsch. F. G. 
French, Look, New York. 
Port Ludlow, Wash., Dec. 4. Sld, ship 
Great Admiral, sterling, Mollendo. 
Fernandina, Fla., Deo. 2. Sld, brig Jen- 
nie Halbert, Veazie, Curacoa, D. W. I.; 3, 
ar, sch. Olive T. Whittier, Whittier, San 
Juan, P. R.; 4, ar, sch. Grace Davis, Dodge, 
Barbados. 
Newport News, Dec. 8. Ar, schs. Van 
Allens Boughtonand Arthur Seitz, Bangor; 
Frank A. Palmer, Portland; sld, sch. Wm. 
B. Palmer, Portland. 
Salem, Dec. 5. Sld, sch. Puritan, New 
York. 
Brunswick, Ga„ Dec. 8. Cld, sch. S. G. 
Haskell, Richardson, Boston; sld, sch. Me- 
lissa A. Willey, Hart, Boston; 6, ar, sch. 
Tofa, Noank. 
Apalachicola, Deo. 6. Cld, sch. Henry 
.Clausen, Jr. Boston. 
Newport News, Deo. 6. Sld, sch. Day- 
light, New Haven. 
Key West, Dec. 6. Sld, sch. Willie L. 
Newton, Tampa; 8,ar,sch. MaggieS. Hart, 
Farrow, Philadelphia. 
Pascagoula, Dec. 6. Ar, sch. Lizzie B. 
Willey, Boston. 
Jacksonville, Dec. 7. Ar, sch. John C. 
Smith, McDonald, Baltimore. 
Pensacola, Dec. 6. Ar, sch. George N. 
Jordan, Havana. 
FOREIGN PORTS. 
Trinite Bay, Mart., to Nov. 30. Ar, sch. 
Star of the Sea, Quinlan, Boston. 
Honolulu, Nov. 26. Ar, ship Roanoke, 
Amsbury, Norfolk, 162 days cargo of coal 
on fire; 17, sld, ship Emily F. Whitney, Berg- 
man, San Francisco; 22, sld, ship Tillie E. 
Starbuck, San Francisco. 
Barbados, Nov. 16. Sld, sch. Grace|Davis, 
Dodge, Fernandina. 
Mayaguez, P. R., Dec. 2, 6 a. m. Ar, 
steamer Californian, Dyer, New York. 
Carthagena, Dec. 3. Ar, sch. Wesley M. 
Oler, Harriman, New York. 
Shanghai, Dec. 5. Sld, bark Puritan (Br), 
Amsbury, for Port Townsend. 
St. Pierre, Mart, Nov. 29. Ar, sch. Lizzie 
E. Dennison, Fernandina. 
Cape Town, C. G. H., Dec. 5. Ar, ship 
Abner Coburn, Everett, Wash. 
Montevideo, Dec. 3. Sld, bark Mabel I. 
Meyers, New York. 
Fort de France, Dec. 3. Sld, bark Doris, 
Masterton, Baltimore. 
Curacoa, Nov. 24. I n port, sch. Estelle, 
Dennison, to sail 28th for Ship Island, to 
load for San Juan, P. R. 
Shanghai, Dee. 7. Ar, previously, ship 
Edward Sewall, Quick, New York. 
Hong Kong, Oct. 25. In port, ships Wm. 
H. Conner, Colcord, for Baltimore and New 
York; State of Maine, Colcord, for New 
York. 
MARINE MISCELI.ANY. 
Spoken. Bark Adolph Obrig, nong Kong 
for Baltimore, off Cape Henry, Dec. 5. 
Before reported overdue. 
Vineyard Haven, Dec. 4. Sch. Flora 
Rogers, from Brunswick, Ga., for Boston, 
while lying at anchor here last night, rolled 
away foretopmast with all attached. Had 
rough weather the entire passage and 
sprang aleak. Will proceed in tow. (Arriv- ed at Boston Dec. 7.) 
Norfolk, Va., Dec. 6. Sch. Eliza J. Pen- 
dleton, Veazie, from Jacksonville for New 
York, with lumber, put in here, to-day in 
distress, having broken foretopmast, lost 
foresail and jib, and donkey boiler leaking. 
Portland, Me., Dec. 5. During fog in the 
harbor this morning, sch. Methebesec, while 
being towed across the harbor, struck ferry- 
boat Elizabeth City with her jibboom, dam- 
aging her pilot house, rails and the men’s 
cabin. No one injured. The schooner sus- 
tained some damage. 
Bath, Dec. 6. The five-masted sch. under 
construction at the yard of Percy & Small, 
has been named Cora F. Cressey, in honor 
of the wife of M. 1). Cressey of Boston. 
Capt. Harding is to command. The four- 
masted sch. in the Kelley-Spear Co. yard, is to launch about the 10th of J anuary. She 
is owned by B. T. Petty & Co., New York. 
Bath, December 5. The first six-masted 
schooner of the fleet of .1. S. Winslow A 
Co., of Portland, and the third of its kind in 
the world, is to be built in this city next 
spring at Percy & Small’s yard. Her 
gross tonnage will be 2!MX), about 100 tons 
less than the Eleanor A. Percy, which was 
built at the same yard. Work will com- 
mence in March. 
Honolulu, Nov. 26, via San Francisco, 
Dec. 3. The American ship Roanoke, which 
was thought to have been lost at sea, being 
162 days out from Norfolk, Va., bound for 
San Francisco, arrived here today in distress 
with her cargo of coal on firs. She left 
Norfolk last June and was shortly after- 
ward reported afire on the Atlantic coast. 
Later she was reported again as being all 
right and was thought that she was safe, 
but when she failed to arrive in Sap 
Francisco on time fears began to be felt for 
her. 
London, Dec. 4. The Ilamburg-American 
liner Patricia, New York for Hamburg, at 
Cherbourg today reported passed in mid- 
ocean the schooner W. II. Card of llucks- 
port, Ble., abandoned and waterlogged. 
The crew had evidently been taken off. 
The skipper, a Bucksport man, was accom- 
panied by his wife and their young niece, 
and their Blaine friends had given them up 
for lost. The Card was from Bangor to 
Wareham, Mass., with lumber from James 
Walker & Co. She registers 119 tons and 
was built at Franklin, Ble. The Card was 
owned by Frank Arey of Bucksport. 
The Cutter Woodbury. The revenue 
cutter Woodbury has received orders to pa- 
trol the coast of Blaine and New Hamp- 
shire as far as Cape Ann, to assist vessels 
in distress and remove from the path of 
commerce any obstructions to navigation. 
Lieut. Thompson, commanding the Wood- 
bury, says that when it is possible the ves- 
sel will cruise at sea the greater part of the 
time. The revenue cutter service has per- 
formed this duty since 1837 and in the years 
that have passed has saved much valuable 
property and many lives. 
BELMONT. 
Mrs. Mary E. Churchill and Mrs. Nell 
Morse are on the sick list_Mrs. L. F. 
Allenwood was in Belfast Sunday visiting 
her mother, Martha E. Brown_The snow- 
storm last week caught most of the farmers 
napping, with no fire-wood cut and their 
houses not banked—Quite a number of 
the farmers are killing theii hogs, owing to 
the high price of grain. We hope this 
will teach our farmers not to depend on 
the west for grain. 
During the season just closed 6250 hogs- 
heads of herring have been taken in Jones- 
port waters for the sardine f actories and the 
smoke houses. Nearly 25,000 bushels of the 
catch is said to have been dipped at 
Brownies Island, near Crumple Island. 
The value of the product to the weirmen is 
figured at $28,125. 
HORN. 
Condon. In South Brooksville, November 19, 
to Mr. and Mrs. Kalph li. Condon, a son, Henry 
Kalph. 
Gray. In Penobscot, November 24, to Mr. and 
Mrs. Velorous Gray, a daughter. 
Jackson. In Belfast, November 24, to Mr. and 
Mrs. Albion K. Jackson, a daughter, Rosselyn 
Mae. 
Roberts. In Penobscot, November 28, to Mr. 
and Mrs. William C. Roberts, a daughter. 
Sprague. In Seal Cove, November 28, to Capt. 
and Mrs. Eugene H. Sprague, a daughter. 
Saunders. In Deer Isle, December 2, to Mr. 
and Mrs. J. E. Saunders, a son. 
Spear. In Rockland, November 24, to Mr. and 
Mrs. Everett 1.. Spear, a daughter. 
MARRIED. 
Church-Stevens. In Bangor. November 28, 
Luther Church of Bangor and Miss Laura J. 
Stevens, formerly of Brooksville. 
Greenla\v-Black. In Deer Isle, November 
27, Edward I’. Greenlaw and Miss Kosella B. 
Black, both of Deer Isle. 
Hooper-Simpson. In Stonington, November 
28, by Rev. II. H. Woude, John Locke Hooper of 
Castine and Lillian Simpson of Stonington. Haskell-Libby. In South Warren, November 
28 Edgar w. Haskell of Deer Isle and Miss Hat- 
tie M. Libby of South Warren. 
Larkin-Lindsey. In Vinalhaven, November 
28, How ard D. Larkin and Mrs. Addie J. Lindsey, 
both of Vinalhaven. 
Lee-Babridge. In lslesboro, November 25, 
by Rev. Geo. E. Tufts, Frederick A. Lee and Miss 
Carro E. Babb idge, both of lslesboro. 
Miller-Hart. In St. George, November 29, 
William F. Miller of Medfield, Mass., and Laura 
a. Hart of St. George. 
Page-Eastman. In Belfast, December 7, by 
Rev. C. H. Bryant, George D. Page and Miss 
Irene May Eastman, both of Belfast. 
Payson-Thompson. In Montville, November 
21, by C. M. Plummer, Esq., Herbert L. Payson of Knox and Goldie M. Thompson of Montville. 
Penney-Newcomb. In Montville, December 
2, by C. M. Plummer, Esq Charles R. Penney and Hattie N. New’eomb, both < f Montville. 
Sprague-I'arnes. In Vinalhaven, November 
28, Leon M. Sprague and Lillian M. Carnes, both 
of Vinalhaven. 
Williams-Poland. In Vinalhaven, Novem- 
ber 26, George Williams and Bertha Poland, both 
of Vinalhaven. 
Williams-Robbins. In Stonington, Novem- 
ber 28, Thomas Williams and Edith Robbins, both 
of Stonington. 
IMKI). 
Bryant. In Camden, December 2, Fannie M. 
wife of Luther M. Bryant, aged 43 years, 2 month 
and 22 days. 
Bowden. In Ash Point, South Thomaston, 
December 1, Charles S. Bowden, aged 64 years, 6 
months and 1 day. 
Crehore. In Peabody, Mass., December l, 
Henry Crehore of Lincolnville. 
Cunningham. In Ellsworth, December 3, 
George R. Cunningham, aged 42 years, 20 days. 
Cottrell. In Dorchester, Mass December 2, 
Mrs. Eliza B. Cottrell, formerly of Belfast, aged 
82 years and 5 months. 
Deane. In Newton Highlands, Mass., Decem- 
ber 6, Dr. James C. Deane, formerly of Liberty 
and Lincolnville, aged 67 years. 
Dodge. In Islesboro, December 2, Capt. Win. 
S. Dodge, aged 74 years. 
Hatch. In Morrill, December 6, Alice A. 
Hatch, aged 26 years. 
Glidden. In Northpoit, December 5, Laura 
E., wife of Fred B. Glidden, aged 61 years, 3 
months and 10 days. 
Howes. In East Liberty, November 6, R. E. 
Howes, aged 68 years. 
Hatch. In Penobscot, November 22, Ruth 1‘. 
Hatch, aged 13 years. 
Leach. In Orland, November 30, Mrs. Rose E. 
Leach, aged 39 years, 8 months and 25 days. 
Meservey. In Port Clyde, December 2, Capt, 
Wiliam Meservey. 
Lord. In New York, December 2, Capt. George 
A. Lord of Rockland. 
Lewis. In Camden, December l, William IV 
Lewis, aged 70 years. 7 months and ^5 days. 
Most Belfast Readers Realize What It 
fleans. 
The constant, never-ceasing itcliinc ss, 
Ever present with itching piles. 
With eczema, with irritating skin. 
It’s every-day trouble in many households. 
Doan’s Ointment brings relief and cure. 
Is endorsed by Belfast people. 
Mr. Walter Coombs of 76 Main street, says: “I 
was troubled for seven or eight years with itch- 
ing piles. I guess I used a hundred salves and 
ointments during that time, but I received little 
or no benefit from them. A friend gave me a box 
of Doan’s Ointment. He got it at Edmund Wil- 
son’s drug store. 1 used the box and it cured me. 
Other preparations gave me some relief, but it 
took Doan’t Ointment to cure. 
Sold for fifty cents per box by all dealers. Fos- 
ter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the 
United States. 
Remember the nam^-DOAN’S—and take no 
substitute. 
* 
ro introduce our NEW GOODS to YOU we will give 
FREE to any one visiting our China Parlor, 
Thursday. Friday or Saturday, 
DEC. 12, DEC. 13, DEC. 14, 
May, Tuesday and Wednesday, 
DEC. 16, DEC. 17, DEC. 18, 
IN OUR CHINA PARLOR. 
Gifts to be selected from the same room. We have the biggest 
stock yet, and if we can’t sell it all why we’ll give you some. 
We have placed a JAE OF BEANS In this room that you are 
perfectly free to guess on. And the one coming nearest to the 
number gets a nice lamp FREE. Every guess is perfectly free, 
and the lamp is free if you are lucky. Beans to be counted 
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 18. 
If you don’t want to buy come in and guess.—If you don’t 
want to guess—come in and look—your call will be appreciated 
and we will be glad to see you. Yours truly. 
I Until after Christmas. | Carle & Jones. 
MARSHALL FIELD WAREHOUSE MANAGER 
Cured of Catarrh of Kidneys by 
Pe-ru-na. 
HON. JOHN T. SHEAHAN, OF CHICAGO. 
Hon. John T. Sheahan, who has been for seventeen years manager of Marshall 
Field A Co.’s wholesale warehouse, and is corporal 2d Regiment Infantry, I. N. G., 
writes the following letter from 8758 Indiana avenue, Flat Six, Chicago, 111.: 
Peruna Medicine Co., Columbus, Ohio. 
Gentlemen—“Last summer I caught a cold which seemed to set- 
tle In my kidneys and affected them badly. / tried a couple of kid- 
nay remedies largely advertised, but they did not help me any. One 
of my foremen told me of the great help he had received in using 
Peruna In a similar case, and I at once procured some. 
“It was Indeed a blessing to me, as / am on my feet a large part of 
the day, and trouble such as I had affected me seriously, but four 
bottles of Peruna cured me entirely and I would not be without it for 
three months salary.”—JOHN T. SHEAHAN. 
Mr. jaeoD r ieig writes from 44 Sum- 
ner avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.: 
/ am now a new man at the age of 
seventy-five years, thanks to your 
wonderful remedy Peruna.’’—Jacob 
Flelg. 
Catarrhal inflammation of the mucous 
lining of the kidneys, also called 
“Bright’s disease,” may be either acute 
or chronic. The acute form produces 
symptoms of such prominence that the 
serious nature of the disease is at once 
suspected, but the chronic variety may 
come on so gradually and insidiously 
that its presence is not suspected until 
after it has fastened itself thoroughly 
upon its victim. 
At the appearance of the first symp- 
tom Peruna should be taken. This 
remedy strikes at once at the very root 
of the disease. 
A book on catarrh sent free by The 






HOLIDAY STOCK Has Come. 
Christmas Gifts is ready for inspection. 
Come and Look : Ycur Judgment Will Tell You What to Do 
our stock of Watches, Clocks, Solid Gold 
Brooches, Scarf Pins, Ladies 
Watch Chains, Rings, Etc., 
LARGER THAN I M A! 
We would call SPECIAL ATTENTION! I C,mc 
to our new .and choice line of. i Imported rdflS. 
ES^Ou' large line of Chafjng DlSHeS wiU yo., 
Look at our Window. 
You will see hundreds of things we have not space enough to mention 
A| TO stock is THOROUGHLY UP WITH THE TIMES in vari.-i, 
novelty in every department. Come inland get our prices, 
our stock all over. No trouble to show hoods. 
RFPAIP DFPAPTriFNT We shall endeavor to repair Watc. KCr IK CK KIl ICI  I Jewelry ALL Timol „n tiik ik-i.ip 
We have first-class help for this ih-pt. 
COME IN, WE ARE OPEN FOR BUSINESS. 
JtyOPEN EVENINGS BEGINNING SATURDAY, DECEMBER I4Ui 
H. J. LOCKE & SON, 
National Bank Building, Belfast, Me 
— —' TO BE FO NO AT 
SLEEPERS! 
They are awake, and glad to show their goods, consisting of 
Rugs, selling very low. BisselVs “ Cyco” bearing Carpel 
Sweepers,[Bamboo Goods, Screens, Easels, iCc., large assort- 
ment of Screens, Hassocks, Mirrors, Work Baskets, Waste 
Baskets, Hampers, Sofa Pillows and Coverings, Sleds, Shoo 
Flys, Dolls, Carriages, Card Tables (cloth tops). We hare 
the Whitely Exerciser, just the thing to bring you health. 
You will find a full line of Upholstery Goods and Supplies, 
also Draperies, Straw Mattings and Oil Cloths. 
Call and see our new goods. Don’t forget this is the place to get 
ALFRED PEAT’S WALL PAPERS, they are known everywhere for 
having the best for the money. 
Hoping our friends will give us a share of patronage we will try and 
make it profitable to them. 
J. L. SLEEPER & CO., 72 Main St. 
